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Abstract

The enotional and behavioural adjustment of children with institutionalized

retarded siblings was compared to that of children with non-retarded
i,.'..:...,'l'

siblings. The 27 child'ren in each group üiere matched on se-x, âge, ::'.:,'','

intelligence, and parental ¡narital status. Enotional adjustment r4ras

assessed through the Self-Appraisal Inventory (Frith $ Narikar^ia, 1,972)

and by a question regardíng overall happiness. Behavioural adjustrnent ;i:;',:",i
i:-:: 

ìj 
1ìr::

was measured by the Behaviour Problen Checklist (Quay Ç Peterson, 1-965) 
ì.:i,.ì,:r

rated by nothers. All children were also administered a seni-structured i:'""';r:"

interview. As predicted, children with retarded siblings reported

signifícantly lower overall ernotíonal adjustment, significantly depressed

affect in the fanily situation, and significantly less happiness

Contrary to prediction, children with retarded siblings were not reported

to differ significantly in their overall behavíoural adjustment. However,

significantdifferenceSbetweenthetwogroupSwerefoundinreported
'

incidence of anti-social behaviour. Saliency of retardation was found to

pIayasignificantro1eih:beTraüioueä1adjus:tment.Resu1tSI^Ierediscussed
.¡,.a'rr,,.in terns of their nethodological contribution to the literature, directions ,:':: r,

i'..,,t,,t-. r,

for future research, and inplications for therapeutic intervention in ,:';;;1":':

fanilies with institutionalized retarded children.
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Chapter L -_ .Introduclion

To date, the literature discussing mental retardation focuses

prírnarily upon the nentally retarded person. There is a substantial

body of research on such topics as the personality of institutionalized

mentally retarded children as compared to non-institutionalized nentally

retarded children (Burden, 1.976; It4oazani, L976! Wynn, 1975), the various

sub-types of nental retardation (Leong, 'J.976; Ross 6 Ross, L978), the

numerous r,üays retarded persons can be categorízed (A1pern, I97U Bradley,

L977; C1e1and, L979; Kolstoe , LITO), and the different remedial training

programs that have been devised for the retarded (Fredericks, L971"; Schofield

Ç ltrong, L975; Watson Ç Bassinger, t974). Relatively less attention has

been given to the parents of retarded children and how such offspring

can affect their marital relationship and overall fanily functioning.

Furthermore, the influence that a retarded child nay have on his or her

siblings has received ninimal focus by researchers.

It is quite surprising that the siblings of retarded children have been

Largely ignored in the literature, since the available research on the

effects of a retarded child on parental functioning indicate sone fairly

adverse effects. Depressed emotional adjustment has been noted in parents

following the birth of a handicapped child (Poznanski, t973) as have

naladaptive psychological reactions (Davis, L975). Other investigators

have pointed to increased narital tension and aggravation of unhealthy

relationships in fanilies with a retarded child (Liberthson, 1968) .1

In light of the negative consequences on parents having a retarded child, it

ls"e App"ndix A for a more lengthy review of the literature on psychosocial

li-i:ji:;;:i,ir

adjustrnent of parents with retarded children.
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lrlould seen likely that siblings as well would be affected either directly
by the retarded child or indirectly via the effects on parental

functioning. Some preliminary research has suggested this may in fact

be true and studies pointing to various aspects of childrenst lives that 
,,,,,., 

,

nay be affected by having a retarded sibling are beginning to energe

Two areas of functioning that have been paid ninimal attention

relate to the enotional and behavioural adjustnent of siblings.2 Urrfo"tunately
t.',":.t.,the majority of this research suffers fron serious nethodological flaws. 
'.....;-The nost conmon of these shortcomíngs include a reliance upon anecdotal ,.' ,,

evidence rather than ernpirical d.ocunentation, the lack of properly controlled ::'.'':'''

studies whicÏireliminate the effects of confounding variables, and a focus

on children with I'severelyrr retarded siblings to the neglect of children 
l

with siblings who have other degrees of retardation. It is also quite ì

evident frorn examining the literature on parents and siblings of retarded

children that a number of variables such as the age, sex and place of
residenceoftheretardedchi1dmayacttomoderatetheinpactsuchachi1d

has on fanily mernbers. However, these variables have not been examined Ì

rigorously and thus the literature on this subject matter renains ambiguous. ,,:.:l
l. ,.' -::.'

An additional problen with the literature on fanílies of retarded children 't'i..'
i. :-::: :

is that 1itt1e differentiation is nade between families, of the physically i,r',:''...',

handicapped and fanilies of the nentally handicapped. ülith these technical

problens in nind, the najor findings to date regarding the irnpact of a

retarded child on both parents and siblings will be briefly reviewed. i:,:,'.:,
li.:"i:-1:.::r.

2see Appendix A for a nore lengthy review of the literature on the

adjustment of children with retarded siblings.
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In the case of parents of handicapped children, emphasis has been

placed on the enotional problens associated with producing an abnorrnal

child and on recognition of the stress created for the parents by such

children. Poznanski (1973) in a clinical report notes the 'rstorm of

emotionsrrelicited in both parents by the birth of a handícapped chi1d.

She alleges that in these circumstances mothers and fathers are overwhelmed

by feelings of rrhelplessness, disappointment, disbelief, anger, confusion

and guiltrr. Also noted are the kinds of problems parents of such children

encounter in their day-to-day living (e,g., handling discipline). These part-

i,eular i-s'sue.s: are æiLsodocumented by Davis (1975) and Minde, Hackett, Killou

and Silver (L972) 
,

One area of fanily functioning that has repeatedly been shown to be i

I

seriously affected by a handicapped child is the marital relationship of 
l

parents of such a child. Farber (1959), Fowle (1968), Líberthson (1-968),
I

and Tew, Laurence, Payne, and Rawnsley (1977) have all exanined the narital 
i

integration of parents of mentally retard eð. and./or physically handicapped i

i' ;. :.: r't: :

children. Although none of these investigators enployed a control group,

their results l^Iere consistent in showing increased narital tension in

the presence of a retarded child. The degree of this tension was found

to be influenced by the place of residence of the retarded child (Farber,

1959; home versus institution), sex of the retarded child in relation

to sex of the parent (Cain Ç Levine, 196L; Levine, 1-965-66), age of the

retarded child (Farber, L959; 2uk,1959-60), and length of institution-

aTizatíon of the retarded child (Fowle, L968). Thus far results regarding

the influence of religious background, socio-economic status, and saliency
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of retardation (Farber, 1959; Zuk, 1959-60; Poznanski, L973; Caldwe11 G

Guze, 1959-60, respectively) remain contradictory.

Sibl ingq of. It4ental 1)r' Retard.e.d. .Ctrillren

As far as examining the adjustnent of children who have mentally

retarded siblings, no one particular area of functioning has been enphasized.

There are a nunber of people who conceptualíze the birth of a defective

child as a fanily crisis (Klein G Lindenann, 196L; Liberthson, 1968;

Poznanski, L969) and concentrate on the effect5of such a child on both

parents and siblings. Other researchers note that siblings of retarded

children are a population at risk for adjustment problens but do not

specify what types of problems are likely to emerge nor rnodes of treating

these problems (San Martino Ê Newman, L974; I4reinrott, t974).

The life goals of siblings of retarded children have been exarnined

by both Cleveland and Brown (L977) and Farber (1963). In addition, a

conparison of the relationships of normal siblings and their retarded

siblings with nornal siblings and their non-Teitarded siblings has been

conducted by Miller (tg74) and an attenpt has been nade by Taylor (Lg74)

to categorize sibling adjustment in fanilies with a retarded child into
i.,rl..'ill,

three different patterns. None of these studies, however, are very 
1:,-. 

,;,.
., -::.¡:....:¡,

systenatic (e.g., they do not include control groups), nor do they pinpoint :.,:i:.i:.:;

specific difficulties which are amenable to treatment.

The literature on sibling adjustnent also contains sone references

to behaviour disorders in this population. Poznanski (1969) and San Martino ,,,¡¡:.:.t:,
i ::::r.jì-riìr..ìn

and Newman (L974) both report evidence of behavioural reactions in siblings

of retarded children. Sinilarly, Minde et al. (7972) and Tew and Laurence
'

(1,973) allege that they found a significant increase in behaviour disorders 
I

in siblings of retarded children. None of these investigators indicated I , , ,

iìr-'i:'ìil.i:ì:rìr-
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however, whether the behavioural problens were in the forn of shy-

anxíous behaviour or anti'social behaviour. Further, the nethodology

of these studies I^Ias not very rigoïous. Measuring instruments used to

assess this area of functioning were not described and control groups

of children with non-handicapped siblings hrere not enployed.

One area of sibling adjustnent that has been virtually ignored

in the literature relates to emotional functioning. Sagers (Lg7S) is the

only investigator to directly inspect this variable. In a well-controlled

study he examined the self-esteem of siblings of retarded children who

were either institutionalized or resided at hone. In comparison with

a control group of children who had no retarded siblings, he found, quite

surprisingly, that children with retarded brothers or sisters cornpared

favourably or had higher self-concepts than children without retarded

brothers or sisters.

As with the parent population, certain moderator variables such as

sex' age, place of residence, sevetity, saliency, and length of institut-

ionaLization have been found to influence the irnpact a retarded child has

on siblings. However, results of studies looking at these factors are

equivocal and thus no definitive statements regarding their impact can

be nade. The present investigation was the first to ïigorously examine

the effects of a number of these moderating variables on the psychosocial

adjustnent of siblings of institutionalized retarded children.

Purpos e g}d Res earch..HyJgthe:es

The purpose of this research was twofold: (1) to more rigorously

examine the adjustment of chj-1dren with institutionalized nentally

retarded siblings by cornparing then with a group of children who did

lii;i:::;j.:
Iri¡ r rirl
li:rl:ji:i:
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not have mentally retarded or otherr^/ise handicapped siblings, and (2) to

exanine the role played by a number of variables in influencing the

adjustment of children with retarded siblings. Two najor areas of

psychological functioning v¡ere assessed: affective/'enotional adjustnent

and behavioural/social adjustment. The following hypotheses were

advanced:

Hyp-o_t_he*_s 1_

Children with institutionalized retarded siblings would have

significantly nore overall enotional adjustment and behavioural

adjustment problens than children hrithout retarded siblings.

Hypojhesis 2

Children with institutionalized retarded siblings would report

significantly ïnore overall emotional adjustment problens than

children without retarded siblings.

Hypothe:is 3

Children with institutionalized retarded siblings would be reported

to have significantly nore overall behavioural problems than children

without retarded siblings.

Hygo-thgsjs .{

Children with institutionalized retarded siblings would report

thenselves to be less happy than children without retarded siblings.

Hryoth.ej;iì.5

Children of the same gender as their retarded sibling would be

significantly nore adversely affected in their enotional and

behavioural adjustnent than children of the opposite gender to their

retarded sibling.
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Hypothes-is 6

Fenale siblings of retarded children would be significantly

more adversely affected in their emotional and behavioural

adjustnent than nale siblings of retarded chíldren.

Hypot-Lg-si-s 7

Older siblings of retarded children would be significantly nore

adversely affected in their enotional and behavioural adjustnent

than younger siblings of retarded children.

Hypj-thesis å

Manifestation of behaviour problems would differ significantly in

relation to the sex of the f'normalr' sibling.

Hypolhesis 9

Children whose retarded siblings were institutionalízed for longer

periods of tine would be significantly better adjusted than children

whose retarded siblings had been institutionalized for shorter

periods of tine

Hlpo.thesi-:-- 19

Children with noderately retarded institutionalízed siblings would

be significantly better adjusted than children with severely or

profoundly retarded institutionalized siblings.

HypglLesi.s. Jl
Children with institutionalized'retarded siblings who did not have

physical defects would be significantly better adjusted than

children with institutionali_zed retarded siblings who had nild or

severe physical defects.
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Chapter 2 - Method

Ide_ntifica.tion of Pgt.eLt.ial Subj ects

The first step in the study was to identify potential subjects for

each of the following two groups: fanilies in whích there r{as a pernanently

institutionalized nentally retarded child (experinental group) and

families in which there vrerîe no nentally retarded or otherwise handicapped

children (control group). The following inclusion criteria were

specified a priori: (1) the fanily nust reside in ltüinnipeg; (2) siblings

must be of at least average intelligence and between 4 to L8 years of age;

and (5) the marital relationship of the parents must be intact (no evidence

of previous marital breakdown). The criterion of residency in Winnipeg

allowed examination of urban as 'opposed to rural families. Given that

there is sone suggestion in the líterature that there are frequently

undiagnosed defects in the siblings of ïetarded children (Wortis, Jedrycek,

Ç Wortis, 1.967), the criterion of 'rat least aveîage intelligencerr was

utilized. The criterion of having intact marriages was employed to prevent

confounding of the tests of differences between the two groups by previous

¡narital statuses (e.g., separated, divorced, widowed).

Additionally, in choosing the experimental group, cause of the

retardation üias restricted to genetic or biochenical factors as opposed

to being a result of an accident. This criterion was used in order to

provide greater honogeneity as it was felt that farnily members would

adjust differently to these various causal factors.

I4gÉifJcation €_Fanilies_ w-ifh l_n:titulionaliz_ed_lr{ett_al,U Reta.r{ed ÇLil.dren

Potential subjects for the group with institutionalized retarded

children were identified through the files of the St. Anant Centre. All

!lìì ;::::í,',:ìiil
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files for fanilies who net the criteria for inclusion were used. There

were 5L fanilies who met these críteria. All of these families were

contacted by neans of a letter (see Appeu-cl,iÍ^- B) and were asked to fill
ovt a questionnaire (see Appendix C) providing the following denographíc 

,-. . ,,,..

infornation: marital status, race, religion, nunber, age and gender of :::::'::jr:::

children, parentsr educational and working status, farnily income, history

of psychiatric t'eatment and some information pertaining to social 
j,,.:.:,,,:.:¡activities. Although some of this data was available from the farnily 
i,.:rì:':l'',.

files, ít was found that some of the files were not up to date. Therefore ,,.,. _-,.
!r:::::: i 

' 
'

having the fanilies report this infornation served to more accurately r;::'::::::;

determine whether criteria for inclusion were met.

Those interested in learning more aboqt, the study and possibly 
l

iparticipating in it were asked to provide their name, address and telephone 
i

number along with the other info:cnation and to retuïn the questionnaire I

to tþe researcher in an enclosed, self-addressed, stamped ,e¡velope

Those who were not interested in learning more about the study were asked 
f

I

to provide the fanilial-demographic information, excluding any identifying i

linfornation, and to return it in a li-ke nanner. This procedure guaranteed 
i.j,.,",..,,-.,

the anonymity of farnilies with an institutionalized retarded child who .tttt','.
;1,1., ¡.,:1i,t'1,did not wish to'identify thenselves. ,"'-,,',"

Identi.fi.c?tion g-f Fanilies _wi.th- No- Retaí{-ed .or Otherwi.sg- Hagdicapggd ç4itdrgn
Potential subjects for the group with no handicapped children were

identified fron a survey of three schools in the st. vital school ;'': :i1::,

iirÍi':.'i:1.:

Division in Winnipeg. In each of the three schools, a number of teachers

gave a letter addressed to |tparentsrt to each pupi1. The letter r^/as sirnilar

in fornat to that sent to fanilies with an instituti onalizeð. retarded
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child (see Appendix D) and included a questionnaire (see .,þpÞndix E)

sinilar in fornat to that sent to fanilies with an institutionalized

retarded child. The palîents were asked to follow the same procedure

as the erperimental group in returning the questionnaire to the
..; :t :.:i::,':r inVeStigatOf . :':'i::'-::,..

The three schools all had large enrollments. Together they spanned

an age range of kindergarten to Grade 12. Letters were distributed
. ..: l:..::ì:ì..--:':':l randonly in each of the schools, excluding students in the Special r','.' ,',;,;;

',1 t¡"-,.,,i
t

Education classes. In aII, a total of approxinately 200 letters ü/ere :

, ,:l ,'t,i',''.,t
' sent home with school children to their parents ;"'':'-"'-

Sub j ect.. S*egrio{r

Three weeks after the letters had been sent out to potential 
;

experimental and control fanilies those who responded and indicated an

interest in learning more about the study and possibly participating in
:: ft and who met the criteria for inclusion were delineated. An attenpt 
i

)was made to select 20 fanilies fron each of the two groups and to natch 
i

the groups on the following variables: sex and age of the children, and

narital status of the parents
'j.:ti :r:, .-

:, :;::.:ì:tl 
¡ff ar nnf anf i o'l crrl.-i a¡+c €^- +L^ +r.,^ â-^..-^ L^l , 

tì 
'': :. .

,,, After potential subjects for the two groups had been selected and 
,,;,,,-,,,,,i:,
:; ;: .:,].i::ì matched, they hlere contacted by telephone by the researcher. The purpose ,', '.,i',,',

of the study and the requirements of subjectst participation were clearly

outlined at this tine (see " $pp;endix F). The confidentialiry of the

,, ti-ndings of the study was assured. For those fanilies who consented to tn=,ii,.':':'.i'.,

participate in the study, an appointment for an interview was scheduled.

At the co¡npletion of the study, all those who responded to the letter

r^Jere sent a sirlnmary of the results (see Appendix G) .
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Respons e ..La.L e of Fanil ie: wíth, rnstitut ional i ?-ed- Retarded chi ldren

The responses from potential subjects for the group with institut-

ionalized retarded children are presented in Table 1. Excluding letters

that were returned to sender, the final response rate was only 35.5%.

Of those who volunteered to participate in the study, L3 net the inclusion

criteria. Fortunately, all of these fánilies agreed to participate in the

study when contacted by telephone. There were tr4ro families who did not

meet the inclusion criteria or could not be interviewed.

Unfortunately, the characteristics of those fanilies who volunteered

and net the inclusion criteria could not be conpared with those of

experirnental fanilies who either volunteered but did not neet the criteria

for inclusion or who returned the questionnaire anonynously, because of

the sna1l number of families in the latter th/o samples. In addition, it

should be noted that the low response rate of those fanilies who qualified

for participation in the study makes it difficult to deternine whether

the sample studied hras representative of all fanilies with nentally
)

retarded institutionalized children.

Resjgns.e Rate of Fanilies with Non-Handicapped Chil4ren

The responses from potential subjects fron the group without any

handicapped children are also presented in Table 1. Excluding letters

that were returned to sender, the final response rate was 28%, which is

sinilar to the response rate for fanilies having institutionalized

letarded children. This response rate may be a conservative estimate

for a nurnber of reasons: (1) in randornly selecting students to take

questionnaires hone, it is possible that more than one student from the

sane fanily may have carried a letter; (2) some of the students nay not
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Table L

ExperinentaT and Control Fanilies

Volunteered and net
inclusion criteria

Volunteered but did not rneet
inclusion criteria or could
not be interviewed

Non-Volunteers who returned
the questionnaire anonymously

Non-Responders (did not
return questionnaire)

Letters returned to sender

TOTAL

Final Tesponse rate of farnilies
with institutionalized retarded
children (excluding letters
returned to sender)

Final response rate of fanílies
without handicapped children
(excluding letters returned to
sender)

Experimental
Fanilies

73 (25.5u"7

2 (3.9e")

2 (3.9v")

(60. B%)

(s . s%)

51 (TOOv"1

4 F FO,J).J-o

289o

Control
Fanilies

33 (L6.s%)

3 (1.5e")

18 (9e")

t4o (70%)

6 (3e")

200 (100%)

- r,i:::-.,
l..r:.,:.t:

3L

-)

t- -j

l!j
l:i i;,

,.,:i::,¡i'

;':ji
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ltave.,actúally delivered the letter to their parents; and (3) this study

nay have had less inportance for fanilies with non-handicapped children

than for fanilies with a handicapped child and this factor nay have

reduced the response rate. Although 33 fanilies consented to participate,

once these families were natched with the experirnental group, L9 fanilies

formed the final sanple studied. Thus, control families were a select

group and it is difficult to deternine whether the sanple studied was

representative of all the farnilies surveyed in St. Vital.

Fingl åqnpl-e of Subj ect?

The final sample consisted of a total of 54 white, niddle-class

children. As can be seen in TabIe 2,27 expe'rímental children (15 girls,

12 boys) hiere recruited from a total of 1-3 farnilies wherein there was an

institutionalized mentally retarded sibling and an equal nr:mber of

control children (L4 girls, 13 boys) were from fanílies devoid of a

handicapped member. The mean ages of the children in the tl4to groups were

approxinately equal (experimental group: t2 yeats, 1 month and control

group: 1,t years, 8 nonths) . The two groups were also well-natched on

nean IQ scores(experinental group: 110.0 and cont:col group: 1L0.3).

Since the purpose of the study hlas to examine the psychosocial

adjustnent of children with institutionalized retarded siblings as conpared

to those children without handicapped siblings, the successful natching

of groups helped rule out rival hypotheses that could otherwise be

invoked to explain any differences between the groups in terns of

psychosocial adjustment

Cons_i.{erg:f i ols in Yat cþ ing Experinent al_ a:nd 
- Ç 

ontlg l . Qub j -e-ct 
s

Due to the non-equivalence of the groups in this type of design

l:ÈP:a+:11?! ni\1; í
Ì.!":ç/-.:-:ì.'.+riì.

r"..: - i.-
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Table 2

of Final Sanple of Subjects

.t Nunber of children

Boys

Girls

Mean PPVT I.Q.

Mean Age

Nunber of fanilies

Group

Experinental Group Control Group

27

13

t4

L10.3

L1 years, 8 months

19

27

t2

15

110. 0

L2 years,

L3

L nonth

Øo
.-l
+)
U\.rl
$r
C)
+J
o
(Ú

Ír
(d

(J
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(subjects r4¡ere not assigned randonly to treatment conditions) and

because pre-test measures on the dependent variables, obtained prior

to the introduction of the independent variables, were lacking, causal

interpretation of the effects of the independent variables on the

dependent variables was linited. (Cook Ç Canpbe11, L979; Kenny, 1975).

As a result, in this type of quasi-experimental field research it was

inportant to control for the influence of possibly inpoïtant extraneous

variables through careful matching of the experimental and control groups

and by appropriate statistical controls in the data anaLysis.

There are linitations to the rnatching approach in attenpting to

equate trexperimentaltt and ltcomparisonrr groups. The first problen is that

natching is subject to differential statistical regression effects. The

consequence of this matching-regression problem is that it can lead to

erroneous results favouring differences between groups on the experimental

variable. A second problen with this technique is that one cannot natch

on all potentially relevant variables. Farrant (1,977) argues tlnat, while

it is incunbent on the experimenter to control for enpirically established

confounding factors, it is not necessary to control for conjectural

factors that have not been shown to have a confounding effect. Thus,

while the matching approach has its problens, equation of'rexperimentalrf

and ttcontroltt groups through natching on demonstrated nuisance variables

can be used to strengthen control. This was the strategy enployed in

the present investigation.

Depeldegt. Valiaþ1es

Two rnajor areas of functioning üiere assessed for the children in

both the experirnental and control groups: (1) enotional adjustnent

:t::r::li:
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(affective functioning) and (2) behavioural adjustment (social functioning).

Enotional adjustnent refers to hortr the individual feels about hinself

or herself. Behavioural adjustment refers to the degree to which the

individual meets societal expectations in various areas.

DepÐdent _Measures

The Self-Apprgi:-a1 lltygntory. (SAI, Appendices H, I, J). The Self-

Appraisal Inventory was used to assess the affective adjustment of the

children in this study. The test consists of a range of itens relating

to childrenrs subjective feelings concerning fanilyu.pne.rrelationships,

academic performance, and general adjustrnent. The scale has primary

(grades kindergarten - 5), intermediate (grades 4 - 6), and secondary

(grades 7 - L2) leve1 forns, consisting of 36, 77, and 62 questions

respectively. Questions are responded to on a "yesrr or rrnotr basis.

The questions were administered verbally to young children who could not

read then. The forms were explained to the older children and they were

asked to fill then out by thernselves. Assistance hras provided wheùever

necessary. The total score and each subscale sóore of the SAI were

divided by the total number of itens for the scale or subscale, so as

to yield an equivalent scoring system for the three forms. A high

score on all of the SAI subscales and, therefore, a high total score

indicates a high degree of affective adjustment.

Overall test-retest reliability has been estinated at .75 for the

prinary 1eve1, .88 for the internediate level, and .87 for the secondary

level (Frith Ç Narikawa, 1,972). The scale has face validity in that

the itens deal explicitly with how the child feels about himself or herself

(e.g., "Itm not very smartrr). More rigorous enpirical validations have

l.-."-¡"-)t¡::'1:l
', : ,'_ .:

t..::
i:.'.
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yet to be undertaken. Lastly, the itens on the scale are not disguised,

allowing the possibility of socially desirable responding. Despite this

shortconing, however, the SAI is the only instrument available to assess

very young childrenrs evaluation of themselves.

In addition, as part of the interview process, the investigator

asked all children to respond to the folJ,owing question, designed by the

researcher, dealing with their overall happiness: "Taking all things

together, how would you say things are these days--would you say yov aTe

very happy, pretty htppy, or not too happy these days?r'

The Behaviour Problem Checklist. (BPC, Appendix K). The social-

behavioural adjustment of normal, siblings was assessed by means of the

Behaviour Problen Checklist developed by Quay and Peterson (Note 1-). This

measure consists of 55 itens describing behavioural adjustment problems

of children, each of which is to be rated on a S-point scale (no problem,

nild problern, ot severe problen).by the childrs mother.

The factorial structure of the scale is consistent with a large body

of research which has identified two rnajor dinensions of behavioural

naladjustment in children that are relatively independent: shy-enxious

behaviour (personality-problem) and anti-social behaviour (conduct-problen), , ;.:-\r-----¿L-:':

(Peterson, l-961; Quay, 1972). The score for each subscale is deternined ;tì''..-
l, 

'

by calculating the nunber of itens on the subscale which have been

checked as either trnild problent' or rrsevere problem". This scoring systen

was used over and above other alternatives that have been suggested since f5
: 

1:i:

research has shown that it correlates very highly (.98 to .99) with

weighted scoring of the nild and severe ratings (Quay Ë Pe.terson, Note 1).

A high score on each subscale indicates a high degree of social adjustment

l::'

|,
i.r
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problems.

In a recent article, Quay (L977) comprehensively reviewed the

reliability and validity of the BPC. Wíth reference to reliability,

studies exanining inter-rater reliability (agreements between parents or

teachers) have revealed correlations ranging from.67 to.75 for the

Personality-Problem subscale and correlations ranging fron .77 to .78

for the Conduct-Problen subscale, while studies exanining the test-retest

reliability of the scale over short periods of time (e.g. two weeks)

have reported even higher reliability estinates. fn terns of its

validity, the BPC has accurately discriminated between children referred

to child guidance clinics and normal children; it has been shown to

be sensitive to behaviour changes resulting fron therapeutic interventions;

and it has been found to be significantly related to other measures of

behavioural deviance and to academic underachievement.

Peabo4y Picjure VocabqlaT)¡ lest. (PPVT). The Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test was adninistered to each child who participated in the

study to ensure that all children fel1 within the nornal range of intelligence.

This nonverbal measure of intelligence was chosen because of its appli-

cability to a wide age range and due to its high interest value.

Two main types of validity data:exist for the PPVT: (1) rational

validity, and (2) statistical validity. In terns of the former, research

suggests that the PPVT has adequate validity. As for the latter, Dunn

(1965) points out that the congruent validity of the PPVT is satisfactory: l:

PPVT I.Q.s have correlated with Binet I.Q.s over the range of .43 to .92

(median of .71); with WISC Full-Scale I.Q.s over the range of .03 to .84 
l

(nedian of.61); with the WISC Verbal-Scale I.Q. over the range of .41

to .74 (rnedian of .67); and hrith the WISC Perfo.rmance-Sca1e I.Q. over the :::;.
it'i't:.: i..
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range of .19 to .82 (nedian of .39) . The reader is referred to Dunn (1965)

for additional infornation on the validity of the PPVT.

As for its reliability, according to Dunn, thé'evídênce, ,:1.'--tt

to date suggests that the coefficients of equivalence and the tenporal

stability of the PPVT are satisfactory for both average children and

for those who have one of a number of disabilities.

Adninistration of an intelligence measure is necessary in that

previous studies have found unreported intellectual deficits in the

siblings of retarded children. Johnson, Ahern and Johnson (1976), for

example, report that high-ability retardates have retarded siblings

more often than do low-ability retardates. Along the same 1ines, Wortis

et al . (1967) found l-5 cases of unreported retardation among 102 siblings

of retarded children. The l-5 unreported cases amongst the siblings

included some who were functioning at a level of moderate retardation.

Each one of these L5 unreported cases belonged to a different family.

Caldwell and Guze (1959-60), Gralíker, Fishler and Koch (196t-62)

and Jaffee (1965-66) all measured the level of intelligence of their

subjects prior to conducting their research on fanilies of nentally

retarded children.

Semi-structured interview. (Appendices L, M). A seni-structured

interview devised by the investigator r{ias also given to children in both

the control and the experinental groups. The interview was essentially

conparable for the two groups with the exception that subjects in the

experimental condition received additional questions. The wording and

language of the questions was nodified to suit the age of the subject

interviewed.

l-4... ..-.
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Based on hunches derived fron clinical case studies regardíng

expression of affect in siblings of retarded children, conflicts in

identity and effects on peer relationships (e.g., Graliker et al.,

1,961-62; Kaplan-Grossnan, 1972; and Miller, L974), as well as issues 
:,::: :

of personal interest to this investigator, areas covered in the interview r:r1:

included: peer relationships (e.g., "Do you think you have as many

friends as other children you know?tt); expression of affect towards 
r: .:,.:,.,

fanily nenbers (e.g.,'rWhat do you do when your sibling gets you angry?'r); i,:;..,:..

and fanily resenblances (e.g., "Do any of your brothers or sisters look

at aII like you?"). Career aspirations, extracurricular activities'

infornation and curiosity about retardation, and feelings and concerns

with regard to having a nentally retarded sibling were also explored.

Moderator Variables

The role of a nunber of variables in either allaying or aggravating

the potential adverse effects of having a retarded sibling has figured

prominently in the literature (Ca1dwel1 Ê Guze, 1959-60; Farber, L959;

Fowle, 1968; Kaplan-Grossman;

research pertaining to these potentially influential variables is not
i .'r 'r

only equivocal but also nethodologically unsound. 
¡,,,,,.r,
t . -': :.:'

In this study, a number of variables that may moderate the psychosocial i",,,."'.:;'j'

adjustnent of children with institutionalized retarded siblings were

examined. These variables fe11 into five categories

Gender. This included sinilarity or dissinilarity of the gender

of the child with his or her retarded sibling, in addition to comparisons

of the adjustnent of nale versus fenale children with retarded siblings.

&-. Children with retarded siblings were divided into three age

l::i:.:t-;:t:i.

Ì.ltr.' ^
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classifications: (1) kindergarten through Grade 3, (2) Grades 4 through

6, and (3) Grades 7 th'rough L2. Cornparisons among the three groups

were performed.

Length of institutionalization. Four subcategories of this variable 
.. ,..

were derived based on the infornation regarding length of institutionalízation :r1'r"

for each retarded child whose sibling(s) participated in the study.

The four subcategories were: institutionalized for (1) two and a half 
t.::.:,::,

years or lesst (2) between two and a half and five years; (5) between '.',i'
i.:.: 

| .::'.:

five and eight years; and (4) more than eight years. Conparisons were t,;,.,,;:
ì.-...:.:.,i.:

then made arnong the four groups to see whether length correlated with tt't':'"

adjustrnent of siblings.

Sevelity of retardatiog. Based on the information about the severity i

i

of retardation for each retarded chíId whose sibling(s) acted as subject(s) i

in the study, three different degrees of severity were found to be prevalentt 
,

(1)moderate;(2)Severe;and(3)profound.Theadjustmentofsib1ings

ofretardedchi1drenwithvary'ingdegreesofseveritywasthenexanined ':.:

for differential effects. l

S?liegcy of_re.tardation. In order to deterrnine the saliency of the

retardation of each retarded child whose sibling.(s) participated, in the

study, the nedical director of the St. Arnant Centre rated the physical

appearance of each child on a three-point scale (Appendix N). This scale

was designed by the investigator since no standard scales are av¿ilable.

Interview Procedure

One appointment was scheduled for an interview for all subjects who

agreed to participate. All interviews r4rere conducted by the investigator.

Interviews üiere held in the fanilies I homes and the interviews: ranged

i 'i.'i-

t: r,'1.

i l.:: ::.'
I

;.
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in length from one to three hours. Interviewer bias was minimizèctr:-'.

by the fact that assessnent of the major dependent measures was done

by self-report or ratings of other family menbers (i.e., nothersr

ratings of childrenrs behaviour).

During the scheduled appointnent, the interviewer began by further

explaining the nature of the study to the parents and children and

attenpting to establish rapport. Next, the interviewer explained the

BPC to the nother and asked her to complete one of these forms for each

one of her.children participating in the study. This was to be done

on her own. While the mother rrras cornpleting this assessment instrument,

the interviewer explained the PPVT to the children and then adninistered

it to them on an individual basis. Following this the SAI was explained

and the children were asked to conplete it by thernselves. The interviewer

adninistered the SAI verbally to children who could not read the questions.

Any questions that either the mother or her children had regarding

cornpletion of the assessment instruments viere also answered. After the

children conpleted the SAI and the question pertaining to their present

level of happiness, the serni-structured interview was conducted.

Confident íality of responses üras assured. Following cornpletion of the

interview, the study was discussed further with the fanily and they

were reminded that they would be sent a brief sulnmary of the results

when it was completed.

'..::._::

: 1:. -,4
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Chapter å - Results

The analysis of variance was employed to test between group

differences when a single dependent variable was specified. In those

cases where more than one dependent variable was specified, the . ,.,i^,...--:.
nultivariate analysis of variance was utilized. A nultiple regression

analysis was also performed to investigate certain hypotheses which

pertained only to the group of children with retaïded siblings.S Th" 
:Ì,,,.,.,::,
:.,.,.1::,.. ..

simultaneous solution was enployed in all cases in order to attain lir;,|:-::.

the unique contribution of each effect, ín light of the nonorthogonality ,1,' ..:
i ¡: ir:,.:1'

of the design.

A11betweengroupdifferenceSweretestedato'=.].01eve1of

significance. This non-traditional level was chosen because of the

exploratory nature of the present research. Significant nultivariate

F tests were probed further with both univariate analysis to deternine

the significance of each dependent measure independently and discrininant

analysis to determine the linear comination of measures,that would
l

nininize group differences (Huberty, t975; Spector, 1,977). When univariate

analyses were the neans of follow-up for a multivariate significant ., ,,,,,.,,::-:-: :.:

effect, o 1evel was divided up according to the number of tests conducted ¡,',-.,,,,
t 

,t, t,,tt.',t',

(Spinner, Note 2). The Scheff6' (1959) rnultiple comparison technique

was utili zed for post-hoc probing of all significant univariate F tests

where appropriate. This nethod was selected because of its versatility, 
;:,:,,r,,;i¡.¡.

its robustness to violations of assumptions, as well as its efficient i'":;,, 1''1i,

control of Type I error rate (Ferguson, 1966)

5411 multivariate and univariate analyses of variance as well as multiple

regression analyses were done using Version VI of Finn's (1976) MULTI-

VARIANCE program.
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Between-Group Differences: SAI and BPC Total Scores. ¿ - .- . , -- .

Hyp-oçþesis 1. According to Hypothesis 1, there would be significant

differences in overall adjustnent on the set of dependent measures

(SAI tota1, BPC total) between children in the experimental and control

groups. Further, it was expected that those children in the latter

group would be better adjusted as indicated by this set of adjustnent

measures than those children in the former group. The results of a

three-way nultivariate analysis of variance on the two total adjustrnent

scores are presented in Table 3. As predicted, there l^ras a significant

rnain effect for farnily status, F (2,4L) = 2.57, y< .09.

Hypoth.esis 2. Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be significant

differences in the total emotional adjustnent scores of the thlo groups

of children such that the experírnental group would repgæt lower SAI total

ratings. Follow-up of Hypothesis 1 by exaníning the univariate results

for each of the dependent measures independently indicated that, as

expected, the two groups differed significantly on theír total SAI scores,
i,

tIV î (1,42) = 4.37, P,. .04 (see Table 5).

Hypot_hg.si-s l. According to the third hypothesis, there would be

significant differences in the total behavioural adjustment scores of the

children fron the tvro types of family statuses such that those in the

experimental group would be reported to have higher BPC total ratíngs.

Exanination of the univariate results as a means of further probing

Hypothesis l- indicated that the third postulation was not supported,

tIV F (1,42) = 1'.78, g t .05 (see Table 3).

Furtbe-r e-xp.lgr.ati-ol of._IypQthe:es 1 - 5. Inspection of the discr-

ininant analysis performed on the set of dependent measures revealed



Table 3

Sunmary of the Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Discriminant Analysis
on SAI and BPC Scores for Children from Different Family Statuses

Standardi zed Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Source

Raors multivariate F

_)\-

Univariate F tests
BPC total
SAI total

Sex
Fãõ's nultivaïiate F

Univariate F tests
BPC total
SAI total

test 2,4I 2 .57*

1.,42 I .78
I,42 4 .37**

test 2,41. 2 .08

r,42 2.05
r ,42 1 .41

dft

Ase
Rao

fir iscrininant
Function Function

rs multivariate F test

Univariate F tests
BPC total
SAI total

Igru ly pta_tf.s .Ä_Sex Inlg
Rao's multivariate F test 2,41 .003

Univariate F tests
BPC total I,42
sAI total ]..,42

Fani ly St.atus-:_x_4ge Interaction
Raots multivariate F test 4,82 .94

-.42
.83

4,82 4.00***

2,42 .92
2 ,42 7 .01_**

Univariate F tests
BPC total
SAI total

Sex x Age Interaction
Raots multivariate F test 4,82 1.03

.83

.74

Univariate F tests
BPC total
SAI total

.39
1. .00

.006

.00 L

Family Status_ x Sex x Age Int.eract-ion
Raof s multivariate F test 4 ,82 1.11

2,42 ,34
2,42 1.44

Univariate F tests
BPC total
SAI total

.92
-.25

.94
-.20

*
+&

***

2,42 .04
2,42 2.1,3

P<
P<
P.<

.L0
.0,5
.01

"42
.99

2 ,42 1,.64
2 ,42 .90

.07
L.01

.93
_ )7

.83
-.41,

t.02
.1.2

.59

.93
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results consistent with those of the univariate tests in that the SAI

measure was weighted much more heavily than the BPC neasure in the

maximi,zation of group differences (standardized discriminant weight

(sdw) = .83 and -.42, respectively). Figure L graphically depicts the

discrininant function centroids of the different fanily statuses on

the set of childrenrs sAr total and the total BFC,ratings; I'A:s'can-b9 seen, the

discrininant function separates the group of children with retarded

siblings [experinentals) from the group without retarded siblings

(controls). Table 4 provides the nean scores on , SAI total and BPC

total for children from the different fanily statuses. It can be seen

that boys and girls from families in which there was a retarded sibling

reported more emotional-affectíve adjustnent problerns (lower self-appraisal)

than boys and girls fron fanilies in which there was no retarded sibling.

Likewise, it is evident that the mean scores on the measure of behavioural-

social adjustnent were in the hypothesized direction although the

statistical significance tests did not support this postulation.

As can be seen in Table 3, while the main effect for sex of the

child was not statistically significant, F (2'4L) = 2.08, Pt .10, a

significant main effect for age was found, F (4,82) = 4.00, g< .01.

Further probings of this significant effect via examination of the,

univariate test results indicated that eherthred different age groupings

of children differed significantly on theiï SAI total scoïes ' ,

F (2,42) = 7.0Lr p< .002, but not on their BPC total scores, ;

F (2,42) = .92, gt .05. Scrutiny of the discrininant analysis perforned

for this effect lent support to the univariate results. That is, the

SAI total score was weighted nuch more heavily than the BPC total score
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Experimentals
(s.01)

Controls
(s.6c)

5.0 5.25 's.50 5.75

Figure 1,. Discrirninant function centroids of the different

famíly statuses on SAI and BPC total scores

Note. Axis Y reÐresents the first discrininant function1'
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TabIe 4

Mean Self-Appraisal Inventory Total Scores and Behaviour Problen Checklist

Total scores for children from Different Farnily statuses

Fatnily Ltatus

MR sibling

Boys

Girl s

Non-MR sibling

Boys

Girls

n M"ean--.SAI Tg.tat. Score---Þteán.lBp.C Torá1. g-c-oTe i::.,i¡,.,
1: _i.: -;_.':r1: 

;,

ir.-:-....,i..1

L2

15

2.66

2.6L

2.86

2.79

9 .50

6.87

6 .8s

4.7L

1,3

l4

ir¿';: :-'..t.,:f ;,î _t:¡l j

i .. 
- :':, :. -
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in the naxinization of group differences (sdw = .99 and .39 respectively).

Figure 2 visually demonstrates the discrininant function centroids

of the three different age groups on their SAI and BPC total scores.

As can be seen, the first díscrininairt function separates the elementary 
,:,,,:.tr,-..and intermediate age groupings fron the secondary age gîoup. ,''

Further probing of the significant unívariate result by neans of

a Scheffé post-hoc conparison revealed findings consistent with those 
,: ::.::

of the discriminant anaLysis: Schefféts F (2,51) = 23.70 which exceeded ,r..'.,,,:,,

the critical value of ri \ (2,51) = 6.36 at o, = .05. All other effects 
.:i:,,.:,..

I¡Iere not statistic"ffyligrrificant for this set of neasures, as is evident I '.j'

fron inspection of Table 5.4

Although not specified in advance, it was decided to analyze the
ldata from a different perspective as wel1. This was undertaken as a l

,,

further follow-up of the significant finding of lower SAI total scores :

fortheexperimenta1groupaswe11aStodeterninewhetherdifferences
)

between the experinental and control groups were evident on the BPC 
.

'subscales despite the non-significant difference between the thro groups

on BPC total scores. Thus, two separate three-way nultivariate analyses
,':;;:' t:''

ofvariancewereperforned:oneofthechi1drenlsse1f-ratingsonthe
t,,,;:r:.¡ 

,:;,,:, ' ,four subscales of the SAI and one on the mothersf ratings of the :'::':.::

children on the two subscales of the BPC. It was hypothesized that

there would be significant differences between children fron the different

fanily statuses on their ratings on the SAI subscales and on the mothers t , , l'

i''1 j, :_r: ., :

ratings of the children on the BPC subscales. lrlore specifically, it

4Analysis conducted on a reduced model gave essentially the same results.
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7 .00 7 .25 7 .50 7 .75 B. 8.25
Yt

!. :..: :

Y2

S8condary
(7 .02, -.28)

Díscriminant function

groups on SAI and BPC

Internediate
(8.15 , -.02)

E18)rnentary
(7 .95, -.47)

centroids of the different

total scores

Figure 2.

Note. Axis Y, represents the first

whíle axis Y, represents the

discrininant function,

second discriminant function
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hias predicted that the experínental group would report lower self-esteem

on the SAI subscales and would be reported to have a higher incidence

of behavioural problens on the BPC subscales.

P o s 
1 -Hg g Betw-e.en- Gåoup, D i f f erenc g s. og Sub_s c a I e s

SAI subscales. The results of the nultivariate analysis of variance

on the four SAI suo-scales are presented in Table 5. As can be seen,

there was a significant main effect for fanily status, F (4,59) = 2.33, L..07,

supporting the hypothesis of the investigator. Inspection of the

univariate results for each of the SAI subscales independently revealed

that the Family subscale was significant F (L,42) = 8.05, p < .01,

indicating a significant difference between the experinental and control

groups on their self-ratings in the farnily situation. In line with this

post-hoc finding, the discrininant analysis showed that the Fanily

subscale was the largest contributor to the significant nultivariate

test in that it had the largest standardized discrininant function

coefficient (sdw =-.84).

Graphical depiction of the discrirninant function centroids of the

different farnily statuses on childrenrs SAI subscale ratings is presented

in Figure 3. Fron this figure it is evident that the discrininant

function separates children with a retarded sibling (experinentals)

fron those without a retarded sibling (controls).

The nean scores on the SAI subscales for children fron the

different farnily statuses are presented in Table 6. On all of the

subscales except the General one, boys and girls from fanílies in which

there was not a retarded or otherwise handicapped sibling rated

thenselves as emotionally more well-adjusted than boys and girls frorn

l\:-t¡iYrr:i'j:;::1

li..:::irr,. ,-i
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Table 5

Sumnary of the Multivariate Analysis of Variance and
Discriminant Analysis on SAI Subscale Scores for Children from

Different Fanily Statuses

Standardi zed Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Source

Family Status
Raots nultivariate
Univariate F tests
General
Fami 1y
School
Peer

Sex
Eãtõ's multivariate
Univariate F tests
General
Fami 1y
SchooI
Peer

Age
Raor s multivariate
Univariate F tests
General
Family
School
Peer

F test

First Discriminant Second Discriminant
df t Funclion Function _

4,39 2.33*,

1,42 .60
L,42 8.05**
I,42 2.Bg
1, ,42 1 .69

4,39 2.22*

'1,42 6 .25**
!,42 .1_0

I,42 .06
1.,42 2 .03

8, 78 6 .68ìk**

F test

Family Status x Sex
Raors multivariate F test
Univariate F tests
General
Fani ly
School
Peer

Family Status x Age
Raors multivariate F test
Univariate F tests
General
Fami 1y
School

- Peer

F test

.4t
-.84
-.26
-.02

2
2

2

2

g1 35.53*'k
81 1.97
8L "0B81. 2.s5

-.85
.39
.16

- .61

, Sex x Age

' naotrmuttivariate F test
Univariate F tests

a General
Fani 1y
School
Peer

' Fanily Status x Sex x Age
Raors multivariate F test
Univariate F tests
General
Irani 1y

. School
Peer

4,39

1. ,42
1',42
I,42
1,42

B,7B

2,BI
2,81_
2,8Í
2,Bt

.45

.03

.34

.04

.80

.49

)a
.86

7.76
.09

.97

.12
-.34

.26

.21,
-.70
_to
1 .00

-.29
.32

-.07
.B5

8,78 L .72

2,8L 3.89
2 ,87 .30
2,81. .52
2,8r 2 .93

8, 78 t.:22

2 ,81. 2 .05
2,81 .22
2,81 7 .25
2,BL .94

- .16
- .38
-.84

.27

*
*)k

***

Ð<
P<
P<

. l-0

.025

.01.

.97
-.26
-.15
-.16

_9q
.33
.14

_77

-.71,
.59

-.34
-. s1

-.26
- .60
-.63

.47

-.40
- .45
1..04
- .50
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-2.0 -I.75 -1
a

Experinentals
(-1..82)

centroids of

SAI subscale

.50 -L.25

the different fanily

ratings.

Discrininant function

statuses on childrenrs

Axis Y, represents the first discrininant function

l)..-.,
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Table 6

Mean Self-Appraisal Inventory Subscale Scores for Children

fron Different Fanily Statuses

Score

Fanily Status n Gele-ral Fanily School Peer

MR siblíng

Boys

Girls

Non-MR sibling

Boys

Girls

12 . .74

15 .70

13 .7t

14 .68

.60 .62 .70

.63 .63 .64

.72 ,70 .72

.73 .67 .72
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fanilies in which there was a retarded sibling. Inspection of the

means indicates that this finding was particularly true for the Family

subscale.

This analysis also revealed a significant main effect for sex,

F (4,39) = 2.22r p < .08. Again, follow-up was conducted by exanining

both the univariate results for each subscale alone and by looking at

the discrininant analysis. The findings fron both these techniques

weïe consistent. The two sexes were found to differ significantly on

the General subscale W F (7,42) = 6.25, | < .02, and this subscale

possessed the largest standardized discriminant function coefficient

(sdw = -.85). Visual display of theis effect is presented in Figure 4

which plots the discriminant function centroids of nale and female subjects

on the SAI ratings. As can be seen, the discrininant function separates

the male fron the fenale subjects. This difference between males and

females in the way in which they rated thenselves is also evident from

exanination of Table 7 which provides a breakdown of the means on the

four subscales according to sex of the rater. It is evident fron

inspection of these means that, in general, male respondents rated

thenselves higher than female respondents.

The age nain effect h¡as also significant when the data was analyzed

fron this perspective, E (8,78) = 6.68, p. .0001. Again, the nultivariate

significant effect was probed via univariate analyses and discrininant

analysis. Results of these tr^ro nethods were i-,reonsistent. The General

subscale was found to be univariate significant, I (2181) = 55.53, P < .0001,

as well as to be the strongest contributor to the significant nultivariate

test (sdw = .97). Exanination of Figure 5 indicates that the first
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-6.7 -6.6 -6 .5

o
IUales
(-6.66)

-6
Yt

'o
Fernal es
(-6.L7)

Figure 4 Discrininant function centroids of the different

sexes on childrenrs SAf subscale ratings

Note Axis Y, represents the first discrininant function

ìii.l . !iì
:;:t;Ì..,i :.
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TabIe 7

Mean Self-Appraisal Inventory Subscale Scores

for Nfale and Fenale Respondents

Score

Sex n_

25 .73

.69

.66

.65

.7t

.68

.66

.68

General Faníly School Peer

Males

Females 29

L: l.: l:i :
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')
Secondary

(s .77 , 3.7s)

tnternJdiate
(7.48, 4.05)

4.r

4.0

3.9

3.8

3.7

3.6

3.5

Yt

Figure 5.
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SAI subscale ratíngs
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discrininant function separates the elementary and intermediate aged

children fron the secondary age group. Further post-hoc analysis of

the significant univariate finding via the Scheffé technique revealed

results in agreernent with the discrininant analysis. That ís,

secondary-school-aged children did more poorly than the elementary

and intermediate- school-aged children: Scheff'e's F (2,51) = 29.03

exceeded the critical value of F-; (zrst) = 6.36 at d, =.05. All other

effects hrere not statistically significant, as is evident fron Table 5.

BPC subscales. A sunnary of the results of the nultivariate analysis

of variance perforned on mothersr ratings of their childrenrs behavioural

adjustnent on the two subscales bf the BPC is presented in Table 8.

As was hypothesized, there I^Ias a significant main effect for fanily

status, F (2,41) = 2.66, p< .08. No other effects were significant.

Follow-up of this multivariate significant effect through exanination

of the '.,,uûívariate results for each subscale revealed that, while there

were significant differences between the two ty?es of family statuses

on the Conduct-Problem subscale, F (1,42) = 4.48, P. .04, significant

differences on the Personality-Problem subscale were not evidenced,

F (1,42) = .01, l> .05. Inspection of the discriminant analysis results

lent support to the univariate findings in that the Conduct-Problen

subscale was found to nake the largest contribution to the significant

multivariate test. This subscale had the largest standardízed discrirninant

coefficient (sdw = 1.08). Figure 6 graphically depicts the discrininant

function centroids of the different farnily statuses on mothersr BPC

subscale ratings. As can be seen, the discriminant function once again

separates those children who have a retarded sibling (experinentals)

l.r, .,: .:l l:¡ :: :j

t.



Table 8

Summary of the lr{ultivariate Analysis of Variance and
Discriminant Analysis on BPC Subscale Scores for Children

fron Different FarnilY Statuses

Source

Family Statu.s

Raors multivaria.te F

Univariate F tests
Conduct-Pro6lem
Personal ity-Problem

Sex
Fãõ's multivariate F

Univariate F tests
Conduct -Pro-b-lem
Personal ity-Problem

@.
Raors multivariate L

Univariate F tests
Concluct-Prob l em

Personal ity-Probl em

Family Status x Sex

df

test 2,4I

L,42
'1,42

g

Standardized Discrininant
Function Coefficients

plr iscriminant
Function Function

2.66*

4.48**
.01

test 2,41. 1.35

Raors multivariate F test

Univariate F tests
Conduct-Pro61em
Personal ity-Problent

Family Status x Age

I,42
t,42

test 4 ,82 1.20

1.0B
-.46

2.76
.40

Raors multivariate F test

Univariate F tests
Concluct-Pro6-1em
Personal ity-Problem

2,42
?^)

1 .00
- .01

1 .95

2,4t

L,42
1.,42

Sex x Age

Raors multivariate F test

.79

.50

.49

Univariate I tests
Conduct-ProFlen

-.35
1 .08

Personal ity-Problen

4,82

2,42
2,42

Family Status x Sex x Aee

Raors multivariate F test

Univariate F tests
Conduct-Pro6lem
Personal ity-Probl en

.41

.66

.10

.90
- .90

1.03
-.07

4,82

2,42
2,42

4,Bz

) a')
2,42

*P' 
'10

**p 
' .05

.20

.16

.72

7.34

t.26
1 .68

1 .08
-.41,

o¿

- .87

-.01
1 .00

.89

.23

.54

.65

-.62
1 .06
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a
Controls

(. 13)

a
Experinentals

(.7s)
Ittttltl\

. 10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80
Yt

Figure 6. Discrininant function centroids of the different family

statuses on nothersr ratings of children on BPC subscales

Note. Axis Y, represents the first discrininant function
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fron those who do not (controls).

The mean scores for the children fron the tü¡o groups on the BPC

subscales are given in Table 9. Inspection of the means on mothers'

ratings of their children on the Conduct-Problen subscale indicates

that both boys and girls with a retarded sibling received ratings of

a higher incidence of behavioural problens than boys and girls who did

not have a retarded sibling. Further, this hlas true for all three age

groupings. This same effect riras found on the Personality-Problem subscale

for males but not for females and it did not reach significance.

Therefore, the researcherrs hypothesis regarding a higher incidence of

reported behaviour problens for siblings of retarded children was only

partially supported.

B g tJ¿ e en- 
-G 

ro up D i f f q Len c-e_s.i_ëappåEs s Rat i n g s

Hygo-thesi_s 4. All children who participated in the study were asked

to rate their present 1evel of happiness. It was hypothesized that

those children with retarded siblings would rate themselves as being less

happy than those without retarded siblings. The ratings of children

fron the different farnily statuses can be seen in Table 10. Inspection

of this data suggested a trend in line with the researcher's hypothesis:

the children who did not have a retarded sibling, regardless of their

sex or age, tended to rate thenselves as being happier than the children

with retarded siblings. The three-way analysis of variance carried out

on this measure of enotional adjustment supported the trend suggested

by Table 1-0. There rrras a significant nain effect for fanily status,

F (L,42) = 5.00, p < .03. No other significant effects l^rere found.

A sunmary of thís analysis is presented in Table LL. The mean happiness

Ì:. :;

i.:':r'r.

.'.::
'..:rir'

l:.:;::.,::'
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Table 9

Mean Behaviour Problen CheckliSt Subscale Scores

for Children from Different Family Statuses

Conduct- Personality-
MR Sibling - Experinental Group n Problem Problen

Boys

Girls

No MR Sibling - Control Group

Boys

Girls

MR Sibling - Experinental Group

Elementary

Internediate

Secondary

No MR Sibling - Control Group

Elenentary

Intermediate

Secondary

t2 4.92 4.58

L5 4.07 2.80

t3 3.38 3.46

t4 7.07 3.64

8 4.58 2.63

6 5.83 5.00

L3 3.85 3.54

8 2.75 2.88

6 L.83 5 .I7

L3 2 .00 3.23
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Table L0

Frequency of Happiness Ratings for Children from

Different Farnily Statuses

Sex

Boys

Ass

Elenentary

Happiness Rating_

Very happy

Pretty happy

Not too happy

Very happy

Pretty happy

Not too happy

Very happy

Pretty happy

Not too happy

Very happy

Pretty happy

Not too happy

Very happy

Pretty happy

llot too happy

Very happy

Pretty happy

Not too happy

Fanily Status

It{R sibling No Y-B_sibling

Internediate

Secondary

Girls Elenentary

Intermediate

L

2

0

1

a

0

0

6

0

1

1

1

2

1

0

4

J

0

1

4

0

3

0

0

1

4

0

1

J

L

0

3

0

1

6

0

Secondary
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Table LL

:.:¿.:l-:^::;c¿j ji:ì:a::.:¡:ì

I lr:':
i'..

1::ir:>::j

Sunnary of the Analysis

Ratings for Children fron

of Variance on Happiness

Different Family Statuses

Source

Family Status

Sex

Age

Fanily Status

Fanily Status

Sex x Age

Family Status x Sex x Age

df

x Sex

x Age

L,42

1- r42

2,42

1',42

') ¿.)

2,42

)L)

5 .00*

.07

7.79

.87

1 .85

.02

1 .55

*g' .05
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ratings for the two groups of children were then examined. They

further confirned this finding which lends additional support to

the investigatorrs hypothesis regarding poorer emotional adjustment

in children with a retarded siblíng.

Inpas.c of Mod.gator Va4ableq ot.the ê.dj.u.stlent of CLildren_witL Rgtarded

Siblinss

Hyp.ot*hesis 5. Hypothesis 5 stated that there would be differences

in the adjustnent of children with a retarded sibling in accord with

whether the normal child was of the same gender or a different gender

than his or her retarded sibling. More specifically, it was postulated

that if the subject hras of the s¿rme sex as the retarded sibling he or

she would be more adversely affected in his or her adjustment than if

of a different sex than the retarded child. This hypothesis hlas not

supported by either the total adjustnent scores or by the two sets of

subscale scores (F (2,24) = 1.51, p > .10; F (4,22) = .75, P. t .10;

F (2124) = 1.52, P t .10, respectively).

Hypothesis 6. According to the sixth hypothesis, normaf- fenale

siblings of retarded children would be more adversely affected in their

adjustment than rlormal nale siblings of retarded children. While the

results of the three nultivariate analyses perforned did not indicate

any interaction between sex and family status (see Tables 3, 5 and 8)

leading to rejection of this hypothesis, a significant main effect for

sex was found for the SAI subscales. Inspection of Table 7 does

suggest the postulated tîend on the General and Peer subscales as male

respondents had higher mean scores than female respondents on these.

Flowever, this effect rtras found for both those children with retarded
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siblings and those without retarded siblings.

Hypothesis 7. According to the sventh hypothesis, older normal

siblings of Tetarded children would be significantly more adversely

affected in their adjustment than younger normal síblings of retarded

children. Again, it can be seen in Tables 3, 5 and 8 that none of the

analyses of variance revealed a significant interaction between age and

farnily status leading to rejection of this hypothesis as we1l. Itlhile a

significant nain effect for age was found on the total adjustnent scores

and on the SAI subscales (see Tables 5 and 5) and post-hoc analyses

revealed that children in the secondary grades had lower SAI ratings than

children in either the elementary or intermediate grades, this effect

was found when averaged across fanily status. That is, this age effect

was found for both groups of children and not just in the group with

retarded siblings. Thus, while the trend appears to be in the hypothesized

direction, it is not really supportive of the researcherrs hypothesis.

Hypotlr-gsi*s. 8. The eighth hypothesis stated that nanifestation of

behavioural problens would differ in relatíon to the sex of the normal

sibling. Support for this hras not found, as evidenced by the non-significant

sex effect and sex x family staius effect,-,for the BPC subscales .(See Table 8) .

Hypoth.ese.s_9 .-_L1. Infornation about the length of institution-

alization, severity of retardation, and physical appearance of the retarded

siblings was gathered and categori zed according to a priori determined

rating schemes developed by the investigator. A nultiple regression

analysis using-',-; this data was then performed in order to ascertain the

degree of correlation and significance of the correlation between

ratings on each of these three independent measures and each dependent

: ::.:,::.i
i:.:: .: r r:.,:::
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measure and to thereby test hypothses nine through eleven. This

analysis also provided inforrnation regarding the unique proportion

of variance in each dependent measure accounted for by each independent

variable, as well as the proportion of variance in each dependent 
,¡::::r,:,...,,

measure accounted for by this set of predictors.

Results of the regression analysis on each of the BPC and SAI total

scores with the set of three predíctor variables indicated that a

significant proportion of variance, 28 percent, in BPC total score was Lt.i 
t'

,:,
accounted for by the set of predictors F (3,23) = 3.04, p < .05. This 

i,;,ir,:;,,.,
':.-: :: .: . i...

was not the case for SAl.total scoïe, howeverz F (3123) = 7,07, B t .05. 
í : '

As can be seen in Table L2, tihe hypotheses concerning the relationship
I

between length of institutionalization and each total adjustment score !

I'

iand the relationship between severity of retardation and each 
l,

adjustrnent score were not in the predicted directions. In contrast,
:

the analysis revealed that the relationship between the physical appearance i

i

of the retarded child or saliency of the retardation and each total i ,

adjustrnent score was in the expected direction. The significance of i " ''
:

these two correlation coefficients hras tested and it was found that the j,::,;:-.r:;:.:::::-,

lt'.,,1,'¡,,'¡.,r1'

coefficient for the physical appearance - BPC totaL relationship was 
.,..;.;,;t;,:,,.-...ì

significant, while that for physical appearance - SAI total was not 'i'i''""':t''""

significant. These findings are consistent with the results of the

step-wiseregressionwhichfurnishedinformationregardingthecontribution
:Ì:.: :-:Ì.,::i::,;,":,

of each of the three independent measures over and above the contributions i-.,,,.*.r,..

of the other predictors in the equation. Table 13, which provides this

data,showsthatphySica1appea1anceaccountedforasizeab1eproportion

of the variance in BPC total score but only a nininal proportion of
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Table L2

Correlations of BPC Total Scores and SAI Total Scores with

Physical Appearance, Length of Institutionalization and Severity

BPC total

SAI total

Length 9f
Institutional ization

.L9

-.L2

Severity

_.24

.26

Physical
Appearance

.38*

-.1,3

11.''

1,,

i.:.:

t a.:

¡.,i

*P' .05

!: r-li
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Table 13

Percent of Unique Proportion of Variance in BPC and SAI Total

Scores Accor.rnted for by Length of Institutionalization,

Seve'rity, and Physical Appearance

Length of Physical
Institutionalization Severity Appearance

L3.73 16.25

L0 .22 1 .9

BPC Total

SAI Total

.01

.77
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the variance in SAI total score. It can also be seen that neither

of the other two predictors accounted for as nuch of the variance in

either the enotional-affective adjustnent measure or the behavioural-

social adjustnent measure.

Beta weights were also inspected. Itrhile the physical appearance

predictor,, did not neet this researcherts leve1 of acceptance (g t .025;

a split for univaïiate results) it clid neet the more standard criteria of

acceptance (P. . .05; o not split for univariate results) lending support i

to the inportant role the physical appearance variable played.

Exanination of the contributions of the predictors when they were

entered at different stages of the equation suggested that a suppressor

relationship between severity of retardation and physical appearance

was operating in that the latter became a better predictor of BPC total

scores when severity preceded it in the equation.

Semi =Structured Interview

In the following section, analysis of the childrenrs responses to

several itens in the semi-structured interview wíl1 be reviewed. Only

the most interesting and drarnatic findings will be reported. These results

can only be viewed as interesting trends in light of the small sanple

size and the problems associated with a potentially unrepresentative

sanple.

B gLwe en :G-ro.up D:f f e renc e s

Fe.tnilI ryl.aligl:hips. The childrenrs responses to guestions regarding

how they expressed their feelings of both positive and negative affect

toward their "nornal" siblings indicated the existence of a trend.

Children fron both the experinental and control groups asserted that
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they handled their negative feelings towards their siblings in sinilar

ways--by yelling at them, hitting, fighting, arguing, swearing,

calling a parent, or by more than one of these nethods. However, when

it carne to expression of positive affect toward their normal siblings, 
.,,,,;,,,

the groups differed. A larger percentage of children from fanilies

in which there hias a retarded child adnitted to ever hugging or kissing

their non-retarded siblings (65% versus 52ro). As can be seen in Table 14, 
it,,,r::r,,,,

there were additional discrepancies between the two groups in terns r;,,..,.'..',, ..: .:

of the reported frequency of engaging in such affectual expressions. 
, r, ,,

i::i:': 1r.ì

Although the trend for the two groups was in the sane direction, i.e.

not to express positive affect on a frequent basis, clearly this was 
,

more true of those children who did not have retarded siblings 
l

An interesting difference between the two groups also emerged i

I

withreferencetothequestionofwhetherchi1dreneverwishedthat
i

theycou1dbeanrron1yl|chi1d.Manynorechi1drenintheexperimenta1
I

group (35%) than in the control group (1,9%) answered in the affirnative 
,

to this question. Further, differences were found in the reasons given 
i

by the children for their positive responses. The majority of the ,. , ,

,,,.,1,i..,..

children in the control group who said that they thought about being 
:ì,,,...,.,,,

an only child (80%) stated that they had this desire on the occasions 
-':-':":'

when they were angry with their sibling(s), while only a small peïcentage

(20%) declared that they had this desire because they wanted more

parental attention. Again, while the trend was in the sane direction r;;,'¡',-

for children in the experimental group, a smaller percentage of children

(62u"7 offered the explanation of being upset with siblings and a larger

percentag e (33u") said that they wanted more attention fron their parents. :
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Table L4

Reported Frequency of Expression of Positive Affect

to Non-Handicapped Siblings

Group

Experinental Control

b Frequently 18 7
Ê
C)

+ Sometines 24 74
(¡)
f.{t! Once in a While 59 79
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The preceding results were consistent with those pertaining to

the question of whether the child ever wished that , parents would

spend more tirne hlith hin or her. Here too, more children who had

retarded siblings than those without such siblings answered in the
:,.: t'a_,' : '-

: . .t':: .-:ì--.affirnative (48% versus 30%).

Percegciots. ofJers.o-nal appea.rance. When asked for their perceptions

oftheirpe1S9na1appeaTance'aSomewhat,unpnticiþàt¿¿fin¿in$ernerged.

Although the najority of children in both groups ïated thenselves as .'n,,i:'f.ì ,:. .:' : .

being t'average lookingtt, this was nuch more tlue of children in the 
1.,,- ,

: i...-i.:..:l

control group (81% r'ersus 52%). More c.hildren with retarded siblings

rated thernselves as being trgooC lookingtt or 'rhandsomeo' lhan children

without retarded siblings (.33% versus 1-L%). Although not as narked , 
"

I

there was also a trend for children in the r"ormer gsoup to noïe often 
,

I

perceivethense1vesasbeing'lnotverygood1ookingllorllnotver¡r

handsone" when compare.:l with children in the latter group (15% versus

7e") . 'fhe existence of this patteïn uias much less sulprising.

n"*9glg3g.,formalrqg.. Little difference rtlas found in the two 
l

groupsr perceptions of their acadenic standing. Sinilarly, approxinat-ely ,: i,
¡.t:.-....1,:,

equal p::oportions of children in both groups indicated that their 
,,,,.,, ,:

parents told the.¡n that they shouLd be doing better acadenically. ¡,",','.r.'

Holùel,¡er, marked differences in the childrenrs perceptionS of the

frequency with which their parents nade this remark were founcl.. As is

eviclent in Table i5, a nuch largeï percentage of the children in the ¡lr.¡.j,.-' :'

ezçerinental group stated that their palents engaged in such remarks

rrfrequentlyr'. In contrast, the majority of children in the control 
i

group declared that their parents only nade such statements I'once in a

'i::ta' ; ....\i
1.1.::
I

i
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Table 15

Childrents Perceptions of Frequency with which Parents

Encourage Thern to Achieve Better in School

Group

Experirnental Control

Frequently

Sonetimes

Once in a While

i::. ::

58

3t

3L

xo
o)
0)
t{
t¡.

6

33

60
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¡lhllefr. AInOSü ldentical reasons were given to the investigator by

all the children w-hen they were asked for their peïceptions of why

parents engaged in these renarl-s.

Peer_re1a!!gpþ¿8. Three questions were asked about peer

relationships and twc of then suggested an interesting differentiatiön

between the two groups. Firstly, it was found that children who had

a retarded sibling were less like1y than children who did not have such

a siblíng to talk about their fanily with their friends. Eíghty-five

percent of the former gropp as oppsed to L00% of the latter group

acknowledged discussing their fanily with theil peers. Although only

snall diffrernces u¡ere found in the topics shared with friends, the

suggestion of a trend for children with retarded siblings to speak

about I'generalrr things (e.g. a farnily outing), more often than 'tpersonalrr

things (e.g., parental disagreenents), vras evident. Two rather direct

questions were asked about satisfaction with present peeï gloups:

I'Do you think you have as many friends as other kids you know?rr and

"Would you like to have more friends?'r. Although nost children in both

groups said "yesil to the first question, Ínore children from the control

group gave this response (89% versus 74%) indicating a trend for greater

satisfaction with present peer relationships gr-Lìthe part-i of children

in the control group. No difference was found between the two groups on

the third iten relating to this area of functioning.

Comfort with interview. As êxpected, there l{as a trend for less

children who had a retarded sibling to report feeling I'comfortable"

upon being interviewed by the researcher when compared with children who

did not have a retarded sibling (65% versus 89%). Likewise, a much

'-'i;:ii::l;!:ËÌ;¡

': : i:.lli' l:ì..ij:

tì i'.::.'ãì,íìir

¡. tl:jl
r.:,'::r.i
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larger percentage of children in the former group than in the latter

group acknowledge feeling I'uncomfortablerr in the interview (30% versus

4%) .

Ques.ti.ols Spe-ciÊic to Haf ing an Institutionalized Retarded Sibling

The children with retarded siblings were asked a series of questions

pertaining to their experiences having a handicapped brother or sister.

Analysis of responses to these questions fo1lows.

' Sj.niltlities--with siblings. Surprisingly, nost children in the

experimental group reported perceiving similarities in physical appearance

between themselves and their retarded siblings. In fact, 1ittle

difference uias found in the frequency of reports of sinilarity in

resemblance to their retarded as opposed to their non-Tetarded siblings

(56% versus 63eo). However, when the children were asked whether their

retarded sibling was like then in any way other than appearance, a finding

well worth notíng energed. Only 33% of the children acknowledged non-

physical resemblances to their retarded siblings. Whereas there were

no apparent differences across the different age-groupings in response

to the previous questions, a definite age factor was found for the childrenrs

replies to this question. The only children who adnitted to sinilarities

between thenselves and their retarded siblings were the older ones,

i.e., those in grades 7 to L2. The younger subjects did not perceive or

aùnit to any such resemblances.

Affect. Interesting pattems in the childrenrs perceptions of

and means of handling their positive and negative feelings towards

their retarded and non-retarded siblings energed fron the data. While

the najority of children (81%) indicated that their retarded sibling
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never bothered them or got then mad, none of the children felt this

way about their non-retarded sibling(s). All of the children (100%)

said that their 'normal sibling(s) bothered then or got then angry

at tines, while only L9% adnitted to their retarded sibling ever doing

thís. How did they or would they handle their feelings of anger i.e.

their negative affect? Reports of yel1ing, hitting, fighting, arguing,

calling mon or more than one of the above were given by the children

with reference to their non-retarded siblings. None of the children

stated that they would sinply not do anything. This was quite contrary

to their responses with regard to their retarded siblings. Forty-four

percent of the children stated that they would not do anything. Seven

percent could not even irnagine thernselves being angry at or bothered

by their retarded siblings and 48eo said that they would either call their

mother or I'sort of yel1" and f'playfightrr. Quite obviously the trend

was in the direction of handling the situation very differently dependíng

on whether the sibling hras retarded or not.

Did their parents instruct them not to fight with or get rnad at their

retarded sibling? Again, age seemed to be an inportant factor here.

Thirty-seven percent of the subjects anshrered affirnatively to this

question. Seventy percent of these subjects were between the ages of

four and ten.

As can be seen in Table 16, when asked if they ever hugged, kissed,

or.showed sorne other mode of positive affection to their retarded sibling,

the majority of children reported that they did so. Further, as is evident

in Table 77, in terms of the frequency of engaging in these affectionate

behaviours, most children felt that theyclidso quite often. The tables
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Table 16

A Conparison of Childrents Expression of Positive Affect

to their Retarded and Non-Retarded Siblings

Response

yes
9o

MR sibling 89

þoq Non-MR sibling 65.Fl
Fl
F
. r'{
U)

No
o,

11,

55

,:i ::. _ .

ir-:.i.r: . .'
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TabLe 'J.7

A Conparison of the Frequency of Childrents Expression of

Positive Affect to their Retarded and lrlon-Retarded Siblings

Sibling

MR Sibling Non-MR Sibling
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also indicate that there were differences in whether and how often

affectionate behaviour was dispensed to retarded as opposed to non-

retarded siblings. A snaller nurnber of children adnitted to hugging,

kissing or expressing positive affect to their non-retarded siblings,

and the frequency with which they felt they did so was much reduced.

In fact, the pattern of frequencies r^/as reversed for the retarded and

non-retarded siblings.
':.1,. ." 

'Experience of havi4gj retarded sibling. The najority of children t,,,,,,'i.,,:::t,'

(BL%) asserted that the experience of having a retarded sibling was good. 
i.;,,,:.;.¡;;

rn an attenpt to determine whether the gender of retarded siblings 1'::¡:¡:''r';':r

played a role in normal children's adjustment, children were asked a 
I

question pertaíning to this issue. Analysis of their reactions to

thisquestionindicatedthat489oofthechi1drenthoughtitwou1dbe

moredifficu1ttohavearetardedsisterthanaretardedbrother,37%

thoughtitwou1dbemoredifficu1ttohavearetardedbrother,andI5%

did not think that the sex of the retarded sibling made a difference..

When the childrenfs responses were re-anaLyzed by exanining their

¡eplies ,,', iD tems of the gender of the retarded sibling that they 
:

.

personally had, an identical breakdown occurred: 379o felt that ít was I

harder to have a retarded sibling of the sex of their sibling; 48% :

thought it was nore difficult to have a retarded sibling of the opposite

gender to theirs; and l"5eo felt that it rnade no diffrernce.

An approxinateJ.y even split in response emerged fron the question

of whether the retarded sibling had nade a diffrernce in the child's life

(48% said ttys5rr and 44% said 'rno") . This was an unanticipated finding.

The interview also revealed that nany siblings of retarded children
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spent tine thinking about their retarded brother or sister. In fact,

the najority of children (89%) stated that they usually thought about

their institutionalized retarded sibling. When asked what they thought

about, most of the children mentioned very general things, i.e., how

their sibling was and what their sibling was doing. The response of

one child who said that he frequently wished that his retarded sibling

was not retarded enphasizeo the significance of this finding.

The children were also asked if they ever spent tine thinking about

their retarded siblingt s future. Seventy percent adnitted that they did,

while 30eo said that they did not. In elaborating upon their responses

to this question, the children referred to such issues as whose responsibility

the retarded child would become when their parents died, potential

death of the retarded sibling, possible cures for retardatíon, and

develpornental ly-related concerns .

With reference to the childrents perceptions of whether anything

further could be done to help their retarded siblíngs, most of the children

(65u"1 indicated that they r4iere content with the care the sibling rÁIas

receiving at the institution. However, sone children (37%) offered

suggestions of what they fett might be done to assist the retarded child

further.

Childrenrs perceptions of whether having a retarded child in the

family had affected the fanily as a whole in any way(s) were also sarnpled.

Most children (56%) denied that their fanilies had been affected, but

sone chilill:en (44%) did feel that their fanilies had been changed.

When the latter group was asked to provide specifics, it was found that

nost children had difficulty articulating and pinpointing examples.

¡:' :: -: i.

í''.ì .';

iìr:l

. :.:
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It seened to be nore of an internal feeling of having been affected

than a matter of explicit proof.

Along sinilar lines, the children r^iere asked whether they felt

that fanily plans to take a vacation had been influenced by having an

institutionalized retarded member. 0n1y a sna1l percentage of children

felt this was the case (26eo) . The rest (74e") did not think that their

holiday plans had been affected.

Very few children (26%) acknowledged ever feeling embarrassed about

having a retarded sibling. The najority of children (74%) denied any

such feelings. On the other hand, 93% of the children stated that they

felt sorry for their retarded sibling. The trend expressed by the

children clearly was in the direction of being very positive about the

experience of having a retarded sibling.

Knowledge_o.f _rg_tardation Ðd fanily_.-relationships. A surprisingly

snall nrmber of children (30%) knew what was wrong with their retarded

sibling (e.g., diagnosis, physical defects accompanying the retardation,

and/or severity of the retardation). Further, in response to the

question of whether they would líke their parents to tell them rnore

about nental retatdatíon and their siblingrs condition, an unanticipated

finding emerged. 0n1y a little over half of the children (56%) declared

that they r^Ianted such information, The rest (44eo) said that they did

not rtrant to know anything nore than they already did, although sorne

of the children adnitted to being curious.

With reference to whether any of the children sought out information

about retardation and their siblingrs condition by asking their parents

questions regarding the issue, it was found that less than half of the

l-*1: ::i
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children (48%) did so. The najority of these children (85%) leported

that they felt that their fanily was I'comfortable" with their queries.

In contrast, the najority of those children who did not ask their

parents any questions (579") felt that their parents would be 'tuncomfortabletr 
i, , ,,., ,,

AnIy 43e" speculated that such questions would be welcomed by their r:

parents.

Who did the children approach when they had questions that they 
r::::,:;.:;:,

wanted answered? The najority çSZu"1 went to their nothers and some (3tu"1 ;',1,..,r,,:

hrent to both parents together. A few children reported that they had 
i:,;i,',..r¡.'.,

approached another fanily nember or that they could not remember whorn ' ""-':)'-"

theyhadgoneto(L6%).Notoneofthechi1drenWentdirect1ytohis

or her father alone. Clearly, mothers were the nost likely candidates 
.

l

for questions. 
1

The children üiere also queried as to whether the fanily as a whole

ever discussed their retarded sibling. Most chil dren (70%) reported
i

that this was the case, while sone children (30%) revealed that fanily 
I
:

discussions on this topic did not occur. As for the frequency of these '

discussions in fanilies where children had answered affirmatively to 
i,, ,, 

,,,,.,,,.,

the quest íon, 42% of the children declared that such discussions took l, l'...t
.a'r;r,',,.,,

place |tsometinesrr; 32% saíd that they occurred ttfrequentlytr; and 26% ::':-¡i:':,;:

stated that they happened rrinfrequentlyr'.

Many of the children interviewed (44%) indicated that they felt

that their parents were more concerned about their retarded sibling than ii.l¡ :. .1, i ..

about then. While a couple of these children stated that the letarded

childts condition justified greater parental concern, most did not
,

seem to adopt this perspective but rather seerned to feel left out as
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exenplified by the following responses: trSometines my mother

doesntt like rne at all, I knowtr, and ttThey hardly ever like met'.

Age of the child did not seem to be a factor operating here.

Visiting with the retarde{_sib]ing. Although less than half of

the children (44%) stated that they visited with their retarded siblings

in the institutionalized setting on a regular basis (approxinately twice

a nonth), and most (56e") stated that they visited irregularly, a large

majority of the children (85%) said that they would like to visit more

often. The reasons children gave for wanting to visit nore frequently

have been categorized in Table 18, where it can be seen that personal

or subjective responses were given most frequently.

When asked if they would like their parents to bring their retarded

sibling home for visits more often, the najority of children (70e")

said rryes't. The rest (30%) either said I'noil or had nixed feelings.

Tables 19 and 20 present the reasons provided by the children for their

responses (both positive and negative). It is evídent that nost

children reported wanting their retarded sibling to come hone more often

for personal reasons. Likewise, of the children who did not hlant their

retarded sibling to come hone nore often, it was for personal reasons

such as interference with peer relationships.

Pe-e.r rel.ations.hips. Four questions pertaining to the chíldrenrs

peer relationships were asked. Whereas the majority of the children (96%)

revealed that their friends were aware of the existence of their retarded ¡.r':*-irr

siblings, differences among the children in the proportion of their

friends that knew werefound. t4ost of the children (3Le") said that rronly

a few" of their friends knew; about the same percentage of children (20u")

I -:: -.-;. tr:
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Table 1B

Reasons Given by Experinental Children for Wanting to

Visit Retarded Sibling at Institution More Frequently

Number of Children 9o of Children

74

2t

17

o
t¡t

CÜ

o

Personal/Subj ective Response
e.g. rf I miss him", rrlt makes me feel
good to see herr', "ftts nice to see
her and shers not sicktf

Impersonal / Objective Respons e
e.g. ItBecause hef s my brotherrr

Other
e.g. rtDonrt knowrr
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Table 19

Reasons Given by Experimental Children for Wanting Retarded

Sibling to Visit at Home More Frequently

Nunber of Children % of Children

Personal/Sub j ective Respons e

I e.g. rrl like her aroundtr, rrl like
Ê it when she sleeps with ustr, rrso we

o could be together norerf

Ø

.o Impersonal/Objective Response

o e.g. 'f Itrs good for hintr
ú

0ther
e.g. "My parents spend nore tine with
me when he is honerr

84

11"

L6

lt:
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Table 20

Reasons Given by Retarded Children for Not Wanting

Retarded Siblings to Visit at Horne more Frequently

Nu¡nber of Children % of Children

Personal/Subj ective
e.g. rrShe destroys ny thingstr, rrl
canrt go out with ny friends when he's
herert

Impersonal / Obj ective
e.g. I'Itrs too hard on my parents",I'It's good for her to stay at the
institutiontt

i: -'
63

38
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reported that rrmostrt or trsomet' or rtalltt of their friends were aware of

this; and a few children (B%) would not anshier the question.

With reference to the question of whether friends had met their

retarded siblings, a large number of children (80%) reported that this

was in fact the case. 0n1y a few child'ren (20e") did not reca1l any of

their friends ever neeting their retarded siblings. As for the number of

their friends who had personal contact with the retarded child, differences

anong the children in the proportion of their friends who had made such

contact were found. The nost conmon response given ü/as that Ita fewrr

friends had net the retarded sibling (85% of the children) . OnIy L0%

of the children reported that rrmost" of their friends had net the retarded

child. SinilarIy,.very few children stated that I'al1r' of their friends

had net the retarded child (5%). The trend certainly was for only rta few"

of the childrenrs friends to have had personal contact hiith the retarded

child.

Did the children feel embarrassed when the neeting between their

friends and their retarded sibling took place? Only a few of the children

(L0%) admitted to having had these feelings. An equal number alleged that

they had experienced nixed emotions. By far, the najority of the children

(80%) clained that they were not enbarrassed by the neeting.

:l
r.,,:.'i

i ì:i:i :i: Ì ;ì::
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Chapte.r 4 - Discussiol.r

The many findings on how children adjust emotionally (affectually)

and behaviourally (socially) to having an institutionalized retarded

sibling will be discussed in the sarne order in which they r^rere presented

in the previous chapter. Thís will be followed by a more general

discussion of the content analysis of the serni-structured interview.

Betweet:Group Differe4ces: SAI and BPC.Jotal. S-corgl

Hypothesis L. The present study lends support to the contention that

children with a retarded sibling would have significantly more overall

affective and social adjustnent problems than children without retarded

siblings. Children from fanilies in which there was an institutionalized

retarded child had lower SAI total and higher BPC total scores than children

fron fanilies in which there was no retarded or otherwise handicapped

child, when these thio measures of adjustment hrere exanined as a set. This

is the first controlled study providing objective evidence of the emotional

.and behavioural upset of children in farnilies where there is an institution-

alized retarded sibling.

Neither the sex nor the age of the children qualified the relationship

found between having a retarded sibling and lowered adjustnent. That is,

' the data reveal that having a retarded sibling peï se is associated with

poorer adjustnent in children. These findings lend support to various

clinical reports and research studies which link the experience of having

a handicapped sibling with a risk for adjustment difficulties - (Kaplan-

Grossman, 7972; Liberthson, 1968; Weinrott , tg74).

A variety of theoretical viewpoints have been invoked to explain

1 ..t..: :
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why siblings of retarded children nay be at a hígh risk including loss

of parental reinforcement (Poznanski, 1969) and psychoanalytic views

of identification of the nornal child with the retarded sibling as a

defensive mechanism to ward off anxiety and guilt (San Martino and Newman,

tg74). The problem with these víewpoints, however, is that they provide

after the fact or post-hoc explanations of the phenomenon, failing to

offer differential predictions. Thus, given the difficulties of

enpirically testing these theoretical positions, all explanations remaín

purely speculative.

0f particular interest in the present study is the fact that

significant differences were found between the two groups across a broad

age range. This provides objective evidence that lowered enotional and

behavioural adjustment problerns seem to persist for many years following

the birth of a handicapped child or following the 'normal siblingrs

av/areness of the existence of a handicapped family member. It does not

appear to be nerely a crisis situation for síblings, as suggested by

Klein and Lindenann (196L). Rather it is an ongoing conflict. This

pattern for siblings seems to parallel that for parents, as described

by Minde et al . (1972) and Davis (1975). In both of these studies it

was found that maladaptive psychological reactions in parents accompanied

abnornality in a child and persisted on a long-tern basis. The existence

of a retarded fanily mernber thus seerns to be a rrfanilyrr problern and not

one specific to parents

Hyp_o-'t,-hesi.s. 3. Support for the prediction that children with a

retarded sibling would have significantly more overall enotional adjustment

problens than children without such a sibling was also found. Children
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with a retarded sibling had lower SAI total scores than children who

did not have a nentally handicapped sibling.

Again, this is the first controlled study to provide objective

evidence of the enotional upset of children from families where there is

an institutíonalized retarded child. Neither the sex of the child nor

the age of the child t'ad a significant effect on the relationship found

between depressed affect and having a retarded sibling, indicating that

having such a sibling is in itself associated in particular with depressed

affect in children. This finding is inconsistent with the only other

study which examines emotional adjustment of siblings of retarded children.

Sag,ers (1973) found that people with retarded siblings compared favourably

or had higher self-concepts than persons with no retarded siblings.

There are a number of possible reasons for these discrepant findings.

One explanation rests on the nature of the measuring instruments employed

in the two studies and the second relates to the ages of the subjects

in both studies. Sagers seems to have ernployed children between the

ages of L2 and 1-7, while the present investigation sanpled a much broader

age range of children in that subjects ranged from approxinately 4 years

of age through 18 years of age. The present investigator made use of

the SAI to measure affective/enotional adjustment as it is the only

self-concept measure available to assess very young childrents evaluations

of thenselves, whereas Sagers did not include such young children in

his study and, thus, r^ias not restricted to this assessment device.

Another possible reason for the very different findings in the

two studies relates to the sanple of subjects used in the two. The

response rate of the fanilies with a retarded child in the present study
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was quite poor and it is possible that this sanple is not representative

of the general population of fanilies with nentally retarded children.

On the other hand, this rnay be a linitation of Sagerrs (Lgis) study as wel1.

However, as he does not provide detailed information regarding his
i ., ,t, . ..,.

sample characteristics and response rates, this is difficult to assess. :!. :

In any case, the results of the present investigation seen supported

by the clinical literature which purports that siblings of retarded children 
j:,,:.-:,1,.:

are a population of risk for enotional difficulties (Kaplan-Grossman, !,:....,
:'; -: r.

L972; Poznanski, tg73). Clearly, the findings of this study attest to ¡.,,:,,,

the need for further ïeseaïch on the enotional adjustment of this population, 
i""'tì:l

as well as research into potential prevention and intervention techniques. 
l
)

Furthernore, prospective, longer-term folloui-up studies are needed to i

i

investigate and clarify changes in siblings of retarded childrenls
i

enotional adjustnent oveï tine. ì

:

Hypothesis 3. Are siblings of institutionaTízed nentally retarded 
.

children also more prone to being viewed as having more overall behaviöur 
I

i

problens at hone? l\rhile trends did emerge in this direction, the results i
:

hlere not statistically significant. 
',,,,.,.,,,,,.,i .r1..'-,

This finding is somewhat inconsistent with the body of literature ,', ,,,
:i ': :_: :..-:

on behavioural naladjustment in chitrdren wíth retarded siblings and there '"" '''':'

are several plausible explanations of why this hypothesis was not supported.

The absence of control groups in most of those studies which report

a high incidence of psychopathological conditions in siblings of ii,'.=i
iltlÌ''l+::

handicapped children may account for the discrepant findings. Tew and

Laurence(1'973)aretheon1yresearcherswhoreportinc1usionofacontro1

group and a significant increase in behaviour disorders ín siblings of ."

,::: i:::
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handicapped children. However, they studied siblings of children with

neural tube nalformation, a physical handicap. It may be that physically

handicapped siblings have different effects on childrenrs behavioural

adjustnent than rnentally handicapped siblings. Another plausible

explanation is that differences in measurenent instruments are responsible

for the inconsistent finding. Neither Tew and Laurence (7973) nor most

of the other investigators who examined behavioural adjustment provide

information on their means of collecting data. Of those researchers

who do describe their measuring devices (e.g., Farber, 1959; Fowle, 1968),

the question of their validity and reliability must be raised. Farber

designed his own assessment tool and Fowle also enployed it, perhaps

accounting for the sinilarity of their findings. In contrast, the BPC,

a well-validated and extremely reliable measuring instrument, ïias utilized

in the present investigation. Such rnethodological differences may be

responsible for the contradictory findings.

It is also possible that this hypothesis hras not supported because

the subjects used inthisstudy were all volunteers. In summarízing

research on the volunteer subject, Rosenthal and Rosnow (1969) point out

that volunteers are better educated, less authoritarian, more sociable,

higher in self-disclosure, and better adjusted socially and enotionally

than non-volunteers. Therefore, it is possible that the families who

volunteered to participate in the study may have been significantly

better adjusted behaviourally than those who did not volunteer. That is,

the sanple may not be representative of the general population of

fanilies with a retarded child. This linits the generalizability of

the present finding, and once again suggests the need for further research

. r ':r: ! . .:ii: rl j.

, ri.lafì,i:i,'r::i :
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on behavioural adjustnent in fanilies with an institutíonalized retarded

child.

Another feasible explanation for failure to support the third

hypothesis derives fron the fact that the BPC total score is a conbined

score. It takes into consideration the subjectts score on each of the

two subscales of the BPC (shy-anxious - Personality Problen; anti-social -

Conduct Problern). The available literature on the incerased incidence

of behavioural problems in the population of children who have retarded

siblings as compared to children who do not points to an increased

incidence of conduct disorders but does not nake a strong case for an

increased incidence of personality problens. As such, it is possible that

the equivalence of the tü/o groups on the shy-anxious subscale may be

masking oï neutralizing the difference between the groups on the second

subscale, and resulting in a non-significant difference between the

groups on BPC totalr;. Some support for this explanation is provided by

the results of the analyses on each of these subscales independently.

Discussion of this issue fo1lows.

Finally, and most inportantly, failure to support this hypothesis

nay derive from the issue of who rates the childrenrs behaviour. In the

present study, mothers served as the raters of their children's behaviour.

Perhaps mothers of retarded children aïe so caught up wíth the retarded

childrs problerns that any behaviour fron another child in the family

would seen angelic. If this was the case, the findings of no difference

between the groupg would not be surprising. Furt:her;' different results

may have energed had teachers served as raters. Clearly, this seens to be

the nost convincing argument advanced for failure to support the third

l:4.'f
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contention and it points to the need for more research directed at this

issue.

Subscales. As described in the previous chapter, although specific

h¡rotheses regarding differences between children from the two types of 
,,,-.

family structures sanpled were not nade for the various subscales of :

the two neasures of adjustnent, it was decided post*hoc to analyze the

data for the subscales of each neasure. This decision was prompted by 
,:;; i,

the findings of significant differences between the two gïoups on the set i.ì,i,.,t- -

of total adjustnent scores as well as by the finding of a significant :;:,::¡,;

I ltt';':ldifference between the two groups of children on their SAI total score

when it was examined independently. Curiosity about the reason for not

finding significant differences between the two gïoups of children or

the BPC total score when it was examined alone also ínitiated these 
l

analyses. Finally, it was felt that this type of'analysis would help

to clarify some of the controversy in the literature about specific effects

of having a retarded sibling

SAI subscales. The post-hoc hypothesis that children with a retarded

sibling would have significantly rnore affective adjustnent problens as

neasured by the set of four SAI subscores hras supported by the data.

The children with retarded tiUtitrgt had lower nean SAI scores than the

children without retarded siblings on all of the subscales except for the

General one. The two groups had approximately equal scores on the latter

subscale. As one might expect, when the subscales were examined

independently, a significant difference between children fron these

different types of fanilies was found for their affective/ernotional

adjustnent in the fanily situation.
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While girls generally had significantly lower SAI subscale scores

than boys, this fínding held for both experinental and control subjects.

Therefore the lower self-esteern of girls who had retarded siblings as

compared to boys with such siblings is not entirely attributable to the 
::,,,,,,i

presence of the retarded child. Likewise, secondary school-aged children :: :'

in both groups reported lower levels of self-esteem than elenentary or

internediate school-aged children and, thus, the lower scores of the 
;,.:..:j:

oldest group of children with retarded siblings as compared to younger .1,,..i,1
t:. : ::-

children with such siblings cannot be conpletely explained by this factor. 
;,,1,1,i

It see¡ns more likely that the lower levels of self-esteem reported by 1""""":

the fenale subjects and by the oldest children is sex-specific and possibly '

developrnentally related. 
ì

The finding that neither the sex nor the age of the children qualified 
i

the relationship found between having a retarded sibling and depressed

affect especially with regard to farnily relationships, indicated that the

pïesence of the retarded child per se is associated with the emotional ) .'

upset of children in such families. These findings contribute to the l

body of literature on siblings of retarded children by providing objective 
,,,,..:::,.,

evidence of the enotional upset of these children in the realm of fanily 
tt.=

i 

i t 

' 

:, 
. , 

' 
, ., .'t ,

functioning. This is consistent with a mrmber of clinical reports and :": ::::

studies (Davis, Ig75; Farber, 1959; Fowle, 1968) which link the experience

of having a retarded sibling with a disruption in nornal fanily activities

and distortion of fanily relationships. In addition, this finding ;r:.,:.,
lr:::Ì:l i'' -r::: '

lends rnuch support to the existing literatuïe in that it is much more

nethodologically rigorous than other published studies. 
;

While inconsistent with the reports of Graliker et al. (1961-62) who
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found that fanily relations of normal children r^rere not affected by the

presence of a retarded sibling, the present study was much rnore

nethodologi.cally sound. It sanpled a wider age range of children with

retarded siblings, included children whose retarded siblings were of

a wider chronological age range, was original in its inclusion of a

control group, and measured self-appraisal by an instrument which ís

both reliable and valid rather than relying on interview data exclusively.

Further, and most inportantly, Graliker et a1. (796t-62) studied children

whose retarded siblings lived at home, while siblings of institutionalized

retardates were the focus of the present research. All or any of these

differences may account for the discrepant findings.

Various theories have been offered to explain the relationship

between having a retarded child in the farnily and depressed fanily relations.

Such explanations include: arrest in the family life-cycle (Farber, 1959);

enotional neglect as a result of excessive concern and attentíon on the

part of parents for the retarded child (Minde et a1., t972); and parental

displacenent of their negative feelings about a handicapped child onto

another child in the farnily (San Martino 6 Newman, Lg74). Again, none

of these viewpoints are relatively superior to others in explaining this

association, since all of them priovide after the fact explanations of

the phenomenon rather than differential predictions.

The rnost interesting aspect of the significant Family subscal.'e

finding is that it suggests that children in farnílies with a retarded

child experience many of.the same feelings and conflicts as parents in

such fanilies. A nunber of investigations into the narital relationship

and general farnily functioning of parents with retarded children

: :: ì ;.t{
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(Liberthson, 1968; Tew et a1., 1-977) report increased marital strain or

aggravatíon of lrnhealthy relationships anong farnily members as well

as depressed affect and lowered 1evels of functioning.in the hone

environment. Perhaps, then, an improved quality of interaction between

the normal' children and the parents in such families is inportant in

alleviating some of the enotj-onal adjustment problems experienced by

fanilies with a retarded child. Farnily therapy may be one means of

inproving the quality of interactions in such families. In addition,

further research to clarify the specific areas of familial nalfunctioning

is ca11ed for. Early intervention into these areas of conflíct may act

to prevent the development of emotional problens.

BPC subscales. When the subscales of the BPC were analyzed separately

aSaset,thehypothesisthatchi1drenwitharetardedsib1ingwou1dbe

reported by their mothers to have more behavíoural/social adjustrnent

problens was confirmed. Children with retarded siblings were rated by

their mothers as having higher BPC nean subscale scores than children

without retarded siblings. trVhen the subscales were examined individually, l

the biggest difference between children from these two different type 
1,,r1;_..,,..

of fanilies l^ras found on the Conduct-Problem subscale. Those children il ,,,,
.¡,a::r,,:¡,'with retarded siblings were reported to have significantly nore anti-social :::'1:-r:

behaviour than those children without retarded siblings and neither sex

of the child nor age of the child noderated these results.

This finding provides some clarification of the líterature presently ,..,,..,,.;
' ,'-t

available on behavioural reactions in siblings of retarded children.

Minde et al. (1972) and Tew and Laurence (t973) are the only researchers

who undertook studies in which data was collected. Both studies reported
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an increase in behavioural disorders in siblings of handicapped children.

Neither, however, provided data on the type(s) of behavioural disorders

observed or on the nethod by which infornation on the behaviour disorders

was collected. The present investigation, in contrast, employed a 
,.,,,:it,

va1 idated and reliable measuring tool to assess this variable and ;':)1:':

found a very definite increase in the incidence pf anti-social behaviour

and no difference in shy_anxious behaviour. rt can therefore be seen 
,,,..,,,j.,.,,

as an extension of the results of Minde et aI . (L972) and Tew and Laurence 
f ,ir,;1,'1,

(1973). This investigation also provides support for San Martino and 
i,ri:,,.,.

Newmant s (L974) case studies presentation of an increased incidence of

conduct disorder problens in norrnal children from fanilies with a retarded

child.
ì

No differences between the thro groups were found in the form of 
i

I

shy-anxious behaviour. Children hrith retarded siblings were not reported 
.

to have significantly nore personality-problems than children without i

retarded siblings. This finding also lends some suppoït to the available
i

literature on social adjustnent problens in this population in which 
:

there have beem nininal reports of an increased incidence of personality 
'.,,, 

,, .,

;.:,:,:,.'1.:1 ,'.

problerns. It also provides sorne support for the researcherts previous '' ,, ,'
,.,,...r,,.,:,.,

explanation of the possible equivalence of the two groups on this :::::ì:i:'::

subscale neutralizing the significance of the reported increase in 
,ì?j-

conduct-disorders when the two subscales were conbined to forn a BPC

total score. The balancing of the findings on the two subscates nay ,,.:iÌ'.:t¡': .:'.' '.:

have resulted in the non-significant difference between the two groups

on their BPC total score
;

one rnight attenpt to account for the failure to find differences

i. : : : ,
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between the groups in shy-anxious behaviour by the volunteer effect

discussed earlier. Rosenthal and Rosnow (1969) who summarize the research

to date on the volunteer subject point out that volunteers are better

educated, less authoritarian, more sociable, higher in self-disclosure 
..,:::.,.

and better adjusted socially and emotionally than non-volunteers. In

light of this infornation, it is possible that the children with retarded

sib1ingswhovo1unteeredtoparticipateinthep1esentstudywere1ess

shy and anxious than those who did not volunteer. The problern with itli*t..' . -';

this explanation, however, is that one would also expect no difference 1:,,,:',',i:,:

between the two gïoups in their rep..gæte-d incidence of anti-social behaviour 
i'i:':¡¡:']

:

if the volunteer effect was - occurring. This was not the case, though, and
1

it suggests that there should be an alternate, more plausibLe, explanation 
l

ifor the presence of differenceson one subscale but not on the other. 
i

A very likely explanation for the differential results on the i

personality-problem and.conduct-problen subscales relates to the issue 
l

of stress and how it is coped with in farnilies where there is a retarded , .

I

chí1d.Itnaybethatifthefani1yisunderstresS,conductdisorders

are nuch more noticeable than shy-anxious behaviour which night even, 'be 
.,,.; 

r,;-,,,

i' ..: :. '. ':

appreciated. In addition, perhaps there is sone nodelíng taking place i,i,:;,,,
,:..j- ... ,

here between the :normal' child and the retarded sibling even though the '"-".:':'

sibling is institutionalized. Sone support for this speculation is provided

by san Martino and Newman (1974) 
ir:,_:.:r:::::,,

The possibility that children with institutionalized retarded siblings " "

sinply do not experience more shy-anxious behaviour than children without

retarded siblings must also be entertained. Poznanski (1969) is the only

investigator who strongly suggests an increase in this type of behaviour

lri.,¡+¡l
i,rr.:'.:.r:l:
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ín siblings of retarded chikdren. Her reports, however, in contrast

wíth the present study, are anecdotal in nature and did not involve the

use of measuring instruments or comparison with a control group.

fn sunmary, this investigation found evidence of an increased

incidence of anti-social behaviour but not of shy-anxious behaviour in

siblings of institutionalized mentally retarded children. While this

nay be an actual reflection of the behavioural adjustment of this population,

alternative hypotheses regarding nodeling effects and effects of stress

were advanced. Further study of this aspect of adjustment is required

before nore definitive conclusions can be reached.

Hyp.othesis 4. Further supporting the hypothesis of signíficantly

greater affective adjustrnent problerns on the part of children with retarded

siblings when compared to children without such siblings, was the finding

that the former group of children rated thenselves as being less happy

than the children in the latter group. There were no dífferences between

nale and fenale subjects or between children in the three different age

groupings on this general "happiness" measure. This again suggests that

having a retarded sibling per se is associated with depressed affect in

children. This is the first controlled study which'actually assessed the

happiness of siblings of retarded children and the findings with regard

to this variable suggest that siblings of retarded children are indeed

more emotionally upset than children without such siblings. Just as the

research on marital happiness started with general measures and moved

towards specifics which hrere very fruitful aids in assessnent and inter-

vention, future research on the happiness of children with retarded siblings

should be devoted to attempts to get at specific aspects. While the
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literature irnplies that such children are at an emotional handicap

(e.g., Kaplan-Grossman, 1972), the absence of nethodologically sound

studies verifying this has resulted in 1ittle being undertaken to

alleviate the emotional problens of this population. Kaplan'

and Fox (1968) are the only investigators who have attenpted therapeutic

intervention with this populatíon, and their attenpts have been limited

to group therapy for adolescent and older children. It is clear that

sorne intervention should also be taken with younger children who have

retarded siblings and that thís population of children rnerits nore of the

attention of both researchers and clinicians.

Impact of Mgl_erator Va.riaÞles

Hypot"he:is 5. Whether or not the sibling was of the same gender
i

as the mentally retarded child did not p1ay a significant role in noderating 
i

the adjustïnent of the children in the experimental group. Children who

were of the same gender as their retarded sibling r4rere not nore adversely

affected in their emotional and behavioural adjustment than children who

i

were of a different gender than their retarded sibling, on either the
l

,. 
t.,,.,.'rr¡. 

.¡:,t,¡t|t, 1
SAI and BPC total scores or on the subscales. 

r:.;;:)ì:.:.::::i:;:

Failure to support. this hypothesis may have been due to the type of ,.. +",. .:. ;,.,: - -,,,-.,,r..:

sanple studíed. As pointed out earlier, the subjects in the present : ':rr:rr: :1 :

study were volunteers and Rosenthal and Rosnow (1969) have found volunteer

subjects to have special characteristics which differentiate then fron
l:,:.j,::,.:., ;.,;,.:; :

non-volunteers. There hras a fairly low.response rate on the part of l;r._ì.r',:..,,,..',,,

fanilies wíth retarded children in the present investigation and, thus,

it is quite possible that those fanilíes who did volunteer to participate
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had those special characteristics. At the same time, it nust be

emphasized that it would be unethical to conduct this type of research

without volunteer subjects and, hence, the volunteer effect would always

be present. Whatever the case nay be, this non-significant finding is

consistent with Farber (1959) who found that the sex of the retarded

child did not act to influence the adjustment of normal siblings and

inconsistent with Kaplan-Grossnant s (7972) findings that sex of the

retarded child in relation to the sex of the normal sibling did have an

inpact on adjustnent of the normal sibling. Kaplan-Grossmanrs study,

however, differed from the present one in that she studied older children

(adolescents and older) and used less objective measures of sibling

adjustnent. Therefore, the differences in findings between the two studies
l

nay have been due to differences in the sanples studied and the measurement 
i

¡nethods utilized. While Farber enployed different and less objective 
I

measuring instruments, his sanple more closely resenbled the present one. 
i

Future research may clarify this issue further by studying a somewhat rnore 
i

;,
representative group of children with retarded siblings. A larger and more 

,

random sanple of subjects is needed before the inpact of this variable ;,,,,,..r,;1

.t,."¡"t."
can be thoroughly assessed. In the rneantime, it appears that the sex 

,,,,,,, 
1,,,,-l

'...t - .

of the retarded child in relation to the sex of the normal child does not -:l::j::

play a sigaificant role in the adjustnent of children who have retarded

siblings.

It is interesting to note that this trend is contrary to the

available literature on sex of the retarded child as related to sex of the

parents. Farber (1960) found that parents of retarded boys were more

adversely affected in theír narital integration that parents of retarded
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girls. Cain and Levine (1961) found that father adaptability was

significantly associated with sex of the retarded child whereas mother

adaptability was not. It thus seems thalu, although there may be

some similarities in the experiences of parents and siblings of retarded

children, there also nay be some differences.

Hypo_th.esis 6. Are fenale siblings of retarded children significantly

nore adversely affected in their overall adjustnent than nale siblings

of retarded children? Ilrhile the trend was in the predicted direction on

the SAI total score, i.e., the girls had lower nean SAI total scores

than the boys, these differences were not statistically significant.

In terms of BPC total scores, boys were rated as having a somewhat greater

average nunber of problens, but again, this difference hras not statistically

significant. Wíth regards to the SAI subscales, however, this hypothesis

was partialtry supported. Boys and girls differed significantly on the

General subscale of the SAI, but this was found for both experinental

and control children and hras not specific to those children in the former

group. As such, it seems that giï1s, in general, and not just those with

retarded siblings, have lower self-regard than boys. In terms of the BPC

subscales, girls tended to be rated as having lower mean scores than

boys, but these differences were not statistically significant.

These findings are inconsistent with the snal1 amount of previgus research

that has focused on the sex variable. One reasonable explanation for

the failure to support this hypothesis has to do with the place of

residence of the retarded child. Farber (1959) and Fowle (1968) both

found that sex of the normal sibling in interaction with the place of

residence of the retarded child were critical variables in deternining
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the degree of inpact a retarded child had on his or her normal siblings.

In both of their studies, normal fenale siblings experienced more

adjustrnent difficulties than normal nale siblings when the retarded

child lived at home but were helped by institutionalization of the 
,.,,,,.

retarded child. In the present study, only siblings of institutionalized :1:::::'

retarded children were studied. This nethodological disparity nay

account for the failure to support the hypohtesis. 
,,,,,,:: ,

Farber (1959) and Fowle (1968) also found that nale siblings of r,,',,,,.,,

retarded children were significantly adversely affected when the retarded 
,.:,.,,,,

child was institutionali zed bttt experienced no significant difficulties r : ::'

when the retarded child resided at hone. As such, it night have been 
l

expected to find an effect opposite to the one hypothesized in the present
I

study. This too hras not found. It nay thus be that sex of the nornal ì

sibling is of nininal importance in predicting adjustrnent. To deternine

whether this is the case or not, further research with a larger and more 
i

random sanple of subjects than that employed in the present study is ,

'

necessary

HyI¡othesis 7. The seventh hypothesis, that there would be significant 
1,,,.-.,

differences in emotional and behavioural adjustrnent among the three age 't, , ,.,.,
itt, tt.t, ;t,

groups of children with retarded siblings such that older normal siblings :-ri:;-':::.;:

would be more adversely affected than younger normal siblings was only

partially supported. The older children were found to have significantly

lower SAI total scores than the elementary and intermediate age groups ,,i..,,';

who did not differ significantly from each other. Once again as with

the sex variable, the age effect was found for both control and experinental

children. As such, one cannot attribute the greater depressed affect of

¡:: :
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the older sibling with retarded children to the presence of the retarded

child per se. Sinilarly,thethree age groupings of children were found

to differ significantly on the General subscale of the SAI. The older

group of children had significantly lohieï mean scores on this subscale

than the other thro groups of children. Howeverr;ásonthe.SAt total scores,

while older children tended to have lower General self-esteen this was

true for all of the older children in the entire sample and was not

specific to those older children with retarded siblings. In terms of

the BPC total score and subscale scores, the three age groupings of

children were not found to differ significantly frorn each other.

Although the Dunlap and Hollinsworth (Lg77) study can be criticized

on nany accounts (its largely rural sanple; low SES subjects), the

present studyrs finding. regarding the age variable is consistent with

the results of these investigators who report that this factor is not

an inportant one. The lower SAI total scores and SAI General scores

of the older children in both the experinental and control groups might

be developnentally related. The older children ín the present study were

between the ages of 1-3 and 18. This is typicaLly a conflict-ridden

developmental stage in which nany children feel poorly about thernselves.

This age-related period of internal turnoil nay account for the depressed

affect inthisage group of children from both types of fanily status.

This fínding is inconsistent with the work of Kaplan-Grossman (1972)

and Sagers (1975). Both of these investigators found that older siblings

of retarded children coped better and had higher self-concepts than

younger children with retarded siblings. Differences between the present

results and those of these researchers in age of.the subjects studied

l: :jl
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may account for the discrepant results. Kaplan-Grossman (L972)

studied adolescents and older children and Sagers (1973) seems to have done

the same. They also enployed different assessment instrurnents to

measure adjustnent. Once again, it seens that more research pertaining

: to this variable is necessary before any definitive statements regarding

either its influence oï lack of irnpact can be rnade.

HypoÍhe.sis 8. The present study did not lend support to the contention

, ahat the ways in which behavioural problems would be nanifested would

, differ depending upon the sex of the normal sibling. Boys hrere not

reported to have significantly nore conduct disorder problems than girls

and girls were not reported to have significantly more personalíty problems

than boys, as suggested by Quay (L972). Nor was the reverse pattern

fotrnd. No significant sex differences in any direction were observed.

While the group of children studied nay not have been representative

of the general population of children with retarded siblings because of

its sna1l size, failure to support this hypothesis rnay have also been

due to the type of, sanple that was studied as well as to the status of

the rater of the childrents behaviour. Sex differences in type of behaviour

' problems expressed may not have been obtained because ttnornaltt children
.: were studied. The findings that boys display nore anti-social behaviour

than girls and that girls exhibit nore shy-anxious behaviour than boys

have been most consistently reported in studies of clinic-referred children

; (Quay) . . '. ; None of the children with retarded siblings in this

study had ever received ar'y tpe of counselling. Thus, it is possible

that the hypothesized sex-differences with respect to expression of

behavioural difficulties only become evident when deviant, clinic-referred

ì l ''-,:r11 ..i
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children are studied. Lastly, and most irnportantly, referrals to

clinics are nore often than not made by non-fanilial nenbers (e.g.

teachers). It nay be that the present results give a truer picture

of the behavioural nanifestations of these children as the rater of

their behaviour was their rnother, who probably is nore faniliar with

then than the teacher.

Hypothesi.s 9. The length of instituti-onalization of the retarded

child was not found to infLuence el.ther the e¡¡oti onal or the behaïioural

adjustment of the children in the experinental group,

This finding is inconsistent with results from two studies which

have examined this variable (Farber, 1959; Kaplan-Grossnan, 1972).

Interestingll, both of these studies showed length of institutionalizatíon

to be an inportant moderator variable but fqund results in opposite

directions. Farber found that the longer the institutionalization,

the rnore beneficial the effect on norrnal female children's adjustment!

This was not so for normatr..male siblings, however. Kaplan-Grossman,

in contrast, reported that the earlier the institutionalization of

the retarded child, the less well nornal female siblings adjusted to

having a retarded sibling. The same relationship approached but did not

reach signíficance for male siblÍngs in Kaplan-Grossmants study. Again,

sanple differences and utilization of different measurenent devices:

nay be responsible for the discrepancy in resuJ.ts: êmo.ng the three s:tudies 
"

However, it Ìs lnterestí¡g to note that in the present study, a high

correlation üias found between length of institutionalization and

physical appearance of the retarded child and, as will be discussed

shortly, physical appearance r^ras found to be a signifícant predictor of
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adjustment. Thus, it seems that there may be an indirect relationship

between length of institutionalization and adjustment. Additíonal

research on this variable hence seems necessary. The preliminary

findings that parents and chiLdren from fanilies with a retarded child
"

may.react to their situation in sinilaï hrays provides additional inpetus

for continuing research. This seems especially so in light of Fowle's

(1968) findíng that parents whose retarded child had been institutionalized

for longer periods of time were better adjusted than those whose retarded

child had been institutionalized for shorter periods of tine. If this

turns out to be the case for normal siblings of retarded children as we1l,

early institutionalization of a retarded chiLd nay be called for more

frequently in sone cases. If institutionalízation is not seen to be

in the best interests of the retarded child, prevention measures in

instances wherein the child remains at hone might put focus on sibling

and fanily adjustnent.

Hypotþesis J9. Support for the renlh hypothesis thar rhe more

severely retarded the siblings of normal children the poorer their

adjustnent would be was also not evidenced.

This ís a surprising finding in that it is inconsistent with any

of the clinical anecdotal studies which emphasize this varíable.

Dbspite the fact that the studies have not been nethodologically sound,

e.8., they have ernployed 9n1y' 5Íblings of severely. andfor profoundly

retarded children, a relationship between severity of retardation and

adjustrnent is affirmed and reaffirned in the literature (sagers, t973;

San Martino Ç Newman, tg74). Tew et a1.rs (1977) finding for parents

of handicapped ch-ildren, i.e. that narital stress r^ras increased the more
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severely handicapped the child, also led this investigator to believe

that severity of retardation was an inportant moderator variable.

Several explanations for the failure to support this hypothesis

are available. Firstly, as stated numerous tirnes, the present sample

may not adequately represent the population of children with institution-

alized retarded slbllngs because of Ìts s'nal1 size, Secondly,

differences in sanples and in assessment instrunents may account for the

discrepant resuLts. In the current investigation, a fuller range of

severity was studied. Not only were there children whose retarded

siblings were profoundly or severely retarded, but children with noderately

. retarded siblings were also included. This latter group can be

conceptualized as as a control or comparison group ando in this sê¡se,

is an original contribution over and above the other studies which did

, not include a reference group. ThirdlL âs already indicated, Tew et al.

(7977) studied parents of children with neural-tube nalfonnation (a

physicaL handicap) and not parents of mentally handicapped children.

There nay be differences in parental reactions to the two types of

handicaps, despite Poznanski!s (1973) suggestion that these thro groups

do not differ significantly'fron each other. Further, it is also quite

possible that children's reactions to the severity of their sibling's

handicap rnay be different from parents t reactions. Finally, and most

convincingly, it is quite plausible that severity does play a role in

moderating adjustnent to a retarded sibling but this role only becones

apparent when severity of retardation ls viewed in conjunction with

the variable of s-allency of the retardatlon, The s.:i ze of the correlation

found between severity and saliency in the present study and the

it r._::1 ;'
il:.,1: r...
i,iJ,,,'- ,:l':
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evidence that physical appearance becomes a better predictor of

adjustnent when information on severity is also available suggests

that this may indeed be the case. That is, severity night play a

role in influencing the adjustnent of children with retarded siblings

but it nay play an indirect role. Due to the possible problens with

the sanple in the present investigation, replications of this finding

are required prior to declaring severity of retardation as an iïnportant

predictor of adjustment.

Hypothesis 11. Are children whose retarded siblings have very

salient handicaps more poorly adjusted than children whose retarded

siblings have less salient defects? The trends on both the measures of

behavioural and enotional adjustnent were in this direction. Those

children whose retarded siblings had severe physical defects were reported

to have significantly nore overall behavioural problens (higher BPC

total scores) than children whose retarded siblings had less severe

defects. That is, the more salient the retardation of the siblings,

the higher the frequency of behavioural problems reported by the mothers.

Similarly, it was found that children whose retarded siblings had severe

physical defects rated thenselves as having lower self-esteen (lower SAI

total scores) than those children whose retarded siblings had less

salient physical defects, but this difference r^ras not statistically

signifícant.

This is a most interesting finding in that the present study is the

only one known to have actually included children whose siblings have

differential degrees of salíency of retardation and to enploy objective

criteria for delineating saliency as well as an objective and validated
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measure of behavioural adjustment. Further, the body of literature

pertaining to this variable is highly theoretical and almost entirely

based on case histories. Only one study controlled for saliency

. 
(CaldweLl Ç Guze, 1959-60) and did so by choosiag those subjects with 

,,,,,,,,,,i
- 1...::.

nongoloid siblings to represent a hígh-saliency group and those subjects

with non-rnongoloid siblings to represent a low*saliency group. This

division is questionable in the present investigatorrs opinion as many i :

' :.::.:.: :.i : r.:: mongoloid--Downts Syndrorne-,-children are not extrenely unattractive .". ',,,.,.,',.

..' and, in some cases, cannot be differentiated easily fron non-retarded 
,::,1:r,,,..,''

persons (Jurenka, Note 3).

The finding that saliency of the retardation becomes a better predictor

of childrenrs adjustment to a handicapped sibling when severity of

the retardation is also known (as discussed above) seems an inportant

one. It suggests that both of these variables be taken into account

and controlled in future investigations of this topic
I

Why do different degrees of saliency account for significant differences 
i

inparenta1reportsofnorma1chi1dren|sincidenceofbehaviourprob1ens

' 
*d not for significant differences in these chil-drents ernotional 

¡,i.,'-,,;,¡,,r..
.:. - -::- .. 

:

' adjustnent? The following explanation is advanced to anshrer this question. ,.,,,,, , ,

. : ., ,.,...,..,;,

The more salient the physical defects accompanying the retardation ' ':
,.

and the morfe severe the retardation, the greater the concern for the

retarded child on the part of the parents. More frequent hospitalizations

and surgical operations are likely to accompany gross anomalies than ',' ,t'1.'.

j

mj"nor defects. With increased hospÍtal.izatlon andf or s'urgery' are augmented

fears and worries of potential death of the retarded child. Normal

children, in all likelihood, perceive their parentst greater concern
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for and attention to the retarded child (confirned in the next section

on semi-structured interviews) and react to this by nisbehaving

and in this way getting their parentst attention. Although the attention

is negative, it is better than none at all. Perhaps only when these

children have a visible or apparent problen do they feel justified

in receiving their panentst attention and concern and for this reason

they seek out behavioural problens, either consciously or unconsciously.

While they probably also suffer more emotionally when they have a

retarded sibling with severe physical anonalies, they nay have to provide ',,.,.,r,

objective evidence of a problern(s) before they receive their desÍred

share of parental attention" As a resuLt, these children engage in antí-

social behaviour, e.g. fighting, swearing anÃ/or shy-anxious behaviour,

e.g. cornplaining of stomach aches, withdrawal, and hence there is a

significant increase in mothersr reports of behavioural difficulties,

It is also possible that retarded children with more salient defects

demonstrate more bizarre behaviours and that norrnal siblings nodel this

behaviour in an attenpt to receive parental attention. This is pure

speculation. However, it Ís both consistent with and an extension of

the theoretical literature which suggests that behavioural reactions

in siblings of handícapped children are a consequence of the enotionaL

neglect exoerienced by these siblings and may Lead to parental attention

and acceptance (Poznanski, 1969; San Martino G Newnan" 7974) " In any

case, future rese4r-ch máy be directed toward testing out these postul:ations. ii:':.l.

Seni-Structured Interview

Between-group differences. Content and frequency analysis of the

Tesponses of children in the two groups to itens in the semi-structured
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interview revealed results consistent with the statistical analyses

performed on the SAI subscales.

The largest differences in responses of the two groups of children

uiere on itens relating to the fanilial situation. Children ,.,,,-,, ,,,,j': _ "'. '
with retarded siblings were less likely than children without retarded

siblings to discuss their fanilies and family natters with their friends

and spoke of 'personal', (as opposed to ',generalr') farnily issues less 
,..,.'r, ,,r.,,,;,.

often. Children in the experímental group also expressed somewhat more .:'.-..,',.*,:-,i

positive affect to their non-retarded siblings, more frequently asserted ir...;.,,.¡,.';,,
ì 

:. :,:'l':r. :l;ifri¡,:::':

that they wished to be an rfonlyrr child, more often explained their desire

tohavenosib1ingsintermsofgettinggreaterparenta1attention,and

more often declared that they wished their parents would spend more

tine with then.

While these differences in response content and frequency nay be

specific to the sanple of chíldren studied in the present investigation,
I

as discussed above, it is this researcherrs opinion that these results i ,

ì,,,
nore 1ikeLy reflect the actual feelings and thoughts of siblings of

retarded children. It seems evident both theoretically and on the basis ¡.¡,.',;Ì::,,1:,i:i
i -.1,..,.. -,r;',;.,

of the research conducted to date, that the one area of functioning 
1,,,,, ...r..,,,.:,.
;:1, . :tt-,:' ,:- ;:1't

to be affected in all homes with a retarded member would be fanilial l

firnctioning. The elevated narital tension which has been found in

farni1ieswitharetardedchi1d(Liberthson,196B;Teweta1.,L-g77)
,-tlìr.::.ìt,,:'lìii:r:. ¡i,:i

surely rnrst have its effects on the children in the household. Likewise, [f"lì.,$

the reported feelings- of guilt, shane and anger that apparently arise

inparentswhogivebirthtoaretardedoffspringnaya1sobepresen

in the minds and hearts of siblings of retarded chiLdren and affect the
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way they act. The increased need on the part of the retarded child

for parental attention throughout his or her life also seems to have

its effect on farnily relationships. As reported by Farber (1959),

this results in increased responsibility for siblings and distorts

fanily relationships and roles. According to his investigationsr-the

retarded child, regardless of age, flâI assume the youngest sibling role

whereas the other children in the fanily are elevated to older sibling

roles despite their chronolþgical age. It is suspected further that

instituti onalization of the retarded child a1.s:o has its effects on the

parents and siblings of such chíldren. While studies have reported the

beneficial effects of removing the retarded chí1d from the hone (Fowle,

1968), it would be expected that doing this would further affect farnily

roles and relationships. It is the opiníon of this researcher that these

issues and conflÍcts inevitably arise in fanilíes where there is a retardeci

child. For this reason, it is not surprisíng that in the present study

significant differences were found between children with retarded siblings

and those without retarded sibllngs on the SAI Fa¡nily sjubs'cale and on the

interview questions' dealing wi-th fanily*related iìssues. îh.ese findings.

suggest, as alluded to earlier, that some sort of therapeutic intervention

is necess¿ry for fanilies with a retarded member. Farnily therapy or

group fânÌly therapy in which several fanilies with an institutionalized

retarded chÌ1d meet together to discuss these íssues and to share

theÍr feelings.night be rnost appropriate. Both parents and siblîngs

could share either w:ith each other or with other si,nilar fanilies their

fears and concerns¡ their feelings of guÌlt, shame, anger, etc., as
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hiell as strategies for dealing with these conflicts, role disto_Itions --

and ineffective fanily functioning. Group therapy for nothers of

handicapped children has been reported by both nothers and social-service

professiona1stobeofmuch-.benefit(Linder,1970).Extension
tt, 

:t,,1.t,tt.,j,,l rl.'

of this to entire families with a retarded member seems the logical

next step. Aside fron fanily intervention, the present study points

to the possible utility of childrenrs group sessions wherein concelns
l'i"'- '..':'t'!..a"...: -- -

can be discussed among peers in^.a. sirnilar situ¡atidi. Kaplan-Grossman ì;.:.,,'¡::;¡','

(Lg72) reports success with adolescent groups for siblings of rnental ly ..,i,,,,,,,,,1,,
::;.t:: t: ia: : '

retarded children. Groups for younger siblings of retarded children

should also be attenpted in the future

The final rather marked dífference noted between the two groups of

children relates to their cornfort or discomfort in being interviewed 
'

bytheinvestigator.Anuch1argernumberofthþsechi1drenwithretarded

siblings revealed that they felt "unconfortabletr in talking to the

researcher. In view of the fact that the two groups of children üiere i

natched on the basis of inteLligence 1eve1, sex, age and narital status

of their parents, it seems that having a retarded sibling and having to t':"'',,,;'.,;',;,

i::1::.:. :: .-r. .

ansv/er questions about this sibling and about retardation accounts for :;,,.,:,t,,..:.,;;,¡;'

this difference in reported comfort. This finding further reinforces ':;;;'::;::'t':';:

the investigatorfs suggestions för family therapy, and childrenrs group

sessions. It is indeed unfortunate that children with retarded siblings

feel so ill at ease díscussing a very important aspect of their life. ii',:::";':,.'

0n the other hand, in view of society's basically negative attitude

toward the nentally'harrdiìcapped, this finding was. not unexpected.
j

Certainly, work nust be done to improve societyrs attitude toward this
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sub-population of people and to educate society about the inpact a

retarded person has on fanily mernbers.

Mininal differences between the two groups of children, if any,

were found on those questions probing children's perceptions of their

acadernic, peer, and general level of functioning. This too concufs wi.th

the findings of no s'ignifÍca¡t dlfferences'between the two groups'on

the School, Peer, and General subscales of the SAI. In contrast to

the suggestion in the literature that siblings (especially sisters) of

retarded children often planned for or held careers in the helping

professíons (CleveLand Ê Brown, 'J.g77; Farber, 1965), little evidence of

this was found in the present study. Again, differences in sanples

studied may account for the díscrepant results. It is more likely,

however, that a rnajor nethodological difference between the present study

and the two referred to above account for the dífferences found. Neither

Farber nor Cleveland and Brown enployed a control group. Perhaps these

investigators would have reached different conclusions had they included

such a comparison gïoup in their studies.

In terms of the childrenrs ratíngs of their appearance, most in

both groups sar4i themselves as bein! 
"rr"t"U" 

looking. However, a few

nore children with retarded siblings saw the¡nselves as being at either

extreme of the contÍnuum, i.e.., good-looklng or not Very. good-.1oefti¡g.

Further analysis of this item revealed that the response of being good-

looking was given more often by the yourger children with retarded siblings

who participated in the study. The young age of these children nay

account for this finding. Perhaps younger children are less critical

of their appearance or hr.ere net a.blaqe of the pptenti¡41 social desirability
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element that could have operated to influence the responses of older

children. The older children nay have felt that it would be conceited

to respond in this way. It is also possible that the young children

hrere not expressing their own opinions of their appearance as the

question cal-led for. but, rather, may have been repeating the renarks

of their parents and other adults concerning their appearance. Further,

maybe parents with retarded children more frequently te11 their normal

children they are good-looking so as to reassure themselves and their

children that the retarded child and his or her accompanying physical

anornalies r¡rere'an accidental occurrence and not a general familial trait.

The rnajority of the retarded children in the present study were rated

as having moderate or severe physical defects and, hence, thi.s explanation

may hold true.

The study also revealed that there hras a trend for no difference in

self-reported "shyness'r between the thio groups. Although the experimental

group of children was a little less likely to rate themselves as being

outgoing and somewhat more likely to see thenselves as being sonewhat

in between shy and outgoÍng, there were very smal1 differences between

the two groups r-Ö.n this iten. Again, this is also consistent with the

absence of significant differences on the SAI General subscale.

Very snal1 differences between the fiûo groups were found in the

childrenrs self-ratings of their school performance. Children in both

groups prinarili saw themselves as doing rrOKrr or rrPretty Wellrr. This

finding too is consistent with that of no significant difference

betwe-en the two groups in the SAI School subscale. It is pos'sible

that the social desirabllitf factor hias operating here and that children
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did not want their academic standing to be seen in a bad light.

However, the frankness of the childrenrs responses to the other questions

rules out this explanation to some degree.

The interesting finding to emerge pertaining to childrenrs perceptions

of their acadenic standing was that nore children with a retarded

sibling reported that their parents applied pressure to do better at

school by rnore frequently naking remarks of this nature. In response

to the question of why they felt their païents made such comnents, sone

of the children with retarded siblings stated that their parents could

never be satisfied. This reply hras not obtained fron any of the children

in the control group. Perhaps parents of retarded chi.l-dren try'to

conpensate for their childts mental disabilities'through their other

'normal '' children and therefore push harder for them to do better in

school. This may be a means of reassuring thenselves that their other

children are intellectually sormd and that they are capable of producing

:'normal "offspring. This explanation concurs with Liberthsonrs (1968)

and Poznanskits (L973) descriptions of the 'rstorrn of enotionsil and

questíons elicited in nothers and fathers by the birth of a handicapped

child. As rnentioned earlier, these parents are said to be overr,'rhelmed

by feelings of t'helplessnessrt, Itdisappointmentrr, t'disbelieftt, I'angerf r,

t'collfusiontt, - . Itguilttt, and ttbruised egosrt . If these descriptions

are accurate, and there is every reason to believe that they are, then

the theory of conpensation through normal offspring advanced by the

present investigator seems to be a very plausible one.

There were little dÌfferences in the thro groups of children',s

responses to questions about theÍr peer relationships. This too is
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consistent with results which showed no significant difference between

the experimental and control children on the Peer subscale of the SAI.

One possible explanation for this finding resides in the social

desirability factor. This investigator tends to invalidate the latter

explanation in that it was found that nost chiLdren were quite honest

and willing to disclose information about thenselves and their fanilies

when the purpose of the investigation was explained and some rapport h/as

established. Granted, some of the questions were direct, but the

children seened to be providing sincere answers. The one important

difference between the two groups arose in their replies to the follow-up

question regarding why they did not feel they had as rnany friends as

nost children they knew. A few siblings of retarded children stated 
,

j

that they thought this was because they were not liked by other children, r

whereas none of the children from the control group gave this response.

Insurrunary,the1argestdifferencebetweentheexperimenta1and
icontrol childrenrs responses to the semi-structured intervieür were found i

I

on those questions dealing with the fanilial situation. This was

,::_ :tt.j :..
-"., .1, . _: -: :..-

consistent with the results of the analysis on the SAI subscales where 
ir',:ti,!" : ..:..;

it was found that children with retarded siblings had sígnificantly more l,:,,.,.,,.

¡:',t,at,'r:

depressed affect in the family situation than children without retarded

siblings. Also in agreement with the results of 'noi significant differences

between the two groups on the GeneraL, Peer, and Academic subscales :

i':=:Ì
of the SAI were the findings'of little dlfference in chiLdrenls responses ii;1|.r

to itens tapping these areas in the intervierv. Ialhile further research

is necessary to confirm these findings, fanily therapy, group fanily

therapy, and/or children's group sessions seen appropriate to deal with
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the depressed affect in the fanily situation.

Questigls sp.egific to having. an ilÌ.sti.tusio!.atized retard.ed sibling.

The responses of the children in the experinental group to a number of

questions about their retarded and non-retarded sibtings indicated

several issues of inportance which provide clarification and extension

of some of the existing research.

Kaplan-Grossman (1972) and San Martino and Newman (1974) both clairn,

on the basis of their research, that the issue of identification of the

normal sibling with the handicapped sibling is an important one. As

such, the present studyts finding that a large number of siblings of

retarded children acknowledged sinilarities in physical appearance with

the retarded child v¡as unexpected. In fact, in spite of the fact

that most of the retarded siblings had anonalies in appearance associated

with their defects, an almost equal number of children saÍi physical

sinilarities between themselves and their retarded sibling, and between

themselves and their other (non-retarded) siblings. This near-equality

suggests that these children weïe not distancing thenselves fron their

retarded siblings any more than they were from their other siblings and

opposes the above-mentioned researcherst findings. However, support

for the distancing effect was evidenced when the children uiere asked if

there hlere any ürays, other hhan appearance, in which they were sirnilar

to their retarded sibling. A large majority of children denied any other

kind(s) of sinilarities with their retarded siblings. Perhaps, then,

children attenpt to deny any sinilarities in behaviour or personality

between thenselves and their retarded sibling, although they can see

sone physical sinilarities,:i..,e.. hair colour or eye colour. These physical

i.:t.::ii:fl:
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likenesses may be less threatening than behavioural or personality ones

and hence may account for this finding. Further support for this

postulation comes from the additional finding that the only children

who could adrnit to non-physical sinilarities between themselves and their ret,- 
,.,,,,.,,,,,j,,

atdèd siblings were older in age (13 and above). It night be that the :::':; r':

older children had a greater understanding of retardation and hence were

less threatened by it. These speculative corunents must remain tentative,
..... .:. ...

however, as a control question regarding childrents perceptions of ,: .:,,:',.:.,:
l:.r,r:' .; r.r':.::

resenblances (other than appearance) with non-retarded siblings was not , .
:1, : :-::

asked

Perhaps due to the socíal desirability factor or as a result of

the operation of the denial mechanism, it was found that nost children

reported that they urere not embarrassed about having a retarded sibling

or when their friends met their retarded sibling. Likewise, the

rnajority of children stated that the experience of having a retarded

sibling was good and that their retarded sibling had not affected whether

their family would take a vacation. Nevertheless, some children did

report experiencing enbarrassment, that having a retarded sibling was

not good, and that the fanily had not gone on vacation because of the

retarded child. In ligþt of this, it seems that sone children do in

fact feel that they suffer because they have a retarded sibling.

Despite the finding of no difference in the two groups of childrenrs

perceptions of the nurnber of friends they had and whether they would

like more friends, some effects on peer relatíonships were acknowledged

by the children hrith retarded siblings. Opposing the results of the

Graliker et al. (Ig6L-62) study which found that all the siblings of
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retarded children in their sarnpÈeifei,t confortable in having their
friends visit their homes and see the retarded child, the rnajority

of children in the present study did not report feeling as comfortable.

While all the children except one had told their friends about their

retarded siblíng, most of the children had told\only-rra fernrrr or
I'some" of their friends. very few children had told 'a11" of their
friends. Likewise, the najority of children reported that only 'a few'

of their friends had met their retarded sibling. rn fact, a number of
children did not recall any of their friends ever having contact with

the retarded child.

The results of the present study agree with those of Kaplan-

Grossman (L972) and, in addition, are an extension of then. She studied

adolescents and older children and reports findings sirnilar to those

of the present investigati-on. The current investigation, however,

sanpled a wider age range of children with retarded siblings and the

sane effects on peer relationships as documented by her were found

across the age continuum.

Interestingll, while less than half of the children felt that they

visited with their retarded sibling regularly, almost a1l of then

alleged that they would like to visit more often either at the institution

or by having the retarded child come hone for visits. Here, again, the

social desirability factor may have been responsible for these suïvey

results. Rules about visitation were quite liberal and flexible at

the institution where the retarded children resided and the children

(particularly the older ones) could have visíted nore often if they

wanted to. It seems quite possible that sone of the children interviewed
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had nixed feelings about visiting or guilt feelings about not visiting

frequentry enough and therefore answered in the affirmative to the

question of whether they would like to visit more often. On the other

hand, the childrents responses as to why they wanted to visit more, e.g., 
,,..,,,,,,trl miss herrr, or ttlt nakes ne feel good to see he is not sick", suggest ":'

that there rnay also be some other reason for not visiting that

regularly. rt may be that the parents do not go out that regularly and 
l:,...,::.;;: :

transportation is difficult otherwise. It may also be that parents ,,,,,.,,,,,
'. _ ,t.:

discourage frequent visitation. Questions pertaining to these issues 
i.:,:.,:,:,.

r4rere not asked and thus further clarification is not possible. 
i''rt''"'''

The interview also revealed that a lot of children spent time

thinlcing about their retarded sibling.. while potential for children

to anshler in the,socially desirable direction was available for this

question, the childrenfs responses lead this investigator to discredit

this explanation of the results. children stated that they thought

about how their retarded sibling was doing, whether the retardation was

reversible oï not, what it would*be like if their brother or sister was ;

not retarded, as well as a number of other matters. A large number i,.r:.::,:

of children also stated that they spent tine thinking about the future 't;,''-
i, rlr..,iof their retarded sibling. Specific content areas with regard to this ì:::::;:r'ì

question included the issue of whose responsibility the retarded child

would be in the future, whether the retarded child was going to die or

not, possible cures, and what the retarded person would be like when he ilr,ilì
or she v¡as grohrn up. Once again, these responses suggested to the researcher

that these children had indeed spent much tine thinking about these 
i

issues and were carrying around a large burden and a mmber of unanswerable Ì
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questions.

In spite of the fact that the najority of children thought about

and had questions about their retarded sibling, very_few children knew

the diagnosis, severity, or exact physical defects of the mental

reta'rdation and only slightly over half said that they would like their
parents to tell them more about their sibling and about retardation in

general. Itilhy the anbivalent feelings? It is this researcherrs

hypothesis that nany of the children interviewed feared the answeïs to

their questions and thus chose not to know. Although curious, if they

did not know at least they could hope that things would work out well.

Slightly less than half the children stated that they asked direct

questions about their retarded sibling and, in most cases, the questíons

were of a very general nature, ê.g., how the retarded child was on a

particular day. This also seems to fit into this investigatorrs

hypothesís. It is interesting to note who those children who did ask

questions approached for ansr^iers. rn not one case r^ras the father

approached on an individual basis. children primarily went to their

mothers or sometimes to both parents together. rt seems that it was

very difficult for the children to speak about these issues with their
father alone, despite the fact that this is a fanily problen. This

finding also lends. support to the recomnendation for fanily therapy where

there exists an,i institutionalized retarded child. rf this mode of

therapy h/as to be enployed, it would be extremely inportant to have

sessions wherein all fanily rnembers,'inclüding the.father, are present.

While the preceding findings strongly suggest that having a retarded

child in the fanily has a very definite impact on family members and

:::.:,r:,:

'' :

:'j .1'rl

i,::;
i Ì'il

i:",
ü,
i'
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fanily functioning, less than half of the children acknowledged this

when they were asked very directly whether having a retarded child in

the fanily had affected the fanily as a whole or made a difference in

their lives. The direct nature of the questions may have elicited what 
1,,,;.,r,.,;.,:,,

the children felt were social ly desirable responses. The sex of the "i1::1::1

retarded child was also not perceived by the children as being an

inportant moderator variable. This is consistent with the,results of the
:;tt 

: t 
'

previously discussed:statistieal-:rrrriyr"r on the effects of sirnilarity or t'i,,,.,,.,i,
,:.; .:.:::.1.

dissirnilarity of gender of the retarded child and gender of the nonnal 
j:,,,¡,¡,:.,;,,¡;
I .'..:..:. .:. :'

sibling

The issue of greater parental attention being dispensed to the

retarded child than to the other children in the family was also probed.

It was found that almost half of the children felt that their parents

were molre concerned about their retarded sibling than about then. There

did not seem to be an age factor here. Based on this kind of information,

it is not hard to understand why differences r,rrere found in the adjustrnent

of this group of children particularly in the fanily situation when

compared to the group without retarded siblings. . This finding also , . ::.:
,-,it',: ,.,,.:,¡:',,1

provides sone support for the investigator's hypothesis of why the , ,

I ,: ; a 
:: 

,' ,: ,, ,..: ,: ,:;:

physical appearance variable was a significant predictor of overall .:::11,:11,',:1,i:' :'

behavioural adjustnent but not emotional adjustment 
:

The questions pertaining to the childrenfs affective feelings towardt 
,

their retarded siblings revealed some very interesting trends which ir*,.fi:
corroborate and extend those found by Miller (t974). She found differences

between the ways that normal children relate to their normal siblings

andthewaysthattheyre1atetotheirretardedsib1ings.Inthep1eSent]
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study, it was found that considerably less negative affect, if any

at aII, v/as expressed to the mentally retarded sibling by the respondents

than towards their normal siblings, whereas just the opposite occurred

with the expression of positive affect. hhile some of the younger

children had been ínfonned by their parents not to fight with the

retarded child, the najority reported never having been inforned of

this by their parents and acted on their own accord. Further, normal

children's means of expressing their feelings hrere found to be different

depending on whom the recipient of the affect was. The retarded children

were more 1ikely to be ignored or verbally scolded by their normal

siblings if their siblings r^/ere angry or upset with them, and more

likely to be hugged or kissed by their normal siblings if their siblings

felt positively toward then. More hitting, swearing, fighting, and

calling nother niere resorted to if the nornal sibling was angry with

one of his or her non-retarded siblings. On the other hand, less hugging

and kissing hras engaged in to express positive affect toward a non-

retarded sibling. These differences in the way that normal siblings

interact with one another as opposed to the way in which children and

their nentally retarded siblings interact with one another further attest

to the inpact of having a retarded sibling on family relationships and

fanily functioning and the need for sone type of intervention with such

fanilies.

fnterviewing children with retarded siblings and asking then to

answer questions and discuss their retarded sibling provided this researcher

with very valuable information as well as a rewarding experience.
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Although socially desirable responses may have been given to a number

of questions, very sincere ansviers following rnuch thought seened to

be given to most questions. The rnany issues of importance raised as a

result of the interview and discussed above surely compensate for

the childrenfs possible attenpts to appear unaffected by their retarded

siblings on some questions. The interview procedure appears to be a

good follohr-up to the nore rigorous assessment tooIs, i.e., the SAI and

the BPC, in that ít provides additional information about the exact

issues or areas of conflict and sensitívity for children with retarded

siblings. It therefore should be ernployed more routinely with this

population following the adrninistration of objective measures of adjustment.

While further research with larger and more representative samples is

needed to determine the replicability of the findings of this study, it

seens clear to this rinvestigator that there do exist some very inportant

differences between fanilies in which there is a retarded child and those

inwhichthereisnoretardedorotherwisehandicappedchi1d.These

differences are nost apparent in the area of f,anily functíoning and l

childrents depressed enotional adjustment in the fanily situation where :,::,j

there is an instituti onarizedretarded child. They are also evident in 
iil:l.
li ,.,'.,': ,.

the reported increased incidence of conduct disorders in children fron i',',:,..'."

'

fanilies where their is an institutionalized retarded child. Aside from

these differences between the two tn)es of farnily structures, there seems

to be discrepancies in the way in which children feel their parents treat ,,' .r

ìi:iì.j:;: l:rl::

their retarded as opposed to non-retarded children and in the way that

children deal with their normal as contrasted hrith their retarded siblings

These inter- and intra-group differences strongly suggest that therapeutic
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prevention and intervention in the various forms referred to throughout

the preceding discussion would be most appropriate and, in fact,

necessary lf these emotional and behavioural adjustrnent problerns aïe

to be dealt with effectively and provided with the attention they merit.

,::":.1. i; i":;; + : j. Jr"É¡:; ;-:::l ; :;4;j:¡Ji:.i;f!

::-:.::.:

l; .: .-.:1 r' -J .
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Appendix A

Adjustnent in Families with Mentally Retarded Children

A Literature Review

To date, the literature discussing nental retardation focuses

prinarily on the mentally retarded person hinself or herself. An abundance

of articles are available on such topics as the personality of institution-

alized nentally retarded children as compared to non-institutionalized

nentally retarded children, the various sub-types of nental retardation,

the numerous hlays retarded persons can be categorized (tteducablert, Ittrainablert,

etc.) , and different renedial training programs that have been devised.

Relatively less attention has been given to the parents of retarded children

and how such children can affect their parents' relationship and overall

fanily functioning in general. Furtherrnore, the influence that a retarded

child nay have on his or her siblings has received ninimal focus by

researchers. This is quite surprising since the literature so far suggests

that parental relatíonships are often affected by the presence of a retarded

child; thus, it would seen highly likely that siblings as well are affected

either directly by the retarded child or indirectly via the effect on

parental functioning. Due to the scarcity of literature to date on

siblings of mentally retarded children, this researcher has chosen to make

this population the prinary subject of the following thorough review.

Such a revíew is necessary in order to clarify how children adjust socially

and enotionally to having a retarded sibling

Upon exarnining the relatively sparse literature dealing with the effect

of a retarded child on his or her parents and síblings, an initial

observation is that most studies suffer from serious methodological

i :;".;i r:j..,



shortconings. The most corunon of these flaws include: (1) a reliance

upon anecdotal evidence rather than enpirical documentation; (2) the

lack of controls ernployed; and (5) a focus on families of'rseverelyn

retarded children to the neglect of families with children of other

levels of retardation. It is also quite evident from examiníng the

literature that moderator varíabres such as the sex, age, place of
residence and socio-economic status of the mentally retarded child are

influencing the strength of results of studies. However, these variables

have not been examined very rigorously and thus the literature pertaining

to them remains quite anbiguous. Clearly, there is a need to study these

variables more systenatically. As such, the reported effects of a nunber

of these moderating variables upon the enotional and behavioural adjustnent

of siblings and parents of retarded children will be reviewed.

Due to the fact that the najority of the available literature on

fanilies of retarded children examines the effects of a retarded child on

hís or her parents, this literature will be reviewed first. Next, a moïe

intensive review of the diverse literature on siblings will be undertaken.

In recent years there has been growing awareness of and concern

for fanilies of physically and nentally handicapped persons. IrÍost

researchers who have an interest in studying such fanilies clain that,

although there is some indication that life is nore stressful for families

of the retarded, both the fanilies of the physically handícapped and the

farnilies of the mentally handicapped share many corunon features (e.g., I{inde,

Hackett, Killou Ç silver, 1972; Poznanski , rgls). Thus, nany studies on

families of handicapped children enploy both types of fanilies as subjects.

''- llÌ1:?: ¡
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To date, enphasis has been ptaced on the problens of the parents and 
- 1"''"

recognition of the stress created for the parents by such children.

Poznanski, in this regard, notes the storm of enotions elicited in

nothers and fathers by the birth of a handicapped child. she states

that t'both parents are overüihelned by feelings of helplessness and 
_,,,.

disappointment, disbelief, anger, confusion and guilt" (p. S2S), She

also cornments on the kinds of problems parents of handicapped children

encounter in their day-to-day living, saying that parents of such children ,:,,,-:i:i,

,:.'.,''.ìhave difficulty expressing their anger directly to the child, thus

rnaking discipline a problem, and that parents of the handicapped child ¡-i,,r'

often feel ashamed under public scrutiny. Liberthson (1968) concurs

with Poznanski and offers a very similar description of parents who are

confronted with a nentally retarded offspring. She also points out that

such reactions on the part of parents inevitably affect their functioning

on all leve1s, the nost docurnented of which will be examined below

Effects .o1} Faqril-y Frgrcti.o-ni.ng

A nurnber of investigators report serious adverse consequences to . ::

having an abnorrnal child in the fanily. lvlinde et al . (1972) refer to the 
. .:,

high I'enotional norbidityt' of parents who have either physically or nentally i.,;Ë

handicapped children. These researchers interviewed 4L sets of parents, 
.r'..,i;,r1
r':::laì1.;:'

20 of whon had a retard.ed child and 21, of whom had a non-retaïded but

physically handicapped child. Perhaps the clearest finding to emerge frorn

their interview data with mothers and fathers is the cornplexity of problens 
..',''ri:.;

associated with raising an abnormal child. They discovered that nost :;:: ":'

païents in both groups found it impossible to deal with the development

of their children on a long-teïm basis. They lived on a day-to-day basis
,

and the majority refused to contemplate the future. 
. .,
i'.,r.i':l;:,:'::': 1::'::: '::
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Likewise, according to Davis (197s), naladaptive psychorogical

reactions in parents invariably acconpany abnormality in a child. For

this reason, he claims that parents should be a routine part of the

planning of a treatment program for a handicapped chi1d.

One area of fanily functioning that has often been shown to be

seriously affected by a handicapped child relates to the narital relationship

of parents of such a child.

Mari-t-?l 
" LelatioJlship. Liberthson (L968), upon discussing her initial

approach with parents of retarded children, stresses the importance of

seeing both parents together. Her rationale for this is based on her

experience with marriages that have broken apart because of the intense

feelings between the parents of the retarded child. She states that when

something goes wrong in a fanily it is rrnaturalrr for both païents to becone

tense and irritable. They begin to search for someone to blane, and too

often each marital partnelr nay blane the other.

Farber (1959), the first researcher who attempted to systenatically

and objectively examine fanily dynarnics in fanilies where a retarded child

was present, studied the narital integration of parents who had a severely

mentally retarded child living either at hone or in an institution.

Utilizing an rfindex of couples narital integration" based upon degree of

consensus on values ranked by husbands and wives, he came up with an estimation

of the degree of existing role tension between thern. Based on interviews

wLth 240 fanilies he concluded that narital integration vras "negatively
affected'r by the presence of a severely retarded child in the hone.

Fowle (1968) also exanined the narital integration of parents of

retarded children who were either institutionalized or lived at hone.

'- --lÈ:r',.:4*.:¿l
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Enploying 35 families in each of these two groups and using the sane

rneasuring instrument as Farber (L959), she did not find significant
differences in the marital integration of the parents of these two groups

of retarded children. Despite the fact that her study did not reveal

significant differences, Fowlers (196g) discussion of her research

inplied that the narital integration of parents in both her groups hras

lower than that of parents who do not have such a handicapped child.
Farber made a sinilar suggestion. The conclusions reached by both these

investigators nust at present renain tentative as both studies suffer
fron the lack of inclusion of a control group of parents of non-mentally

retarded children.

j ::j i-:; ::

Additional docunebtation of the adverse irnpact of a handicapped child 
i

on parents comes from Tew, Laurence, payne and Rawnsrey (1,977), who

examined the matrimonial stability of 1,42 fanilies where a child with

neural tube nalformation had been born betw een L964 and 1966. The divorce

rate for fanilies with a survivíng child was found to be nine times higher ,

than that for the local population and three times higher than for fanilies
experiencing bereavement of their spina bifida child. These researchers 

¡,,,,,,.,.,:: -:concluded that a handicapped child adds greatly to the strain on a marriage 
,,,,,.,,,

and that this strain is dininished by the childts early death. "i",',',"

Whereas all of the major studies discussed above indicate that there

nay be severe adverse effects upon the general fanilial adjustrnent and

narital relationships of parents of handicapped children, there are a couple ì-.',

of studies which provide contradictory results and interpnetations

leaving any definitive conclusions at present impossible. Dunlap and

Hollinsworth (7977), for example, in an attenpt to assess a developnentally
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disabled personts effect on the fanily, talked with 404 families in

which there was either a mentally retarded, an epileptic, or a cerebral

palsied child. Their findings indicated thalu, in all areas of

questioniîg, ã large majority of respondents felt that the handicapped

child had not had any negative effects on the farnily. onry 7 percent

of those interviewed said that there had been an effect on their marriage

and 42 percent of these couples clained that the effect had been positive.

The same pattern was found when the respondents hrere asked about the

impact on the closeness or happiness of the family.

Along the sane lines, Gerstenberg (1968) gave a 26 iten questionnaire

to L75 couples who had a nentally retarded child and found that the

najority of parents lived together, had high marital integration scoïes,

and few were reluctant to have nore children. She concluded that the

retarded child can have ninimal ad.verse effects and even a positive effect

on the parents and family.

Inconsistencies in findings nay be accounted for by the fact that

investigators have failed to exanine several important rnoderator variables.

rn the Ðunlap and Hollinsworth (t977) study, the sanple was drawn from

a largely rural population that was relatively poor; a larger percentage

than usual of the sample was black; and the research was carried out in

A, southern state. All or any of these nethodological differences may be

responsible for the discrepancy in results. Secondly, the farnilies in

the Dunlop and Hollinsworth study resided in an area where relatively few

services existed for the handicapped. As suggested by the researchers,

this factor may have resulted in a lack of knowledge and awareness of

problems on the part of the parents. InterestinglL the authors of both
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these studies were thenselves surprised with their findings and spent

considerable tine discussing possible explanations for the discrepancies

observed.

The point beíng nade here is that a nunber of noderator variables 
r:..:,.,..are being shown to have significance when exanining the issue of whether '-::':::::

having a handicapped child affects farnily functioning and parental

marital integration. It is essebtial then that several independent

measures be carefully controlled and exanined. .,,'i. ,',,

rndependent Mea-s.u+es -rnfluencing P-a-renltl- A.djustment 
l't t'

],t .,i',t', -The findings on the lower or poorer narital integration of parents l':':r:':':ir

of handicapped children are not as straightforward as they seen to be.

Studies(e.g.,CainGLevine,1961;Farber,1959,1960)indicatethat
I

certain characteristics of the handicapped child influence the degree of 
i

parental narital integration. Further, it has been found that certain :

ì

attributes of the child have differential effects on rnothers t and fathers' 
i

ireactions to the child. For instance, the inportance of the mentally 
i,

i

retarded child's sex in parental ability to deal with the child effectively 
I

is clearly suggested by a number of studies. Farber (1959) found that parents
1,.1'¡.',:..:¡of retarded boys were helped in their narital integration by institution- 
.:,-,,,.

alirzíng their child. This finding did not hold for parents of retarded i"':'..;..-'

:-:

girls. Further, Farber (1960) found that narital integration of parents

ofsevere1yrnenta11yretarcledboystendedtobe1owerthanthatofparentS

with severely mentally retarded girls. Sinilarly, a study by Cain and 
i.,:._,..,,r
l:r'-' L'

Levine indicated that father adaptability to a mentally retarded child

was significantly associated with the sex of the child whereas mother

adaptability was not. Levine (1965-66) conpared mothersf and fathersf ' '
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perceptions of severely mentally retarded childrenrs social competence

based on the sex of the child, in an attempt to provide an indirect

test of the theory of sex-role identification as set forth by Parsons

and Bale (1955). The hypothesis that there would be greater agïeenent

between the perceptions of parents of fenale retardates than that of

male retardates was substantiated. The hypothesis that there would be

a higher level of concurrence between parentsr perceptions of inprovement

in the social competence of fenale retarded children as conpared to

parents of nale retarded children was also substantiated. On the basis

of these findings, Levine (1965-66) concluded that the sex of the

retarded child should be considered in any analysis of the fanily

constellation and in counselling efforts.

Investigators have also suggested that variables other than sex

play a role in determining the irnpact a handicapped child will have upon

his or her parents. Such factors as the social class of the parents,

the place of residence of the child (hone or institution), âge of the

handicapped child, saliency of the handicap, the religious orientation

of the parents, and the length of institutionalization of a child have

received attention in varying degrees in the literature. The most

significant of these findings will be reported. It should be noted that

results concerning these variables are equivocal since, like the

variable of sex, they have not been researched in any very rigorous

or extensive fashíon.

Farber (1959) reported on the influence of socio-economic status

(SES) on parental marital integration in farnilies with retarded children.

He formd that while the marriages of parents with a retarded boy at home

':-::: . '..:, ;ì::a

:a:1' ' '
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hrere more often adversely affected than marriages of parents with a

retarded girl at home, this differential effect lrras more pronounced

in lower SES fanílies than in niddle or upper-class families.

With respect to families who had instituti ona.Iized, their mentally

retarded child, Farberrs (1959) study indicated t]nat, regardless of

the sex of the child, the narriages of niddle-class parents who had

a nentally retarded child at hone were more severely adversely affected

than those of sinilar parents who had institutionalized their nentally

retarded chi1d. Thus, it appears that niddle-class parents were

helped in their relationship by institutionalizing their retarded child.

Zuk (1959-60), in contrast to Farber, did not find a statistically

significant relationshíp between parental acceptance of or adjustment to

theír nentally retarded child and sES. However, most of his sanple

consisted of lower-íncome fanilies and therefore his findings do not

rea1ly contradict Farber's as Farber employed fanilies from all socio-

econornic strata.

Poznanski (L973) also comnents on the irnportance of SES as an

independent variable influencing parental adjustnent. Based on her

clinical experiences she posits that the emotional trauma of giving

birth to a handicapped child is exacerbated for higher sES families.

She does not, however, conment on the adjustment of differing SES fanilies

when the handicapped child is older.

Thus, in conclusion, it can be seen that the studies which attempt

to examíne the relationship between SES and parental adjustment have

focused on different population and hence offer conflicting results.

Other investigators have studied fanilies of both home-reared and

institutionalized retarded children in an attenpt to detect differences

t.".

ì.: :'

it::,:rr;.:¡.'.,;
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in the adjustment of fanilies with these thro ty?es of structures and

to determine whether one of these living arrangements is better than

the other in terns of family adjustnent.

Caldwell and Guze (1959-60), for exanple, undertook such an 
. ,..investigation. rn a well-designed, conparative study they examined

1-6 fanilies who had a nentally retarded child living at home and 16

fanilies who had institutionalized their nentally retarded chi1d. The 
:.,.;,.,,

two groups lüere compared on a number of different measures, having first 
1,._.',...':.:

been matched on the basis of several characteristics of the retarded 
i¡..,,r:,,..

child, including: (1) age of the child, (2) sex of the child, (3) level 
:::: ":ì

ofretardation,and(4)ordina1positionofthechi1dinthefarni1y.

Salience of the retardation was also controlled, with nongoloid children

chosen to represent high salience. In addition to matching on the basis

of certain characteristics of the retarded child, Caldwell and Guze )'

,

tried to natch the two groups on certain total family characteristics 
i

such as: (1) number of children in the fanily, (2) naternal and paternal 
I

:

ages, (5) SES, (4) age of the siblings, and (5) IQ of the siblings.

They failed to detect any significant differences between the triro group, r:: . .

f,..,,.ì,,;¡and concluded that fanilies with a retarded child living at home were ', '.
::'i:'._...not significantly better adjusted than fanilies of retarded children ',..,,,,,.:

who have been institutionalized or vice versa. Unfortunately,

caldwell and Guze- did not include a control group of families

in which there did not exist a handicapped child. Inclusion of such i,,,:.
i.,.: 

:f: ::.:.:, ,

a gróup night have revealed differences in fanily adjustment as a

function of the presence or absence of an abnornal child in the fanily.
]

This failulce to include a control group is a serious lack connon to I '

: rl. -.: -..'. .i; , .i.. '-
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all of the studies dealing with the subject natter of this revlew.

Clearly further research on this variable is needed.

Another variable that has been examined as a potentially

influential factor in the narital adjustnent of parents of handicapped
,'t.. l:-,.:tchildren is the age of the child. Farber (1959) found that there ::::'::':

was 1ittle difference in narital integration between parents with a

rryoungrr (less than nine years of age) boy at home and parents with a

young boy in an institution. The degree of narital integration of it'...r]'t,: ". . r. '

parents with an ltolderrf (greater than nine years of age) boy at hone, 
i.,_,,,_..;-.

however,was1owerthanthatofparentswithano1derboyinan

'institution.

Although Zukrs (1959-60) sample was smaller than Farberrs and the ,

najority of his subjects were between the ages of two and six years, he

found that, in general, parents could cope significantly better with a

younger nentally retarded child (three years or less) than with an

older mentally retarded child.

The results of both of these investigators are consistent. An older

retarded child seems to have greater inpact on parental adjustnent than

a yormger retarded child. According to Farber the greater

adverse inpact of an older retarded chí1d nay be due to the fact that

as the retarded child grows older the more apparent is the difference

between normal child developnent and the actual retarded developnent

of their offspring. This variable seems to be quite important and

merits further consideration and study íf an adequate understanding

of the effects of a retarded child on his or her parents is to be

attained.
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The length of institutionalization of a ïetarded child has also

been posited as an inportant independent variable influencing parental

adjustnent. This variable has received 1itt1e attention, however, as

Fowle (1968) is the only investigator who actually exarnined it. she

conpared the marital integration scores of parents whose mentally

retarded child had been aQsent fron the hone for at least tr^ro years

with the scores of parents whose children had been away for one year,

eleven months or less. She found significant differences between these

groups. Parents whose children had been institutionalized for two

years or more had. a higher marital integration score than parents whose

children had been institutionalized for less than two years. These

results, although based on a small sanple size, suggest that length

of institutionalization is a very important variable that deserves

consideration when exanining the adjustment of families of handicapped

children and in counselling such farnilies

ca1dwell and Guze (1959-60) and Poznanski (1973) suggest rhar rhe

saliency of the chí1drs handicap affects parentat adjustment since a

visible handicap is harder to deny and, thus, is harder to avoid reacting

to enotionally. For this reason, Caldwell and Guze controlled saliency

of handicap in their study. They did this by choosing rnongoloid

chil-dren to represent high saliency and assigning an equal number of

such children to each of their thro experinental groups. l{¡hiIe these

investigators' recognition of this variable is adnirabre, further

objective quantification and rigorous experinental conparative analysis

is clearly needed.

Zuk (1959-60) and Farber (1959) have cornmented on the influence

l:' i: :,r :. ':r'1 :
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of religious orientation on parental reactions and adjustnent to a

retarded child. Their results are sinilar in that they both found

that catholic fanilies tended to be more acceptant and better able

to cope with retarded children than non-catholic farnilies (Jews and 
,,r,,j,.,r.,,

Protestants). No other investigators have felt this variable worthy -'' :::i

of consideration. sinilarly, the variable of farnily size has been

briefly referred to in the literature (Poznanski, Lg73) as a potentially
l ,l'.: ::l i:' '

inportant one in influencing parental reactions to an abnornal child. i,,,,'-,':,,
i:i ':':i_.

Poznanskirs interest in thís variable seems to be based, however, 
1,.,,,,i,.,,1,

;,-...t..t;,.,t,strictly upon her clinical observations as she does not provide any

enpirical documentation of its inpact. I4rhile these variables nay

indeed prove to be of only secondary inportance, it would seem to be 
I

i

both beneficial and efficient to collect such basic demographic inforrnation 
1

I

in order to assess ith'eir true inpâct. ',

rn conclusion, it is quite evident that sorne of the variables

discussed above influence the strength of results of studies on parental i

adjustrnent in fanilies with a handicapped child. These variables , '

however, have not been subject to rigorous or systematic experinental 
i*ri,.i,;i
l.:::r:::;.: :a:validation and hence the available data pertaining,tothem is ambiguous ,,.'.,*
--:..ì':.- :..-

and confusing. Clearly some of these variables merit further study if 1,¡',,'',"'"

one is to achieve a better comprehension of the adjustnent of parents 
,

of handicapped children

Supnary ¡,.,':.,t., 1.

i -:.:,.;:; 
-: ,

The najority of the available literature dealing with the inpact

a handicapped child has on his or her parents indicates that parents

frequently experience adverse psychological ïeactions and increased i

:{
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narital tension when faced with a handicapped child. Further, although

both mothers and fathers experience these negative effects, there

appears to be sone differences in their reactions in accord with the

sex of the child as well as their ourn sex. Other variables which seen

to bear some influence on the degree of marital integration and the

general adjustrnent of parents of abnorrnal children include: the age of

the abnormal child; whether the child lives at hone or in an institution;

length of institutionalization (if the child does not live at hone);

SES of the fanily; visíbility of the abnormality; religious orientation

of the family; and size of the farnily.

While there is a fairly wide body of literature concerned with

parental reactions and adjustment and the variables that influence

adaptation, most of the available studies suffer from one or more

nethodological flaws. Many of the studies that have been conducted were

not well-controlled. In fact, in most studies no contïol groups were

included. In some studies, samples were not matched on potentially

inportant variables. In stil1 other studies, results are based solely

on interview data and intervíewersr subjective opinions and not on nore

objective measures. It{uch of the literature also consists of professionalsr

opinions based on experiences with parents of handicapped children.

Finally, all of the studies conducted have concerned thenselves only

with parents of the "severelyn handicapped child and have overlooked

parents of the moderately or nildly handicapped child. While the

literature has led to a better understanding of the handicapped childts

effect upon his or her parents, further research is clearly needed.

One area in particular that denands attention pertains to the
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siblings of handicapped children. l\Ihi1e fanily functioning has been

delineated as an area adversely affected by a handicapoed child, the

only family function that rearry has been examined is the narital

relationship of the parents of such a child. The effects of a handicapped

child on the other chiloren in the fanilylia,uebeen neglected. Yet it

seens only logical that if the presence of a handicapped child affects

the parentsr fanily adjustment and narital relations, it certainly

must also affect other fanily members. It is these other family members,

the siblings, that are in need of nore intensive study. Hence, the

next section of this review will focus on the literature conducted to

date with this population.

Sibliqgs o{ lvlgntally Retar.4-TL Çhildren

State of the Literature

While there is a fairly large body of literature that deals with

the impact a handicapped child has or nay have on parents, a relatively

small body of literature exists directly pertaining to the irnpact a

handicapped child has on siblings and sibling adjustment in such a

situation. This is not to say, however, that researchers do not recognize

that siblings are arso affected by a handicapped child in the family.

Klein and Lindenann (196L) and Liberthson (1968), for example, have

labelled the birth of a defective child as a fanily crisis which

affects not only the parents but also the siblings. Similarly,

Poznanski (1969) connents on the adverse effects handicapped children

have upon their siblings. She, in fact, states that 'rchild psychiatrists

see nore siblings of handicapped children than handicapped children

themselvesrr (p. 232).
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Kaplan-Grossmanr s (L972) research which consists of correlational

data rerating a host of variables such as sex, sES, and parental

acceptance to measures of curiosity-openness, and adaptation of normal

siblings, strongly suggests that, although sorne siblings benefit by

the erperience of growing up with a retarded brother or sister, in

nany cases exposure to a nentally retarded child is related to various

forms of psychological disconfort, misconceptions , and avoidance

strategies developed by siblíngs. weinrott (Lgz4), in discussing a

training progran in behaviour modification for siblings of the retarded,

also notes that a retarded child has a serious inpact on his or her

brothers and sisters and that this population of siblings has been

virtually ignored with respect to both counselling and training. san

Martino and Newnan (L974), as well as many others, point out that among

the groups of children who are frequentry seen in chíld psychiatry

clinics, the siblings of retarded children comprise one inportant

identifiable group. Yet, despite the recognition of siblings of abnormal

children as a populatíon at risk for enotional difficulties and problens

of adjustment, relatively few studies have been undertaken to investigate

exactly how and to what degree siblings are affected. Of those studíes

that have been conducted, nost suffer from the same serious nethodological

shortcomings as are pertinent to the literature on parental adjustment

and, thus, their conclusions must be viewed cautiously.

San Martino and Newrnan offer a psychoanalytic analysis of the inpact

a handicapped child has on siblings. They claim that the issue of
identification of the "normalt' sibling rtrith the "iltandicapped'r sibling
is an inportant one and they posit that difficulty with this issue is
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one of the factors responsible for bringing nornal siblings to

psychiatric clínics. Sinilarly, Kaplan-Grossman (L972), in her book

Brothers and Sisters of Retarded Children, comnenting on some of the

issues that perneated group therapy sessions conducted with adolescent

siblings of retarded children, points out that the issue of being

sinilar to or different fron the retarded sibling was the focus of

nany group neetings and was of enormous concern for all group members.

In particular, whether the nornal sibling was of the sane or of a

different gender than the retarded child seemed to be an inportant

variable in deternining the influence the retardecl. child had on the

siblingsr emotional adjustment. All siblings described nore embarrassment

over a s¿tme-sex retarded brother or sister than over one of the opposite

sex. She suggests that the reason for this is that one assumes a

greater sense of identity with a same-sex person. In addition, like

Kaplan and Fox (1968), Kaplan-Grossman states that nornal siblings

try to maxímize their differences from the retarded sibling. She sees

this as an attenpt to avoid identification with the retarded child.

llhen discussing the state of the literature on siblings of

handicapped children, it is irnportant to poínt out that, at present,

there is no clear consensus of opinion on whether a handicapped child

positively or negatively affects the adjustment of his or her siblings.

While the najority of the literature suggests that having a handicapped

brother or sister creates a host of negative adjustment problens, there

is sone literature contradicting this. Throughout this review the

literature supporting both of these opinions will be reported.

While identification with siblings through early socialization is
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a developmental process which occurs naturally and affects hor4r a child
views hin or herself and relates to others around hin or her, the

researchers mentioned above base a lot of what they say on clinical
observation and anecdotal infornation. San ir4artino and. Newman (1,974)

also engage in a great deal of inference. This linits the validity
and reliability of the infornation these investigators have to offer.
Many other researchers, too, are guilty of a lack of rigor in theír
research. Lack of inclusion of control groups, focus only on siblings

of "severelyrr retarded chirdren, poor matching of experimental groups,

etcetera, are all nethodological flaws conmon to the literature on

siblings of handicapped children. Future investigations of this
population nust attempt to avoid such serious methodological shortconings

in order to lend clarity to the effects of a ::etarded child on siblings.
Moderator variables such as sex, age and place of residence have

also been suggested as agents of influence over the degree of inpact a

handicapped child has on siblings. However, just as the adult literatuïe
on these variables is equivocal and confusing, the sibling literature
is fu1l of anbiguities. c1ear1y, further enpirical study of these

variables is required.

In view of the fact that the literature pertaining tp. parents of
retarded children suggests effects on their enotional and behavioural

adjustnent, the research conducted in these variables for siblings of
retarded children will be reviewed in depth. This will follow discussion

of the nore general effects on sibling adjustrnent.

Effects on Adjustnent

rnvestigators have suggested that there are a variety of ways in
whích siblings nay be affected by having a handicapped brother or sister.

i;i.t,::,
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San Martino and Newman (1974) suggest that a retarded child has an

adverse inpact by creating anxieties and fears in siblings. They state

that siblings of retarded children have anxieties about the neaning of

retardation, its possible cause, and its relationship to their own

sexual and aggressive fantasies. Using a psychoanalytic framework

for interpretation, they suggest that a normal nale sibling nay interpret

the retarded behaviour of his male sibling as evidence of masculine

inadequacy. They go even further with this theory by stating that the

inplication of castration leads to the normal nale siblingrs anxiety

about his own masculine intactness. He may fantasize that lack of

control of his own aggressive feelings is sinilar to the outbursts of

his retarded sibling. Another I'conmon'f fantasy suggested by these sane

clinícians is that rnental illness and retardation are related. They

suggest that, when neurological deficits such as seizures accompany the

retardation, the retardation itself can be linked in fantasy wíth

conplete trloss of control" and rrmadnesstt. In such a case, normal

siblings nay fear for their own mental integrity if they dare to give

vent to pent-up feelings

The anxiety levels of normal siblings w.ere examined by Caldwe11 and

Guze (1959-60) in their investigation of the adjustment of parents

and siblings of retarded children. Although their study is not nethod-

ologically sound.since they did not include a control group, these

researchers looked at siblíngs of retarded children who either resided

at home or in an institution. They found that siblings of the instit-

utionalized children had a greater number of anxiety symptons on the

I{anifest Anxiety Scale than siblings of the hone-reared retarded children.
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Liberthson (1968), based on her clinical experiences, provides

further docurnentation of the fears síblings of retarded children harbour.

she states that anongst the siblings she has had contact with, many

fear that they too will have a retarded child when they marry and/or
,,r,,t, 

ll 

..,,1,1a,thattheirretardedsib1ingwi11beconetheirresponsibi1itywhen

their parents die.

The life goals of siblings of retarded children have also been 
i,:.,,,.:,..

studied in an attenpt to detennine whether having a retarded brother or itì:,'-,;l':.,
sister and the degree of interaction with such a child have an inpact j,. ,,,,,,,1,,.

on life commitments. cleveland and Brown (1977) and Farber (196s) 
r.::i:;i:i'ii

conducted the two studies on this topic and their fíndings are sornewhat

discrepant. The najority of the 90 subjects in Cleveland and Brown',

study, all of whom were age 25 and older and were older siblings of 
l

I

retarded persons who resided in a state hospital, reported a positive

adaptation to the retarded sibling and the experiences surrounding having

a retarded-'siLrling. They did not report adverse effects on their

childhood and adolescent experiences or influence on their careeï,

rnarriage or farnily decisions. Only a ninority of subjects reported i, ;

effects on their life experience and adult,commitrnents. Anong this 
i"¡l';';l:¡"l

., t,,-''',ì-...':.r-::.minority, factors such as the sex of the normal sibling and nunber of - -::';i:::;::i:::

siblings in the farnily correlated with the findings. For exarnple,

fenale respondents indicated more effect on childhood, adolescent, and

adult life experiences and co¡nnitments. Further, the oldest fenale 
;tr.,':':;..ï

siblings reported nore often that they had sought professional counsellíng

and that they were emproyed in helping careeïs such as nursing, social

work,andteaching.Thiswasparticu1ar1ytrueofthefema1erespondents
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who were the only sibling of the retarded chi1d. Male respondents

reported less involvement with their mentally retarded siblings.

Farber (1965) had subjects rank a series of life goals in terrns

of the inportance of the goals to them. All of the g3 subjects were

between the ages of 10 and 16 and had a retarded sibling who lived at

home. Mothers of the nornal siblíngs provided data regarding frequency

of interaction with the retarded child. In the analysis, children who

interacted wíth their retarded sibling every day were conpared with

children who interacted on a sustained basis less than every day. The

results of this study indicated that there v/eïe differences between these

two groups. Both the boys and the girls who interacted hrith their

retarded sibling on a daily basis placed less ernphasis-on goals concerned

with success in personal relations and ranked devotion to a worthwhile

cause and naking a contribution to humanity as high. rn addition,

frequent interacting boys placed a greater enphasis on success in business

than did less frequently interacting boys. The reverse was found with

gir1s. Further with respect to the frequently interacting gir1s, the

results indicated that they regarded life as fatalistic and felt that

theynust1earntoaccepthardshipsandto1ivewiththem.Farber

suggests that this cornbination of welfare goals and fatalisn nay explaín

the high incidence of sisters of handicapped siblings in helping professions.

The discrepancies between the findings of Cleveland and Brown (1977)

and Farber may be explained by the nethodological differences in their

studies. Farber and cleveland and Brown seemed to be looking at very

different sibling populations. whereas Farber looked only at normal

siblings between the ages of 10 and L6, cleveland and Brown studied
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siblings who were aged 25 or older. It seens likely that the age

differences of these two groups of subjects may account for some of

the discrepancies. Future studies should attenpt to avoid such

confusion in results by exanining the age variable more systenatically.

Cleveland and Brown (1977) only examined elder siblings of

retarded persons. Farber (1963) did not rnake such a distinction in

his study, but rather seens to have looked at normal siblings who were

both younger and older than the retarded child. Perhaps the differences

between the subjects from the two studies on the bi,rth order factor

account for sone of the discrepant findings. Place of residence of the

retarded child nay also be a critical factor in accounting for the

differences in the researcherst overall findings. Farber studied

norrnal siblings who had a retarded sibling living at home, Cleveland

and Brown only studied normal siblings of institutionalized retarded

persons. Both of these factors seem important and, thus, should be

controlled in future investigations so that confounding of results will

not occur.

A further difficulty in conparing the results of Farber and Cleveland

and Brown is that they had somewhat different foci in theír analyses.

Farber broke down his subjects into two groups, those who interacted

with their retarded siblings on a daily basis and those who did not,

while Cleveland and Brown looked at aII of their subjects as one group.

This nethodological difference night also explain their somewhat

different findings.

In a well-controlled study Mil1er (1974) explored sibling relationships

in fanilies with retarded children. Her study is very interesting and

.. lrt=ií.:t. ::l¡¡?::jjt'¡llal¿

:ìì::ì.;lltt:rj'1.':

I :: .1-_ '::i t_ì

: ::-::::
: . .: ..:
r" _.:..: . :.. _
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valuable in that it provides empirical evidence for significant

differences between the way in which normal siblings interact with

each other (the I'culturally't accepted sibling role) as opposed to the

way in which children and their mentally retarded siblings interact

with one another (the t'devi-antil sibling role). She interviewed 34

normal siblings and her results revealed that respondents engaged in

- more activities of an instrumental nature with their nentally retarded

sibling than with their normal siblings, and more expressive activities

with their normal siblings than with their rnentally retarded sibling.

She also found that considerably less negative affect was expressed

toward the mentally retarded siblíng by the respondents than toward their

nornal siblings, whereas just the opposite occurred with the expression

of positive affect. These findings suggest that there are differences

between the ways that normal children relate to normal siblings and the

ways they relate to retarded siblíngs. Miller- (Tg74) pòsits.that such

differences can affect the adaptation of normal siblings in either a

positive or a negative way.

Taylor (1,974), employing a very snall sanple of L0 subjects, suggests

three pattems of sibling adjustnent to a nentally retarded brother or

sister. 0f the three patterns she identifies, the first two point to

the adverse effects a retarded child can have on siblings, while the

last pattern suggests a nore neutral effect. Taylorrs patterns of

adjustnent are as follows: (1) the aggressive self-centered pattern--

which includes children who are arlgry and embittered over the problens

they feel they are encountering because of the retarded child; (2) the

neurotíc-inhibited pattern--which includes children who have trouble

\t-;,\ - i I t . .a; i¿ :..;j_-:"-ti-r -.r.._-.+ /

:i:r:.l;:;
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dealing with their negative feelings towards their nentally retarded

sibling, difficulty advocating for their own needs, and painfur self-
doubts due to their identification with the retarded sibring; and (J)

the balanced-integrated patter¡-.which consists of children who have

achieved an integration of their self-needs along with concern for

their retarded sibling and who do not experíence painful self-doubts

because of excessive identification with the retarded child.

Although Taylorr s (ß74) study was based only on a very snall

number of siblings, other investigators have documented sinilar, as well

as additional, adjustrnent difficutrties in siblings of the nentally

retarded. Farber (1959), for example, exanined the role tensions and

anxiety levels of siblings of retarded children. He hypothesized that,

in families in which there is a retarded child, the expectations and

responsibilities are increased for the normal siblings with a result

being an increase in the role tension of the nornal siblings. Enploying

the sibling Role Tension rndex, his findings confirned his hypothesis

but also indicated that several other factors such as the sex of the

normal sibling and the place of residence of the retarded sibling

influence the degree of role tension experienced.

Fowle (1968) also exarnined the role tension of siblings of nentally

retarded children and her findings are in support of Farberts. Again,

other factors were also indicated as playing a role in moderating the

degree of role tension expressed by siblings. rt seems, upon exanining

this literature, that there is a trenendous need to examine some of these

noderating variables in depth. An additional problen in both Farberfs

and Fowlets studies is the lack of objective neasures. The measuring

ii:.ir r.¡r ì

l. ':'.t::1:
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instrument enployed by both of these researchers was the sibling

Role Tension rndex, which is an indirect measure since it depends on

ratings by nothers and not on the direct self-report of siblings.

As such, the available findings are based on parental perceptions

of sibling tension and nay be inaccurate and unreliable. Measuring

instruments which have good validity and reliability need to be

employed in order to lend accuracy to results.

Kgy lependent Variables Relating to. Sibling Adjustment

Pee:: rel?-tion-sh-ip and sjcial adjustnent. In view of the evídence

presented above which outlines sone of the ways in which a handicapped

child may adversely affect his or her siblings, it is not surprising

that some investigators have hypothesi zed that peer relationships and

social life of siblings may be affected in such a fanily situation.

At present, however, there does not seen to be a conplete consensus of

opinion with regard to whether a handicapped child has an adverse inpact

on the social life and peer relatíonships of his or her síblings or no

inpact at aII.

Graliker, Fishler and Koch (1.96I-62) interview ed 2! teenaged sibling3

of severely mentally retarded children who lived at home. In all cases,

the retarded child was the youngest in the fanily. The interview

procedure covered four areas including: (1) description of the teenager,

(2) relationships in the hone, (3) attitudes toward the nentally

retarded sibling, and (4) attitudes toward institutionalization of the

nentally retarded child. The results of the study revealed that all

but four of the teenagers participated in some group or club activity

in the school and that all siblings felt confortable in having their

. ':,:'.:.
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friends visit their homes and neet the nentarLy 'retarded child. rn

addition, Graliker et al . (1967-62) found t]nat arr but one of the

teenaged siblings were quite willing to explain the situation if asked.

The researchers concluded that 'tthese teenagers, on the who1e, read a

normal life with adequate social outlets and positive relationships

with their peersr' (p. 843).

Caldwel1 and Gulers (1959-60) study revealed nany sinilar findings.

Based on lesponses to a structured clinical interview, these researchers

found that none of the norrnal siblings in their two groups (siblings

of home reared retarded children and siblings of institutionalized

retarded children) felt that they had fewer friends because of their
retarded brother or sister.

While the findings of a positive peer adaptation by nornal siblings

of retarded children ís an inportant one, both of the studies described

above suffer fron nethodological problems and therefore the conclusions

reached by these observers must be seriously questioned. Firstly, both

studíesr conclusions are derived from interview data solely. More

.:rÍgorous measures such as behaviouraL data (e.g., at horne, at school)

hlere not employed to empirically validate the interview information.

The validity of this interview data is also questionable in the Caldwell

and Guze study since the questions asked of the siblings pertaining to

their peer relationships were rather direct (e.g. 'rHave your friends

asked questions about x?"; "Do you think you have fewer fríends because

of X?r?). Such questions rnight have nininized reports that would reveal

socially undesirable characteristics. Secondly, these studies did not

employ control groups and this serious omission severely linits their

.':.:-. .i
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conclusions. Finally, in the Graliker et al. (L96L-62) study, it is

possible that the young age of the mentally retarded child was

responsible for his or her acceptance by siblings. since alr of the

nentally retarded children in this study were the youngest members

ín their fanilies, they nay have been viewed exactly the same r{as as

any younger brother or sister. Renediation of these rnethodological

problens is definitely required. collection of behavioural data

accompanied by interview information would be an asset in this regard.

Control group{Þ):shouLd also be included in order to clarify the effects

of having a retarded sibling on chíldrenrs adjustment.

fn contrast to the above studies which concluded that nornal

siblings are not adversely affected in their peer relationships and

social life by a mentally retarded sibling are the findings of several

other investigators. Kaplan-Grossnan (7972) reports that most of her

subjects felt that they could tel1 only their good friends about their

nentally retarded brother or sister, and then only if their friends

would have to cone into contact with the retarded child. According to

Schild (7971), normal siblings must learn how to deal with their peers

and peer reactions since they are frequently taunted and teased about

their retarded sibling by their playnates. Supporting Schild's

statement is schonell andwatts, (1956-57) finding that nany normal

siblings complained about adverse connents having been made at school

about their subnormal siblings. Likewise, Liberthson (196s) has found

in her experiences with normal síblings of retarded children that

nany feel that they have suffered fron teasing by their peers. Love

(1970) has even found that nany of the nornal siblings he has had

..;:j,

a.:'t
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contact hiith are afraid to bring their friends home because they do

not hrant to be teased.

Researchers have found that the peer relationships and social

life of siblings also suffers because of parentst excessive attention 
,.,,,,....,.,

to the mentally retarded child and the consequent neglect of their :: rl

normal children's needs as well as distortion in family relationships

and roles. Schonell and l{/atts (1956-57) reported that, in 50 percent 
::;:,:.::.,;

of the cases they studied, visits by the fanily to the houses of other l.''..:.:,.,,,.
',::l ' i

people were curtailed on account of the nentally retarcled child and in 
1;,;.,.,,¡..,,

i,'1ì,.,11',.
20 percent of the cases there was a curtailnent of other childrents

activities due to the parents' preoccupation with the mentally retarded :

':
child. According to Farber (1959), schilcl (1,g7L) and Poznanski (tg7s),

the extra responsibility on the part of the normal sibling, particularly

the oldest fenale sibling, to care for the retarded sibling limits

opportunities for social contact.

Whi1ethestudiesdocumentingadverseeffectsonthesocia11ife

and peer relationships of normal siblíngs also suffer from methodological I

problens such as onission of control groups and evidence based on .,.. ,., ,

l: 
.:. 

j:-::'

clinical experiences and observations, the majority of research conducted 
.,1 ,-,..,.:,,,

::.:t_: ; 
-.,:j

on this topic suggests'that having a nentally retarded sibling adversely :,:r:,'':r,;::

affects the nornal siblingsr social life and peer relationships.
,

Again, however, more rigorous examinations of sqcial adjustment must

be undertaken príor to being able to make any definitive statements about irj.,1,1.:. r'

this aspect of adjustment.

BgþrLijrural adj-ustrnent. The literature on siblings of handicapped
:

children also contains some references to behaviour disorders in this i'
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population. Poznanski (1969), for instance, notes that she has

encounterced "behavioural reactionsn in siblings of handicapped

children. She feels that these reactions are a consequence of the

emotional neglect experienced by these siblings. Poznanski states 
,,,,.., 

'1that the presence of a handicapped child in the family stresses'the . l

. total fanily adjustnent and, frequently, because of the additional

tine and attention the handicapped child requires or is given, l

I :; :' :-:'

relationships of the nother with her other children become distorted. i,,..:
' ::

Although based on clinical exanples and not more rigorous behavioural data, 
t,,r,,ì,,r,_,

she suggests that the other children tend to interpret this as neaning '''':'i''

they are less favoured and loved. Some siblings express their reaction

to this behaviourally. 
:

San Martino and Newman (1974) provide support fo'r Poznanskirr i

theory that siblings of the handicapped are at a higher risk for i

i

behavioural problens. Based on their clinical observations, they theorize

that via the nechanisns of introjection and identification the normal '

I

sibling, in some cases, assumes sone of the characteristics of the i

retardedsib1ing.TheypositthatthisidentificationserVesaSa
,t-..i;tlt,.

defense to ward off anxiety and may lead to parental attention and .,,,.,,1
_-:.: :.:,.: _

acceptance. They also suggest that, in other cases, the siblingsr ,''','.',''.,

feelings nay lead to such behaviour problens as overconpliance, nonlearning,

or a masochistic search for punishnent.

Thus far there are only a couple of studies that have empirically f...:., f
I :Y:r,rrì :.,

exanined the behavioural adjustnent of siblings of handicapped children

per se. Tew and Laurence (L975) looked at siblings of children with

neural tube nalformation, and they found empirical support for Poznanskits I
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and San It{artino and Newmants (1974) theorizing. In evaluating sibling

personality reactions and adjustnent to the neural tube nalfornation

of their brother or sister, these researchers found a surprising incidence

of psychopathologic conditions in the non-handicapped siblings.

Although they do not indicate hrhat type of psychopathy prevailed in

this sibling population, they found that the incidence of naladjustnent

in these siblings v¡as approxirnately four tines that of the normal control

children.

Sinilarly, Minde et a1 , (1972) who studied severely handicapped

retarded and non-retaïded children and their fanilies, noted that there

was a significant increase in behaviour disorders in their normal

sibling group. funong other design difficulties, these researchers provide

no information on the degree of increase, tyf)e of behavioural disorders

observed, or on the method by which infornation on the behaviour disorders

was collected (e.g., parentst ratings, teachersr ratings). Most

seriously, however, they did not include a control group in their study.

Clearly then, research docunenting these variables is most important.

Enogiolal a-d:Lustngnt --se1f-es-Leen. One area of sibling personality

adjustnent that has been almost totally ignored in the literature is

the self-esteem of siblings of handicapped children. This variable,

when explored, has only been examined indirectly. Most certainly,

however, sibling responses from a variety of interview data suggest its

inportance. Further, in light of the large najority of the sibling

literature which points to the adverse effects on adjustment of having

a handicapped sibling, one would expect siblings' levels of self-esteem

to be affected.

r.r_.::::1r

: i..:
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Sagers .(L973) is the only investigator who concerned himself with

this subject matter. fn a conparative study of the personality traits

of siblings of rnentally retarded institutionalized persons, siblings

who had a retarded brother or sister on the waiting list for admission 
,: ,:.,::.::

to an ínstitution, and persons without a retarded sibling, he found that ': ::

siblings with a nentally retarded brother or sister in an institution

conpared favourably or had higher self-concepts than siblings with a 
:,ì:...

retarded brother or sister at hone or siblings with no retarded brothers il",:,_irr.,,,:,'
or sisters. This finding is quite surprising and points to the need 

i,,,¡,,r¡,rj¡'..

forfurtherreSeaÏchonthisveryimportantareaofsib1ingadjustnent.

Sunfary

Although some investigators have found or suggest that normal

sibJ-ings are unaffected by or even benefit frorn the experience of having

a handicapped sibling, a large majority of the literature points to

theadverseeffectsahandicappedchi1d,particu1ar1yaretardedchi1d,

hasonsib1ings.However,justasthe1iteratureonparenta1adjustment
i:to having a handicapped child revealed that numerous variables may I

interact to produce greatel or lesser effects on parental adjustment, 
,,Ì.:,,,,,.,r,,,,,,

the literature on sibling adjustment has pointed to several variables i;,;;,¡;,;;,.

which may influence or moderate the type and degree of inpact a ,.,r';,-l..tl'."',

handicapped child nay have on his or her siblings. Such factors as

the place of residence, sex, age, and length of institutionalization of

the handicapped child, and the severity and saliency of the handicap -,.,,'',i,,,',
' i ::. 1..'.,'. . 

::

have all been subject to some scrutiny by investigators. lr{ínimal

attention has been given to the size of the fanily and SES of the farnily.
:

The literature pertaining to all of these independent variables will
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be examined be1ow.

Iniepend-etl_ Measyreg Influencing Sibling Adjustme.nt

rnstitutionalization.versus hone care. Farber (1959) found that the

place of residence of the retarded child in interaction with the sex

of:the nornal sibling were critical variables in determining the degree

of impact a retarded child had on normal siblings. His study revealed

that nornal sisters ü¡ere helped (had lower role tension scores) on the

average, by institutionalization of the retarded child. The opposite

hlas true for normal brothers. They were adversely affected (had higher

role tension scores) by institutionalization of their mentally retarded

sibling. In support of Farberfs findings are those of Fowle (1968) who

reported that the role tension of fenale normal siblings was higher

when the retarded sibling lived at hone and lower when the retarded

sibling lived in an institution. Apparently, these variables seem to be

very inportant ones.

Also suggested by Farber was that neither the sex of the retarded

child nor the SES of the fanily influenced the adjustnent of norrnal

siblings. substantiating the finding on sex of the handicapped child

are the results of Dunlap and Hollinsworth (tgz7). The work of Kaplan-

Grossman (1'972), however, somewhat contradicts these findings on the

lack of significance of the sex of the retarded child. She found that

the sex of a retarded child, in relation to the sex of the normal sibling,
does indeed have an impact on adjustment of the nornal sibling. In her

study, normal siblings described more embaïrassment over a sane-sex

retarded sibling than over one of the opposite sex. she also found

that, in general, the presence of a retarded boy has rnore adverse inpact
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than the presence or a retarded gir1. The discrepant results on the

variable of sex suggest that further study of this factor is required.

4æ.. Another noderating factor commented on by Kaplan-Grossman

(1972) is the age relationship between the normal sibling(s) and the 
,,:-,..

retarded sibling. she found that older brothers and sisters coped '': ''

significantly better with their nentally retarded sibling than younger

brothers and sisters. Likewise, Sagers (L973) found that older sibling 
i:.:r..:,of retarded children had higher self-concepts than younger siblings of 1',,, 

,i

retarded children. Further with regard to the age variable, Farber (1959) 
ii...,!:r

it.ì;,:.foundthatregard1essoftheageofthenorma1sib1ings,theyaremore

affectedbya'retardedsib1ingwhenheorsheisyoungthanwhenheor
l

she is older. Opposing these results are those of Dunlap and Hollinsworth i

i(1977), who did not find the age factor to be at aII significant. , ,

These contradictory findings suggest that further research is necessary

ion this variable as well 
:

Lenglh o-t ins_titgc-iona1i3*ion. Although discussion in the literature 
i

on the influence length of institutionalization of a retarded child has '

on sibling adjustnent contains discrepancies, this variable has been r ,

l'¡.,..1
the subject of study by some researchers. Farber, for example, found l, .'

::: :.:.: I' ; ':::: ;"
that placing a retarded child in an institution early in his or her life ",'.'

had a rnore beneficial effect on female nornal siblings' adjustnent than

later placement. This r^ias not so for male normal siblings however,

since they were found to be adversely affected by the institutionalization ,,-, -
of their retarded sibling. Kaplan-Grossmanrs work, on the

other hand, revealed that for normal fenale siblings, the earlier and

the rnore total the institutíonali zation of a retarded sibling, the less
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well the nornal sibling coped with the idea of having a retarded

sibling and the nore embarrassed she felt about this sibling. The same

relationship between the extent of institutionalization and coping,

approached' but did not reach' significance for norrnal nale síblings' 
i,,,r;,:,: ,,,,

Here again, additional research seems necessary in order to deternine :'j

the role this independent variable plays in moderating sibling

adjustnent to a handicapped brother or sister. 
::,: .:;.

Severity of handiggl. San Martino and Newman (1974), and Tew et al. i",,1ì.1..'.'...
(L977), briefly refer to the fact that the severity of the handicap ,:,:,:l
plays a role in influencing the type and degree of impact on siblings ':": ""'

These researchers do not, howeveï, provide ernpirical documentation

fortheirc1ains.Infact,a11ofthestudiesconductedtod.ateon

siblings of handicapped children, with the exception of Sagers (1g73),

have focused on siblings of severely handicapped children only. The

inpact of a miIdly, rnoderately or profoundly handicapped child has not

received serious attention. Sagers did include "degree of nental

retardationrt as one of the variables in his study and found that the more

severely retarded a child was, the lower the self-concept of his or her 
,,..,1..,ì,1

siblings. This is a very inportant finding and strongly suggests that ,;,,...,.1,1.,
r:-:.:-i _t:: :.

this variable merits further consideration. '''','''',"i,'

Sali.e,pcJ__of handic?p. The saliency of the handicap has been

nentioned as a possible noderating factor but it has received ninimal

attention. San Martino and Newnan, and Caldwell and Gu..þ (1959-60) are

the only ones who connent on this variable. The former clain that how

apparent the retardation is and whether or not physical defects are

present are important factors. in deternining the kinds of fantasies that

l:. :,.,! .
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nonnal síblings develop. The latter nentioned investigators hypothesized

that the salience of retardation was a variable worthy of experirnental

consideration. As such, they classified nongoloid children as

representing high salience and controlled their thro groups on this

factor. Their study, which compared the adjustment of fanilies who

ll.ad a retarded child living at home with fanilies who had a retarded

child living in an institution, did not reveal any significant differences

between the groups. They did not, however, look at whether different

degrees of saliency differentially affected fanily adjustnent.

Family size. The influence of the size of farnily on sibling

adjustnent has not been the subject of nuch discussion in the literature.

Kaplan-Grossman (Lg72), in fact, is the only researcher who conments on

this variable. She found that college students from larger fanilies

adjusted better to a retarded sibling than college students from snaller

fanilies. While this finding is interesting, this variable seems quite

secondary in comparison to the ones discussed previously.

It thus seems evident that a number of the variables discussed above

influence the strength of results of studies on sibling adjustnent in

fanilies with a handicapped child. These variables, however, require

rigorous experimental study if one is to attain clearer comprehension

of the way they influence sibling adjustnent.

Summary and Conclusions

It should be obvious from this review of the literature that the

research conducted to date is not unanimous in its findings on the affect

of a handicapped chi1d, particularly a retarded child, on siblings.

While most researchers clain that a handicapped child adversely affects

ilÌ
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siblingsr social, behavioural and emotional adjustment, some investigators

state that a handicapped child does not adversely affect siblings and

can even be a beneficial experience. It should also be quite apparent

that the research in this subject area is not very rigorous or systematic

and, hence, the conclusions reached are not definitive or generalizabLe.

For the most part, studies suffer from serious methodological flaws

with the most serious mentioned throughout this review being failure

to enlist appropriate control groups, employing non-conparable groups,

snall sanple sizes, and collection of data largely by neans of inteïvíehr.

All of the studies that have been undertaken have rfocused on the siblings

of severely retarded children. Further, nuch of the literature consists

of clinical impressions, observations, and anecdotes which are informative

but require experirnental validation. As indicated above, numerous

factors have been suggested as potentially inportant noderating variables

but results of studies looking at these factors are equivocal. It

seems best to consider the research to date as nerely prelírninary--setting

the stage for future research. rt has served to identify the area of

normal siblingsr adjustrnent to having a retarded sibling as an inportant

one and, it has emphasized that having a retarded brother or sister can

very easily have a variety of effects upon normal siblings. Further

research is needed then to examine both the positive and negative effects

experienced by children with retarded siblings. This research should be

nethodologically rigorous and should also include exanination of factors

that may act to moderate either the positive or negative adjustnent of

children who have retaïded siblings. Hopefully, such research will clarify

the assets and liabilities of fanilies where there is a retarded child

l- lli:;.:,: i;1;: : -!:iY--!,:.¿.:-,---ìl
I a.: {.:i.:: :.1'1

ìì::ì
r:,:..
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and will stinulate the

programs that irnprove

developnent of prevention and/or intervention

the quality of life in such fanilies.

' 'iJ:
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r^¡
I-UM : :

-r 

':il

--
THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY WINNIPEG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

Dear Parents:

A1low me to íntroduce myself . My name is Sharon Trítt. T am 23 :'1",,. 
"',.;years ol-d and I was the síster of a mentally ret.arded chíl-d. My mentally i..:,,::'1'.'',:,r,

retardedsisterh7aSborf}whenIwasa].mosteíghËyearSo1dandIsincere1y
believe thaù she had a Very powerful impa.t ott ny li-fe. I have frequentl-y ,r,.r.....,...,.1'
thought that as a result of my experíence of growíng up with a menËal1-y l,:,:::::.j::.:ir,
retarded sister I am a different peïson Ëhan I night have been otherwise -
I feel that I am more sensit.iv.e ,Ëo Ëhe negds of oËher peepler as
well as a variety of other things. I often wonder wheËher my experience
is similar Ëo that of other síblíngs of retarded chíldren. :

I,üith the support of St. AmanÈ and the University of ManíËoba, I am
conducting a research project for my masËerrs degree under Èhe direction
of Dr. Lillian Esses, DepartmenË of Psychology, University of Manitoba.
The study deal-s with the satisfactions, díssatisfactirbns, and adjustment of
chi1drenfrombothfani1iesínwhichthereísahandícappedchi1dandfami1íes
in which there is not a handícapped chi1d. The project should provide
valuable informatíon which will assist us ín determining the concerns of 

rparents and síblings of mentally handíeapped children.
I ::,'r '

If you are interested ín learníng more abouË the study and possibly
parËicipating in it, I would appreciate your taking a few minutes to
ansÌrer the questiqns on the enclosed formn incl-udÍ-ng the idenÈifyíng infor- ,5:i,;¡t*:',
mation (name, address, and phone number). If you expïess inËèresË Ín the i:,.1,':i'-'::-:'.1.

study, I wlll be phoníng you withÍn the nexË month to explain moïe about the :,,:':...:
studyandtoseewhetheryouandyourchii-d(ren)wí11bewi11ingto
participate. All- people who fíl-l out Ëhe form with the identifying informatíon
wil-l- be sent a surmrary of the results when the study ís completed. Even if
you are not interested ín l-earnf.ng more about the study., you can sËil-l-
help me greatly by answeríng the questions on the enclosed form, excluding
any identífyÍng information.

r'::t ':i'j 'r':':Please pl-ace the compleËed questíonnaíre in the self-addressedo stamped :'.::i.:,,,.r: :,
envelope and mail it to me as soon as possÍble. If you have any questions,
please feel- free to contact me at home at 452-2229 after 6;00 p.n. Thank
you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely

Sharon TriËËr
M,A. SËudent,
Departmeht of Psyehol-ogy,
UniversiËy of Manitoba

:1.1.: irrì::r=
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Append.ix C

whenever possibre, for reasons of consi.stency, it would be
appreciated if the mother of the household would fill out the
following questionnãïîe by checking off (,./ ) the most
appropriate response category or categories.

J<+:':{.J
1..:.',
l

i ,r1': i:

: t:-i:

Name of Respondent

j Address

Phone Number
'.:l

1. Date of Birth of each parent :

Father Date of Birth

Mother Date of Birth

2. l"lari-tal Status

1. Married
, 2. Widowed
I 3. Separated

4. Divorced
,

l

:. Iìace

l. White
2. Bl-ack
3. Oriental
4. Native or Metis

4. Religion

l. Protestant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
4. None
5 " Other

i5. Chi lclren

Þ.Number of children

Age

Age

Number of years married
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b.. Names of Children

6. Education

7 - Graduate or professional training
6 - University graduate

5 - Partial- University training
4 - High Schoo1 graduate

3 - Partial high school

2 - Junior high school

I - Less than 7 years of school

7. Work

a. Do you have a job?

4 - Full-time

3 - Half-time

2 - Part-time

1-Nojob

b. Occupation (if employed)

B - Iligher executive, major professional
proprietor of large concern

7 - Business manager, lesser pro-
fessional, propietor of medium
si. zed business

6 - Administrator, owner of small
business, minor professional

5 - Clerical or sal-es worker,
techni-cian, owner "Ê littlebusiness

Ages Sex

Mother

Mother ì

Mother

Father

trather

Father

l:rii.:r,',:l,l
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4 - Ski1led manual employee

3 - Machine operator, semí-skilled
employee

2 - Unskilled employee

1 - None

B. Income

a. Totaf annual income (for the past year)

1. 0. - $2 ,499
2. $2,500 ç4,999
3. $5, ooo ç7 ,499
4. $7, 500 çg , ggg
5.$10,000 -$12,4gg
6.S12,500 -$r4,ggg
7.Sr5,000 -$L7,4gg

b. Source of Income

l. Father' s Job

2. Mother's Job

3. Family/friends

4. Irfel-f'are

B. $17,500 $rg,99g
9. $20, 000 - ç22,499
r0. ç22,,900 ç24,999

,:.-.1:/::,

lr. $25,000 $27,499 ,,::
L2. ç21 ,5A0 $29,999
13. $30,000 or more

6. Unemployment insurance

7. Sarvings/investments

8. Pension

9. Other

5. Life Insurance

9. Type of housing

i. Ilouse
2. Apartment
3. Condominium
4. Mobile Home
5. Other (specifyl--

U. IIow would you rate your marital Ìrappincss? (circle the most appropriate
number) .

very somewhat neither happy somewhat very
unhappy unhappy nor unhappy happy happy

b. I.listory of Psychiatric 'lreatment or Counseling

1. Have either you or your spouse ever received psychia.tric treatment
or counseling?
F.rtherl-Yes 2- No
l'lot.herI-Yes 2- No

: : ...! ..r

l1¡.'¡.1¡,r.:
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If yês, v/hat type of treatment was received?

I - Paraprofessional counselling6 AA
groupsr pêêr groups (e.g. CMHA)

2 - Outpatient therapy with a psychologist
social worker, or psychiatrist

3 - Partial psychiatric hospitalization

4 - 2|-hour psychiatric hospitalization

T-f yês, when did you or your spouse receive
or counselling?

Father

Mother

Father Mother

3. psychiatric treatment

the children evel: .received psychiatric treatment or

2-No

chi ld ( ren )

i:t:r

HcrV€ any of
counsel ing ?

a.1-Yes

b. Name of

If y€s, what tì,pe of treatment?

I - ChiId Guidance CIinic or school- guidance

2 - Outpatient therapy with a psychologist,
social- worker or psyçhiatrist

3 - Partial psychiatric hospitalization
in a treatment centre

4 - 24 hour psychiatric hospitalization
residentia l- treatment

If y€s, when did the ch-i-td(ren) receive

or placement

or

treatment or counseling?

fs there any point
or counseì-ing but

1-Yes

in time when
did not get i

2-No

you would have wanted treatment
t

i?::: rì
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7. b. If yes, what kind of counseling or treatment would you have
wanted?

I - Paraprofessional counseling, AA groups, peer groups

2 - Outpatient therapy with a psychoJ-ogist, social worker
or psychiatrist

3 - Partial psychiatric hospitalization
4 - 24-hour psychiatric hospitalizatioì

5 - Other (specify)

c. If Y€s, when would you have wanted this treatment or counselingl i.,.',.,..,.,..,,,

s. Social Supports

1. Rate how satlsfied you are with your present social life:
(Circle the most appropriate number)

very somewhat neither satisfied somer¿hat very
unsatisfied qn$âtfsfied or satisfied satisfied

unsatisfied

2a. Are you able to talk about your feelings and problems with anyone?r

1-Yes 2-No

b. If yês, how frequently c1o you feel able to talk about your
feelings and problems?

t - f can always talk about my innermost feelings

2 - I usually can talk about my feelings

3 - About half the time f feel able to tatk about rny
fee I i ngs

4 - I usual.Ìy am not able to talk about my feelings
;:i:,,.:: ¡1;,:,",:1,,,,:

3. If a problem arises who are you most likely to approach for help? i.r::';:i'r::"':l

I - Your spouse
2 - A relative
3 - A friend
4 - None
5 - Other (¡rlease speciTy|

4a. Do you ever think that you have let down any of your children ,,'.,:,,,1,,¡..,,.,

at any time? ,



1

2

3

4

5
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I do not fccl I lct them down

I usually do not feei that I

About half the time I feel I

Most of the time I feel that

f let them down completely

at all

let them down

let them down

f have let them down

b. Do you feel that
ensure that you
the children in

I
Not at all
di fficult

it has been (especÍatIy) dj.fficult for you to
devote a sufficient amount of time to all of
your family?

2
somewhat
diff icu lt

3
very

difficult
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UM
THE UN¡VERSITY OF MANITOBA

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY WINNIPEG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

Dear Parents:

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Sharon TriËË . I am 23
years old and I was the sister of a mentally retarded chi1d. My menËally
retarded sister \^7as born when I hras almosË I years o1d and I sincerel-y
believe that she had a very poI^rerful impact on ny life. I have frequently
thought thaË as a result of my experience of'growlng up with a mentally
ret,arded sist.er I am a different persorÌ than I night have been otherwise.
I often wonder whether my experíence is simílar to that of other síblings
of retarded children.

I/iíth the support of the trIinnipeg School Division and the Uníversity
of Manitoba, I am conducting a research project for my masterts degree
under the direction of Dr. Líllían Esses, Department of Psychology,
Universíty of Manítoba. The study deals wiËh the satisfactíons, dissaËis-
factions, and adjusËment of children from families in which Ëhere is a
handÍ-capped child. The project should províde valuabl-e inforrnation urhich
will assist us in beËter understanding particular stresses that families
with a mentally retarded member experience and ways ín which they may be
helped to cope with theír problems and concerns

In order Ëo assess difficultíes that are partícular to fanil-ies in
which there is a mentally retarded child, ít is essential t,o, at the same
t,ime, gather comparative information from famílÍes r¿herein no mental-
retardation exisÈs. I have been given permissíon by Mr. A1 Kírcher, who Í.s
affil-íated with the St. Vital School Dívísion, to select at random partici-
pants for this comparative group. It is often difficult to obtaín assistance
from familíes who themselves are not in crisis or in need of supportive
counselling. The success of this research, however, does depend upon
partícipation of families such as yourselves and would be most appreciaÈed.
Your assísËance with thís study would not requíre very much of your time and,
of course, woul-d be entirely voluntary on your part. All information
obtaíned would be kept entírely confídentia1.

If you are ínt,erested in learning more about the study and possíb1-y
participaËíng in it, I would appreciate your takíng a few minuËes to ansl,rer
the questions on Èhe enclosed form, incl-udíng the identifying inform¡tion
(name, address, and phone numåer). If you express ínterest in the study,
I wil-l- be phoning you within the next month to explain more about the sËudy
and to see whether you and your chí1d(ren) will be willing to parËicípate.

.../2
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All people who fill out the form with Ehe identifying information r¡¡ill
be sent a surmary of the resulËs when the study í.s completed. Even if
you are not ínËerested ín learníng more about the studyr you can stil1
help ure great.ly by answering Ëhe questions on the enclosed form, excluding
any identífying information.

Pl-ease place the completed questíonnaíre in the enclosed, self-
addressed, stamped envelope and mail t,o to me as soon as possible. If
you have any quesËions, please feel free to contact me at home at 452-2229
after 6 p.m. Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Sharon Trj-tt,
M.A. StudenË,
DeparËment of Psychology,
University of ManíËoba,
Idinnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2
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Appendix E

Whenever possible, for reasons of consistency, it would be
appreciated if the mother of the household would fill out thefollowing questionnilre b1r checking off t r/ I the most
appropríate response category or categories.

Name of Responclent

i Address i.t':: - i :

r: "' : '':.:.::
i': : : :,i:.::.'::.'

Phone Number

1. Date of Birth of each parent:

Father Date of Birth

Mother Date of Birth

2. Marital Status

1. Married
2. Widowed
3. Separated
4. Divorced

3. Race

Age

Age

Number of years married

¡ .;;.:: .::ì '

l. White
2. Black
3. Oriental
4. Native or Metis

4. Religion

1. Protestant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
4. None
5. Other

5. Children

â. Nllmber of chil-dren
',, ''ì.lr: ; ;
- 

. .t, : :
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b,Names of Children Ages Sex

6. Education
:t, 7 Graduate or professional training

6 University graduate
:

5 - Partial University training
4 - High School graduate

3 - Partial- high school

2 - Junior high school

1 - Less than 7 years of school

7. hlork

a. Do you have a job?

4 - Ful}-time

3 - Half-time

2 - Part-time

t-Nojob

Father Mother
i,l ;i: -..:

Fa'b.her l4other I

Motherb. Occupation (if empj_oyed) f'ather

B - Higher executive, major professional-
proprietor of large concern

7 - Business manager, lesser pro-
f essional, propietor of meclium
sized business

6 - Administrator, owner of small
business, minor professional

5 - Clerical or sales worker,
technician, owner of títtl_e
business

i : 
- r . .; -: : : .: - 

: . .
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Skilled manual employee

Machine operator, semi-skilled
employee

Unskilled employee

None

Father

$17,500 $19,999
$20,0c0 $22 ,499

Mother

4-
3-

2-
1

B. Income

a. Total- annual income (for the past

1. 0 - $2,4992. S2,500 $4,9993. $5, 000 - s7 ,4994. $7,500 $9,999
5. $10,000 -$L2,499
6.$12,500 -$14,999
7. $rs,000 -$rz ,499

b. Source of Income

1. Father's Job

2. Ivlother' s Job

3 " Family/f rj-ends

4. Wel-fare

5. Life Insurance

Type of housi-ng

l. House

10. $22,500 ç24 ,99911. $25,000 ç27 ,499
L2" $27,500 ç29,999
13. $30,000 or more

Unemployment Ínsurance

Saving s/inve s tments

Pension

Other

year)

B.
9.

6.

7-

B.

9.

2. Apartment

I0.

3. Condominium
4. Mobile Home
5. other (specifyl-

Ilow wourd you rate your mari.tal happiness? (circle the most
number) "

approprrate

very
unhappy

somewhat
unhappy

neither happy
nor unhappy

somewhat
happy

very
happy

b- History of Psychiatric Treatment or counseling

1. Have either you or your
or counseling?
Father 1 - Yes
l"lother 1 - Yes

spouse ever received psychiatric treatment

2-No
2No



1 Paraprofessional counselllng, AA
groups, peer groups (e.g CMHA)-

2 - Outpatient therapy with a psychologist
social- worker t ot psychiatrist

3 - Partial psychiatric hospitalization
4 - 24-hour psychiatric hospitalization

3 - lf Yes, wlen did you or your spouse receive psychiatric treatment
,l ot counsel-lng?

Father
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2. If yes, what type of treatment was received?

Father Mother

Mother

4. Have any of the children ever received psychiatri.c treal-ment or
counsel ing?

a. I Yes 2 No

b. Name of child(ren)

5. ff yês, what t¡rpe of treatment?

I - Child Guidance Cl-iníc or school guidance

2 -- Outpatient therapy with a psychologist,
social worker or psychiatrist

3 - Partial- psychiatric hospitalization or placement
in a treatment centre

4 - 24 hour psychiatric hospitalizat-ion or
residential treatment

6. rf Y€s, when did the child(ren) receive treatment or counseling?

I " a. Is there any point in time when you would have wanted treatmentor counseling but did not get it.

l- - Yes 2-No
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7. b- rf yes' \,'rhat kind of counseling or treatment would you havewanted?

1 - Paraprofessi-onal counseling, A.A, groupsr p€êr groups

2 - outpatient therapy with a psychotogist, social workeror psychiatrist

3 - Partial psychiatric hospitalization
4 - 24-hour psychiatric hospitalization
5 - Other (specify)

c' rf yes, when would you have wanted this treatment or counselinq? ,,ir;,,r;..i,. .:'l .'.: :

Social Supports

t. Rate horv satisfied you are with your present social life:(Circle the most appropriate numËer)

very somewhat neither satisfied somewhat veryunsatisfied qnsatf.sfied or satisfied satisfied
unsatisfied

2a' Are you abte to talk about your feelings and probrems with anyone

1-Yes 2-No
b. rf yes, how_frequently do you feer abre to talk about yourfeeJ-ings and problems?

I - r can always tar-k about my innermost .feelings
2 - f usually can tal_k about my feel_ings

3 - About half the time r feer abre to tark about myfee li ngs

4 - r usually am not abr-e to tark about my feerings
3' rf a problem arises rvho are you most tikely to approach for help?

l- - Your spouse
2 - A relative
3 - A friend
4 - None
5 - other (ptease speõiTyf

4a' Do you ever think that you have let down any of your childrenat any time? ' 
ii
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I I do not feel I Iet them down at all
2 - I usually do not feel that I let them down

3 - About half the time I feel I let them down

4 - Most of the time r feel that r have ret them down

5 - I let them down completely

b. Do you feel that it has been (especially) difficult for you toensure that you devote a sufficient amount of time to all ofthe children in your family?

l:¿' 1r: . '. ji

.::: , '.::r -1 . .

i.. .-"-r'-:

I
Not at all
difficult

2
somewhat
difficult
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Appendix F

Oup]ln9- 9f T_e-l gpþone_ fnterview

I would like to speak with l"lrs please. Hello, Mrs.

my name is sharon Tritt and r an with ;the Department of psychology

at the University of Manitoba. A few weeks ago you filled out a

questionnaire r sent you about the study r an doing for my Master's

degree. Do you renenber this? Thank you very much for taking the

time to conplete the questionnaire and sending me the information.

At that time, you indicated to ne an interest in learning nore

about the study. Are you sti1l interested? Good. If you have a few

minutes right now, I would like to te11 you nore about the study.

What I am interested in studying is children from fanilies in which there

is an institutionalized retarded child and children from fanilies in

which there are no retarded or otherwise handicapped children. I would

like to learn more about the personal satísfactions, dissatisfactions,

and various aspects of the adjustnent of these children. The findings

resulting fron the study should provide valuable infornation regarding

the concerns and feelings of children from these ttrro tn)es of fanilies.

would you be interested in taking about an hour of your time and your

children's to participate in an interview for this study, or would you

like nore infornation about the study?

The study will consist of one appointment in your home which will

last for approximately one to tvro hours. At this time, I will have

i ç::.ì'r:l:;l li:J
i'. 

-a 
:.:'
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both you and your children fill out some brief questionnaires and r

will interview your chitdren. All of the information that I collect

will be kept strictry confidential and r will send you a sunmary

of the najor results of the study when it is cornpleted. would you

be ínterested ín participating in this study? Good.

Your children must be present for part of the appointment. I\rhen
''''

would be a convenient tine for you and your children? Do you have a ilr',1:'"1
j' ,,. '

piece of paper and a pencil handy? My telephone nunber is 4s2-2229 
i.r,,:..

in case you need to reach me before the appointment and ny narne again i'rr':

is sharon Tritt. Do you have any questions? Thank you very rnuch.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY WINNIPEG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

Dear

A few monÈhs ago I wfote you a letter explainfng 4 s:Ëudy. I: rn¡as dofng
for my Masters degree in psychology at the UniversíËy of Manitoba. The study
r^las concerned w'ith how children in famílies wj-th a retarded child cope with
a retarded sibling. You returned a questionnaire to me sËatíng that you were
ínterested ín learníng more about the st,udy and some of you agreed to be
interviewed for Ëhe study. Thank you very much for your ínterest and
cooperatíon. The study is now completed and I would. like to share wíth
you some of the major findings.

I studíed tr^ro groups of families, namely those in whích Ëhere ùras an
insti.tutionali-zed retarded child and Ëhose ín whích there r^ras no retarded or
otherwíse handicapped chiLd. These families also had children who ranged in
age from four to eíghÈeen years. I sent letters to the parenÈs from these
dífferenË types of fanilíes and some responded, indicating Ëhat they would be
interested Ín learníng more about the study and possibly particípating in
it together wíth their children.

Thírty-two famil-íes r^7ere then selected for an interview. An attempt
was made to choose famil-ies who were similar in terms of age, intel1ígence
level, and sex of the chíldren, as r¿eL1 as parenËal marital st.atus.

A1l- intervíews were conducted ín the famíliest homes,by me. The children
filled out questlonnafres dealing wÍth their erqotional adjustmgnË, whÍle Èheir
mothers completed a questíonnaíre regarding social adjustment of their chíldren
and chÍldhood behaviour problems.

A1l- of the results of the studies were analyzed. in terps of average
differences between the groups (those wíth a reËarded sibling, those wíthout
a retarded síblíng) as a who1e, not ín terms of individual- families. Therefore,
Ëhe method of group comparisons used ín anaLyzing the results of thís study
canrioË be utilized to provÍde you with informaËíon regardíng how your o\¡rn family
compared wíËh others.

.../2
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_2_ :

On the average, boËh boys and girl-s who had reËarded siblings reporËed
lower self-esteem and 1-ess happiness than boys and girls who did not have a
retarded or otherwise handj-capped síb1ing. The lower self-esteem of these
children T^ras more prevalenL with regards Èo Ëheir faurily sítuation and noË
nuch difference in the sel-f-esËeem of the two groups r¿as for¡nd in the school,
peer' or general siËuations. It. was also found that chíldren from famílies ,.' 'n which there r¡ras an insËítutionalized retarded chí1d had more conduct ,..::
probleurs (fighting, noË doÍng what they were t,old by their parents, etc.)
than children from families in whích there T¡ras not a reËarded child.

In surunary, this study provided valuable ínformation on how children
from famílies wíth a retarded chí1d adjust to having a retarded sibling
Hopefully, this informatíon will be used to provide better servíces and ; _:

t Tesources for chíldren from such familíes. I wíll be takíng my oral examination l,,.t

for my Masters degree withín the next mont.h and, partly through your assistance,
I should obtaín an M.A. degree in psychology. Thank you agaÍ-n for your ., ,

, cooperation. If you have any quesËions abouË the study, please feel free to i;.
call me at home in the eveníng at 452-2229.

SÍncerely yours , '

Straron Trítt
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þpendix H

Se1 f-Appraisal Inventory

Grades K - 3

Subject #

Name

Sex

Grade

1. Are you easy to like?

Do you often get into trouble at hone?

Can you give a good talk in front of your class?.

No

::
a

J.

4.

5.

6.

8.

o

10.

11.

72.

13.

14.

1_5.

Do you wish you were younger?

Are you an ínportant person in your fanily?

Do you often feel you are doing badly in school?.

Do you like being just what you are?

Do you have enough friends?

Does your family t4rant too rnuch of you?

Do you wish you r,r/ere someone else?

Can you wait your turn easily?

Do your friends usually do what you say?

Is ít easy for you to do good in school?

Do you often break your promises?

Do most children have fewer friends than you?

L6. Are you snart?

L7. Are most children

L8. Are you one of the

better liked than you?

last to be chosen for ganes?
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L9. Are the things you do at school easy for you?

20. Do you know a 1ot?

27. Can you get good grades if you want to?

22. Do you forget most of hrhat you learn?

23. Do you feel 1one1y very often?

24. If you have something to say do you usually say it?

25. Do you like the teacher to ask you questions in front
of the other children?

26, Do you get upset easily at home?

27. Do you often feel ashamed of yourself?

28. Do the other children in the class think you are a
good worker?

29. Are you hard to be friends with?

50. Do you often find ít hard to talk in your class?

31. Are most children able to finish their school work
nore quickly than you?

32. Do members of your fanily pick on you?

33. Are you any trouble to your farnily?

34. Is your farnily proud of you?

55. Can you talk to your family when you have a problen?.

36. Do your parents like you even if you have done
sonething bad?

Taking all things together, how would you say things are

these days--would you say you're very happy, pretty hrppy,

or not too happy these days?

Very happy ( ) Pretty happy ( ) Not too happy ( )

Yes No
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Appendix I

Sel f-Appraisgl InvenJ_ory

Grades 4 - 6

Subject #

Name

Sex

Grade

1: Other children are interested in me

2. School work is faírly easy for ne

3. I an satisfied to be just what I an

4, I should get along better with other children
than I do

5. I often get in trouble at hone

6. My teachers usually like ne

7, I arn a cheerful person

8. Other children are often mean to me

9. I clo ny share of work at home

10. I often feel upset in school

1L. Irm not very smart .

72. No-one pays nuch attention to me at home

73. I can get good grades if I want to

14. f can be trusted

15. I arn popular with kids ny or4rn age

L6. My family isnft very proud of ne

Yes Ng

i, ..,.::i);
:-.- .:.-: I,
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Yes No

I forget most of

I am easy to like

what I learn

Girls seen to like ne

My family is glad when

I often volunteer to do

f'n not a very happy pe

I am lone1y very often

I do things with them

thíngs in class

rson

The nenbers of ny family usually dontt like my
ideas

L7.

18.

19.

20.

21,.

,),

23.

24.

25.

26.

an

28.

29.

30.

31,.

32.

I am a good student

I canft seen to do

0lder kids like ne

things right

I behave badly at home

I often get discouraged in school

I wish f were younger

I am fríendIy towards other

I usually get along with rny

people

fanily as well as I
should

33. My teacher rnakes ne feel not good enough

',34. I like being the way I an . .'

35. It{ost people are nuch better liked than I am .

36. I cause trouble to ny fanily
',::..37 . I am slow in finishing my school work t:.,

38. I an often unhappy

39. Boys seem to like ne

40. . I live up to what is expected of me at home
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4L. I can give a good report in front of the class

42. I am not as nice looking as most people

43. I have nany friends

44. lvly parents dontt seem to be interested in the
things I do

45. f am proud of my school work

Yes No

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51. It is hard for me to nake friends

52. My family would help ne in any kind of trouble

53. I am not doing as well in school as I would like
to be

If I have something to say, I usually say it
f am among the last to be chosen for teams

I feel that my fanily usually doesn't trust rne

I am a good reader

I can usually figure out difficult things

I have a lot of self control

Friends usually follow rny ideas

54.

55.

56. My fanily understands ne

57, I find it hard to talk in front of the class

58. I often feel ashaned of nyself

59. I wish I had nore close friends

60. My famity often expects too rnuch of ne

61. I an good in ny school work

62. f am a good person

63. Others find ne hard to be fríendly with

64. I get upset easily at hone
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Yes

I don't like to be ca11ed on in class

I wish f were someone else

Other children think I am fun to be with

f am an inportant person in rny farnily

My classnates think I an a poor student

I often feel uneasy .

Other children often donrt like to be with ne

My fanily and I have a lot of fun together

I would like to drop out of school

Not too nany people really trust me

My fanily usually considers ny feelings

f can do hard homework assignments

I canft be depended on

Taking all things together, how would you say things are

these days--would you say you're very hrppy, pretty happy,

or not too happy these days?

Very happy ( ) Pretry happy ( ) Not too happy ( )

No

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71,.

1a

73.

74.

75.

lo.

77.

\.: ..:.. :
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Appendix J

Sel f-Appraisal Inventory_

Grades 7 - 12

Subject #

y.e:_

School work is fairly easy for me

Sex

Grade

No

1.

1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

L0.

1L.

72.

t3.

74.

15.

76.

L7.

18.

I an satisfied to be just what I

I ought to get along better with

My family thinks I don't act as

other people

I should

People often pick on me

I donrt usually do ny share of the work at home

I sometines feel upset while ftm at school

I often 1et other people have theiï own way .

I have as many friends as most people

Usually no-one pays nuch attention to me at hone

Getting good grades is pretty inportant to me

f can be trusted as much as anyone

I an well liked by kids my own age

There are tímes when I would like to leave home

I forget most of what I learn

My family is surprísed if I do things with then

I am not often a happy person

I an not lonely very often

am

''I _ ..',
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My fanily rîespects

f am not a very goo

I often do things I

01der kids see¡n to

-196-

þs
my ideas

d student

rn sorry for later

like ne

Ng

19.

20.

2L.

))

23.

)L

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3r.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37,

58.

39.

40.

4L.

A)

43.

44.

I sometines behave badly at hone

I often get discouraged in school

I often wish I were younger

I am usually friendly toward other people

f dontt usually tïeat my farnily as well as I should

My teacher makes ne feel as if I am not good enough

I always like being the way I arn

I an just as well liked as most people

f cause trouble to ny farnily

I an slow in finishing ny schoolwork

I an often not as happy as f would like to be

I am not as nice looking as most people

I donft have nany friends

I feel free to argue with ny fanily

Even if I have sonething to say, I dontt oftensayit
Sonetines I am anong the last to be chosen for teams

I feel that ny fanily always trusts ne

I arn a good reader
l":: ìì , ¡

It is hard for rne to make

My fanily would help ne in

I am not doing as well in

I find it hard ro talk in

of trouble

I would like

the class

friends

any kind

school as

front of

to

:,,:i.:,
i.;-
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45. I sonetimes feel ashaned of nyself

46. I wish I had more close friends

47. My faníly often expects too much of me

48. f am not very good in ny school work

49. f am not as good a person as f would like to be

50. Sometimes I an hard to make friends with

5L. I wish I were a different peïson

52. People donrt usually have nuch fun when they are
with ne

Yes No

,.r,1:i:;:._I

53. f am an important person to my family

54. People think I an a good student

55. I am not very sure of myself 
;

56. Often I don't like to be with other kids . ;.

57. My family and I have a lot of fun together

58. There are times when I feel like dropping out of i

school . 
:

,' 59. I can always take care of nyself . .

60. Many tines r would rather be with kids younger than
me

6L. My farnily doesnrt usually consider ny feelings

62. f can't be depended on

Taking all things together, how would you say things are

these days--would you say yourre veïy happy, pretty

happy, or not too happy these days?

Very happy ( ) Prerry happy ( ) Nor too happy ( )
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Appendix K

Behaviour Problen Checklist

1. Name of child

2. Age

3. Sex

4. Nane of person canpletiìng this.r checkli:st

5. Relationship to chíLd (circle one)

.a. It{other

b. Father :

c. Other (specify)

Instructions:

Please indicate which of the following constitute;problems, as far as

this child is concerned.. rf an iten does not constitute a problem,

encircle the zero; if an item constituies a mild problen, encircle

the one; íf an ítem constitutes a :Sver? probie¡4" enci'rcLe the two.

Pleasr: conplete every iteln.
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Appendix K

Behaviour Problem Checklist

0 - no problen; 1 - nild problen; 2 - severe problen

0 L.r 2 1.. Oddness, bizarre behaviour
ô i 2 2. Restlessness, inability to sit still
0 L 2 3. Attention-seeking, 'rshow-offl'behaviour
0 L 2 4. Stays out late at night
0 1 2 5. Doesnlt know how to have fun; tehaves like a little

:. adult
0 1 2 6. Self-consciousness; easily enbarrassed
0 1 2 7. Fiied expression, lack of enotional reactivity
0 L 2 B. Disruptiveness; tendency to annoy and bother others
0 1 2 9.. Feelings of inferiority
0 L 2 10. Boisterousness, rowdiness
0 1 2 L1-. Crying over minor annoyances and hurts
0 1 2 1.2. Preoccupation; r'in a world of his ownt'

0 1 2 73. Steals in company with others
0 L 2 1,4. Shyness, bashfulness
0 L 2 15. Social withdrawal, preference for solitary activities
0 L 2 L6. Dislike for school
0 1 2 1.7. Jealousy over attention paid to other children
0 1 2 18. Belongs to a gang

0 L 2 L9. Repetitive speech

0 1 2 20. Short attention span

0 1 2 21,. Lack of self-confidence
0 1 2 22. Inattentiveness to what others say
0 1 2 23. Easily flustered and confused
0 L 2 24. Incoherent speech

0L225.Fighring
0 1 2 26. Loyal to delinquent friends
0 L 2 27. Temper tantrums

l-¡::É;.,r: .:+ i.I
l:4{t/¡: {¡:'1:r
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0 1 2 28. Reticence; secretiveness
0 1 2 29. Truancy fron school
0 1 2 30. Hypersensitivity; feelings easily hurt
0 1 2 3L. 'Lazíness in school and in perfornance of other tasks
0 L 2 32. Anxiety, chronic general fearfulness
0 1 2 33. Irresponsibility, undependability
0 L 2 34. Excessive daydreaning

0L235.Masturbation
0 1 2 36. IIas bad companions

0 L 2 37. Tension, inability to relax
0 1 2 38. Disobedience, difficulty in disciplinary control
0 1 2 39. Depression, chronic sadness

0 1 2 40. Uncooperativeness in group situations
0 1 2 41. Aloofness, social reserve
0 1 2 42. Passivity, suggestibility, easily led by others
0 L 2 43. Clunsiness, awkwardness, poor rnuscular coordination
0 L 2 44. Hyperactivity, rtalways on the go'r

0L245.Distractíbility
0 1 2 46. Distructiveness in regard to his own and/or others I

property
0 1 2 47. Negativism, tendency to do the opposite of what is

0 L 2 48. Inpertinence, sauciness 
:

0 1 2 49. Sluggishness, lerhargy i
l:...0 1 2 50. Drowsiness 
i,,.,.,.

0 1 2 51,. Profane language, swearing, cursing .,r,':,

0 1 2 52. Nervousness, jitteriness, jurnpiness; easily startled
0 L 2 53. rrritabÍlity; hot-tenpered, easily aroused to anger 

j

0 1 2 54. Enuresis, bed-wetting
0 1 2 55. often has physical conplaints, e.g. headaches, stomach iii-ìi:+

:;it: .-i:j ..

aches
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Appendix L

Semi-Structured fntervíew (Experinental Group)

Before üre start 1et ne te1l you a little bit about nyrproject.

rrm interested in learning as much as possible about what it is like
having a retarded brother or sister. I'm going to ask you some

questions about yourself and your fanily. Answer then as best you

can. Anything you say will be kept in confidence. r wiLl not tell
your parents, other brothers or sisters, or anybody else what your

anshreïs aTe.

1. Do you ever talk about your family with your friends?

Yes

If yes -- About what kinds of things?

If no -- I{Ihy not?

2. Do any of your friends know that you have an MR brother or síster?

Yes

If yes -- How nany?

All Most Some A few

3. Do any of your brothers or sisters look anything like you?

Yes No

I{hích one(s) ?

4. Does your MR brother or sister look at all. like ypu?

Yês' ' No\ "' \

5. Does your brother or sister ever get you nad?

Yes No

No

l':. -

i; -:_:.:

No
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what do you do when your brother or sister does something that

bothers you or gets you rnad?

ye11 hitlfight call mom

nothing .' , othed *

Elaborate.

6. Does your lvlR brother or sister ever get you nad?

Yes

What do you do when your MR brother or s..is)ter does s.o¡4ething

that bothers' yûu or gets-you nad?

yel1 and swearc hit/fight Ca1l non

nothing other

Elaborate

7. Have your parents eveï told you that you should not fight with

or get nad at your MR brother or sister because of his or her

No

condition?

Yes No

8. Do you ever hug or kiss your brother or sister (or show any other

expression of affection)! If yes, how often? frequently
sonetimes

Yes once in a while
i¡.':'.'.''9- Do you ever hug or kiss your MR brother or sister (or show any other i'r=,ii.:,;.

expression of affection) ?

If yes =- Ilow' often?
:

iif no -- !V-[y not!
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L0. In general, how do you feel about your brother(s) or sister(s)?

Like Dis like

Elaborate.

11. In general, how do you feel about having an MR brother or sister?

a" Has your experience been good or badt

b. Has MRf s handicap nade a difference in your li.fe?

c. Like, dislike.

L2. Do you ever feel embarrassed about having aS Irß. brother or sister?

Yes

Elaborate. (when)

(how frequently)

73. Do you ever wish you r¡¡ere an only child?

Yes

- I If yes -- Why?

How often?

14. What would you like to be when you grow up? lVtry?

15. Do you think you are good looking/handsome

average looking

not very good looking/handsone

L6. Do you ever wish that your father or mother would spend more

tine with you?

Yes

Which brother(s),,or sister(s) do you think they spend the nost

tine with?
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L7. Do you ever feel that your parents are more concerned about

your MR brother or sister than you?

Yes

hrhy do you feel this way?

18. Do your parents'tel1 you that they would like you to get better

No

r:f yes' =.- How often? frequently_ sometimes once in a while

marks in school?

Yes

pretty well

o. K.

top of class

If yes -- Why. do you th-ink they retl you rhis?

19. How do you think you are doing in school?

not very well (botton of class)

20. what kinds of things do you like to do in your spare time?

21'- Do you think you have as many friends as othe:i kids you know?

Yes No

If no --- Why. not?

22. lVould you like to have nore friends?

yes No

whv?

23. Are you a shy person or an outgoing one? (Do you nake friends easil.y,
talk a 1ot, ansllrer ques.tiìonsì in class, etc."|'

shil 0utgoing
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24. Do you feel sorry for your MR brother or sister?
yes No

Why or why not?

25. Do you visit your MR brother or sister regularly?

yes No

26. what kinds of things do you do together with your MR brother or

sister when you visit?

27. would you like to visit your MR brother or sister rnore often?

Yes No

Why or why not?

28. would you like your parents to bring your MR brother or sister
horne more often?

Yes No

Itrihy or why not?

29. what kinds of things do you do with your other brother(s) and

sister(s) ?

30. what is wrong with your MR brother or síster? (diagnosis, degree,

physical defects)

37. would you like your parents to te11 you more about MR and your MR

brother or sister?

Yes No
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32. rs there arry way in which your MR brother or sister is like you?

Yes

How?

33. Is there any way in which you aïe like him or her?

Yes

\How?

34. Have any of your friends eveï met yaur MR broth-er or s:iìs:ter?

Yes No

If yes -- When?

How many?

35. How did you feel when your friend(s) net hirn or her?

36. Do you ever think about the future of your MR brother or sister?
Yes

(What wíl1 happen to hirn or her? If feels responsible: When did you

first think about this?)

37 ' when did you first learn about your MR brother or sisterrs condition?

38. Do you ever spend tine thinking about your MR brother or sister?
Yes

If yes -= I'ùhat do you think about?

I'f no --- I{Jhy. not?

59. Do you ever ask questions about your MR brother or sister?

Yes No

How do you think your farnily feels about these questions (cornfortable -
uncomfortable)

Whon do you ask!

No

i!ii; ili!:::r.;, j
r :, -1,. ..:.i :.:
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Does your fanily ever discuss youï MR brother or sister?

If yes -- how often?

40. Do you think that having an MR child in the fanily has affected

the fanily as a whole?

yes No

If yes -- how?

41-. Can you think of anything that can be done to help your MR brother

or sister?

Yes

If yes -- what?

42. Would you say that you MR brother or sisterfs handicap has ;¡ad, any

effect on whether your family will take a trip or go on a vacation?

Yes

43, Do you think it is more difficult for a person to have a MR brother

or síster?

Brother Sister

44. How do you feel about talking with a stranger about these things?

45. Do you have any additional conments?

No

No
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Appendix M

Semi-Structured Interview (Control Group)

Before we start 1et me tell you a little bit about ny project.
rfm interested in learning as nuch as possible about what it is like
having a brother or sister. rr¡n going to ask you some questions

about yourself and your fanily. Answer them as best you can. Anything

you say will be kept in confidence. r will not tell your parents,

other brothers or sisters, or anybody else what your answers are.

1. Do you ever talk about your fanily with your friends?
yes No

L: i.::,3>ijr:'li

')

3.

If yes -- About what kinds'

If no -- Why not?

Do any of your brothers and

Yes

bothers you or

ye11

gets you mad?

hitlfight

of things?

sisters look anything like you?

No

something that

call mom

Which one(s) ?

What do you do when your brother or sister does

4.

nothing

other

Elaborate.

Do you ever hug or kiss your

expression of affection)

Yes

brother or sister (or engage in any other

If yes -- How often? Frequently

If no -- Why not?

No

sometines once in a while
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5. In general, how do you feel about your brothers or sisters?

(1ike, dislike)

Elaborate.

6. Do you ever wish you were an only child?

yes No

If yes -- How often and why?

7. What would you like to be when you grow up?

whv?

8. Do you think you are good looking/handsone

average looking

not very good looking/handsome

9. Do you ever wish that your nother or father would spend more time

with you?

Yes No

If yes -- why?

hrhich brother or sister do they spend the nost tine with?

10. Do your parents teIl you that they would like you to get better

marks in school?

Yes

If yes -- How often? frequently sometimes once in a while

If yes -- üIhy do you think rhey rell you this?

LL. How do you think you are doing in school?

not very well (bottorn of the class)

pretty well

0. K.

No

top of the class
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12. What kinds of things do you like doing in your spare tine?

L3. Do you think you have as many friends as other kids you know?

Yes

If no -- Why not?

' L4. Would you like to have nore friends?

Yes

llrhv?

15. Are you a shy person or an outgoing one? (Do you nake friends

easily; talk a 1ot; answer questions in class; etc.)

shv Outgoing

L6. what kinds of things do you do wíth your brothers or sisters?

L7. How do you feel about talking to a stranger about these things?

18. Do you have any additional comments?
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Physical Sppear-ance 4ating Scale

No Physical Defects Mild Physical Defects Severe Physical Defects

) '.'.1; a


